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From:

4 lri!ctorate of Air Staff 4a, Room 8245

MINIS:TRY-OrDEFENCE
Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Fax)

Your Reference
01,![ Reference
D/UAS/64/3 .....Date

I& July 2001

Thank you for your fax dated 9 July 200 I. As requested, please find enclosed a number of papers
on the Rendlesham Forest incident that have recently been released to Lord Hill-Norton and a
member of the public under the Code of Practice on Access of Government Information. Some
have been sanitised to protect the privacy of those who have corresponded with the Ministry of
Defence.

69/07 /2 661

PAGE
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•
9th July 200 1

I am writing to you Wlder the tenns of the Code of Practice on Access to
Government Infonnation to request that you send me copies of all papers
that the MOD holds on the Rendlesham Forest UFO sighting.
I Wlderstand that Baroness Symons recently sent copies of this material to
Lord Hill-Norton, and that the MOD has also released it to a member of
the public.

I look fmward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience.
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MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Teleph<lne

(Direct dial)

020 721e 2140

(Sw~chboard)

(Fa•)
(GTN)

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS/64/3
Date
18 July 2001

Dear
Thank you for your letter of 15 June, addressed to the Secretary of State for Defence, concerning
'unidentified flying object'. This office is the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for
correspondence relating to 'UFOs' and I have been asked to reply.
First, it may be helpful ifl explain that the Ministry of Defence examines any reports of
'unidentified flying objects' it receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some
defence significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace
might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. Unless there is evidence of
a potential threat to the United Kingdom from an external military source, and to date no 'UFO'
report has revealed such evidence, we do not attempt to identify the precise nature of each
reported sighting. We believe it is possible that rational explanations, such as aircraft lights or
natural phenomena, could be found for them, but it is not the function of the MOD to provide this
kind of aerial identification service. We could not justil)r expenditure of public funds on
investigations which go beyond our specific defence remit_
In your letter you asked whether the Secretary of State for Defence would "concede that UK
airspace has been penetrated by craft whose design and performance far exceed current state of
the art aircraft design", a statement you are making in light of various alleged 'UFO' sightings.
I can assure you that the integrity of the UK's airspace in peacetime is maintained through
continuous surveillance of the UK Air Policing Area by the Royal Air Force. This is achieved by
using a combination of civil and military radar installations, which provide a continuous real-time
"picture" of the UK airspace. Any threat to the UK Air Policing Area would be handled in the
light of the particular circumstances at the time (it might if deemed appropriate, involve the
scrambling or diversion of air defence aircraft). The MOD is not aware of any incursions in to
UK airspace by such craft as you describe.
You mention a number of incidents where you believe there is evidence of UK airspace being
penetrated by unknown craft. Those reports listed at (iv) to (vi) in your letter are contained in
files which are open for public viewing at the Public Record Office at Kew, Richmond. If you
wish to view them the address is as follows. We do not hold any other information on these
incidents_

, . . . - - - - - - - - -·· ····-.. ··-·· - ··--- ···------

..

•

Public Records Office
Ruskin Avenue
Kew
Richmond
Surrey
TW94DU
Tel: 020 8876 3444
Fax: 020 8878 8905

With regard to those reports mentioned at (i) to (iii), these are not yet open for public viewing so I
will address these individually.
(i) When the Ministry of Defence received Lieutenant Colona! Halt' s memorandum concerning
the events which are alleged to have occurred at Rendlesham Forest!RAF Woodbridge in
December 1980, all available substantiated evidence was looked at in the usual manner by those
within the Ministry of Defence and the RAF with responsibility for air defence matters. The
judgement was that there was no indication that a breach of the United Kingdom's air defences
had occurred on the nights in question. As there was no evidence to substantiate an event of
defence concern no further investigation into the matter was necessary. Although a number of
allegations have subsequently been made about these reported events, nothing has emerged over
the last 20 years which has given us reason to believe that the original assessment made by this
Department was incorrect.
(ii) The MOD received several reports about lights seen in various locations and at various times
duringthe early hours of the Jl~ March I993 . Enquiries were made at the time, but these proved
to be inconclusive.
(iii) An airmiss was reported by two British Airways pilots on an aircraft travelling to Manchester
Airport on 6 January 1995. As a matter of routine the Ministry of Defence was notified by the
Civil Aviation Authority about the pilots' report shortly after the incident occurred. At the time
the matter was discussed with Departmental air defence experts who confirmed that they were not
aware of anything which would indicate a matter of defence relevance associated with the
sighting. Furthermore there was no evidence to suggest that the UK's air defence had been
compromised. As is usual with airmiss incidents involving civil aircraft, the CAA Joint Airmiss
Working Party (which is a joint Civil/Military body which has complete access to all sources of
civil and military information available) investigated the pilots' report. Airmiss Report 2/95 was a
result of their findings . The Group were not able to determine precisely what the pilots saw, but
ruled out any military aircraft activity. However there is no suggestion in the report that what the
pilots observed was extraterrestrial in origin. Without any evidence to suggest that the incident
was of defence relevance MOD interest in this sighting has long since concluded.
Finally, I must say that MOD does not have any expertise or role in respect of'UFO/tlying
saucer' matters or to the question of the existence or otherwise of extraterrestriallifeforms, about
which it remains totally open-minded. I should add that to date the MOD knows of no evidence
which substantiates the existence of these alleged phenomena.
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has received the
The Secretary of State I
attached letter from a member of the public. This office has not
acknowledged it.
Please send a reply on behalf of the Minister. All Ministers attach
importance to such letters being answered promptly; your reply should
therefore be sent within 20 working days of receipt in this branch. If,
exceptionally, this should prove impossible an interim reply should be
sent within the same timescale.
A new Open Government Code of Practice on Access to
Government Information came into force in January 1997. All replies to
members of the public must be in accordance with the procedures set out
in the Code. A full explanation of the Code ofPnictice is contained in
DCI(~en~r information is available from DG Info on
extenstoUnder the Citizens' Charter, Departments are now required to keep
records of their performance. All branches and Agencies are required to
keep information on the number of requests for information which
refer to the Code of Practice including details of the correspondent and
the nature and date of the reply. In addition, the Department is required
to provide a record of the total number of letters from members of the
public and provide statistics (which may be used on a valid sample) of
its performance in providing replies within their published targets.
As part of our monitoring procedure, random spot checks on
the accuracy of your branch records on correspondence will be
performed throughout the year.
MINISTERIAL CORRESPONDENCE UNIT
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From:

,ctorate of Air Staff 4a, Room 8245

MINIS'I'RY-OF- DEFENCE
Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct diaQ
(Fax)

Your Reference
01,![ Reference_,..
DtuAS/64/3 lr

nDateJuly2001

you for your recent letter concerning sightings of 'unidentified flying objects' from
the Wirral area of Merseyside. This office is the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for
correspondence relating to "UFOs" .
First, it may be helpful if I explain that the Ministry of Defence examines any reports of
'unidentified flying objects' it receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some
defence significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace
might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. Unless there is evidence of a
potential-threat, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence, MOD does not attempt
to identify the precise nature of each reported sighting. We believe it is possible that rational
explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could be found for them, but it is not the
function of the MOD to provide this kind of aerial identification service. We could not justify
expenditure of public funds on investigations which go beyond our specific defence remit.
Finally, the MOD does not have any expertise or role in respect of'UFO/flying saucer'
matters or to the question of the existence or otherwise of extraterrestriallifeforms, about which it
remains totally open-minded. I should add that to date the MOD knows of no evidence which
substantiates the existence of these alleged phenomena.
I hope this is helpful and explains our position.
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MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)

020 7218 2140

(Sw~chboard)

(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
North Yorkshire

Thank you for your letter of 18 June addressed to the Prime Minister regarding 'unidentified
flying objects'. Your letter has been passed to the Ministry of Defence and this office is the focal
point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence of this nature. I have been asked to reply.
First, it may be helpful if I explain that the Ministry of Defence examines any reports of
'unidentified flying objects' it receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some
defence significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace
might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. I should add that the
integrity of the UK's airspace in peacetime is maintained through continuous surveillance of the
UK Air Policing Area by the Royal Air Force and the Ministry of Defence remains vigilant for
any potential threat. Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the United Kingdom from an
external military source, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence, we do not
attempt to identify the precise nature of each sighting reported to us. We believe that rational
explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could be found for them if resources
were diverted for this purpose, but it is not the function of the MOD to provide this kind of aerial
identification service.
With regard to the four points which you asked the Prime Minister to support, I will address these
in the same order as your letter.
1. To hold open, comprehensive, secrecy -free hearings to take military! agency
witness testimony on events and evidence relating to an Extraterrestrial presence on and around
Earth.

Anyone, whether they are a member of the public or in the Armed Forces is able to report a
sighting to the Ministry of Defence and their report will be examined in light of our defence
interest as detailed above. There is therefore no need to hold 'hearings to take witness testimony'
on these events.

•

2. To hold open hearings on advanced energy and propulsion systems, relating to
extraterrestrial phenomena that, when publicly released, will provide solutions to global
environmental challenges. These technologies which may now be sequestered behind the
National Security Act.

To date the Ministry of Defence knows of no evidence which substantiates the existence or
otherwise of extraterrestriallifeforms. We are therefore unable to comment on 'advanced energy
and propulsion systems' which we do not know exist.
3. To enact legislation which will ban all spaced-based weapons, and to enact and
implement international treaty and legal standards prohibiting the weaponisation of space.

The United Kingdom's position on the military use of space is clear. The Outer Space Treaty
places some important limitations on military activity in space, prohibiting the deployment of
weapons of mass destruction and military activity on the moon and other celestial bodies. But we
do not wish to see a general prohibition on the military use of space. For example, the 1998
Strategic Defence Review confirmed a continuing need for secure satellite communications for
the armed forces. We recognise, however, there are issues that countries wish to discuss on space
and we support the further consideration of Outer Space by the Conference on Disarmament in
Geneva to identify whether there are substantive issues on which further work could be done .
4. To enact comprehensive legislation to research, develop and explore space
peacefully and co-operatively with all cultures on Earth and in space.

I have explained above our position on the military use of space. While we remain open minded,
we know of no evidence to substantiate the existence of extraterrestriallifeforms and therefore are
unable to comment on our future co-operation with these alleged beings.
Finally, I must say that the Ministry of Defence has no expertise or role in respect of the existence
or otherwise of extraterrestriallifeforms. We are aware that many people have claimed to have
experienced various phenomena and we remain open-minded.
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The attached letter, which the Prime Minister has received, has been forwarded to
this Department for official action. All correspondence is to be answered within 20
working days on receipt in this Branch. No IO's letter codes are as follows:
The letter has been acknowledged by No 10.
B

Tile letter has been acknowledged by No 10. Please consider whether
there is anything which can usefully be said to the correspondence and
action accordingly.

c

No acknowledgement has been sent. In this case, however, it is
obviously important that both an acknowledgement and a full reply are
sent.

Unless specifically asked to do so, there is no need for you to copy your replies to
this office.
A new Open Govemment Code of Practice came into force on January 1997. All
replies to members of the public must be in accordance with the procedures set out in the
Code. A full explanation ofthe Code of Practice is contained in DCI(Gen) 223/99 further
information is available from DO Info on extensiotl j
1!
oj

222 2II I

Under the Citizens' Charter, Departments are now required to keep record of their
perfonnance. All branches and Agencies are required to keep infonnation on the number of
requests for infonnation which refer to the Code of Practice including details of the
correspondence and the nature and date of the reply. In addition, the Department is
required to provide a record of the total number ofletters from members of the public and
provide statistics (which may be based on a valid sample) of its performance in providing
replies within their published targets.
As part of our monitoring procedure, random spot checks on the accuracy of
your branch records on correspondence will be performed throughout the year.
MINISTERIAL CORRESPONDENCE UNIT
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THE DISCLOSURE PROJECT

OPEN HEARINGS & U.S. CONGRESSIONAL ACTION

As you know, the recorded testimony of scores of military, government and other
witnesses to Unidentified Flying Objects and Extraterrestrial events and projects from
around the world establishes the existence of a UFO/Extraterrestrial presence on and
around Earth. This recorded testimony consists of dozens of first-hand, often top-secret
witnesses to UFO and Extraterrestrial events, internal UFO-related government projects
and covert activities, space-based weapons programs, and covert, reverse-engineered
energy and propulsion system projects. The technologies that are of an Extraterrestrial
origin, when publicly released within a planned transition period, will provide solutions
to global environmental and security challenges.
These numerous recorded witnesses constitute only a small portion of a vast pool of
identified present or former military, intelligence, corporate, aviator, flight control, law
enforcement officers, scientists and other witnesses, who will come forward when
subpoenaed to testify at Congressional hearings. Without a grant of immunity releasing
them from their security oaths, many such unimpeachable witnesses fear to speak out.
The legislation to ban space-based weapons will prohibit acts of war against
Extraterrestrial civilizations, which have proven to be concerned about our nuclear and
weapons industry, but also have proven they are not to be hostile. The comprehensive
legislation will transform the terrestrial war industry into a world cooperative military
(without space weapons), civil, and commercial space industry. This will provide
unprecedented benefits and opportunities to all on Earth and in space.
Our generation of voters and leaders are responsible for this once in a lifetime decision to ban space-based weapons so that we will be permitted to join the peaceful travelers in
the universe.
Therefore, the undersigned are asking that you sponsor, enact and actively support each of
the following:
•

To hold open, comprehensive, secrecy-free hearings to take
military/agency witness testimony on events and evidence relating to an
Extraterrestrial presence on and around Earth.

•

To hold open hearings on advanced energy and propulsion systems,
relating to extraterrestrial phenomena that, when publicly released, will
provide solutions to global environmental challenges. These technologies
which may now be sequestered behind the National Security Act.

•

•

To enact legislation which will ban all space-based weapons, and to enact
and implement international treaty and legal standards prohibiting the
weaponization of space.

•

To enact comprehensive legislation to research, develop and explore space
peacefully and cooperatively with all cultures on Earth and in space.

Thank you for your prompt attention to my concerns.
Sincerely yours,

NAME & SIGNATURE
ADDRESS

•

From: · · · ·· · ·
Directorate--of-Air Staff 4a1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
Our R!:ference
D/DAS/64/3
Date
II July 2001

Dear
Thank you for your letter of 6 July.
I can confirm that there is no evidence of any connection between the alleged sightings of black
panthers in Rutland or in the grounds of Sandringham House, and incursions into UK airspace by
unauthorised or hostile air activity. Neverthelesss, your letter has been placed on our files.
Yours sincerely,

..~ O()
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Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Swttchboard)

020 7218 2140

(Fax)

(GTN)

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS/64/3
Date
II July 2001

Thank you for your letter of23 June concerning your interest in joining this Department.
First, it might help ifl explain that the Ministry of Defence examines any reports of 'unidentified
flying objects' it receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some defence
significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace might
have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. I should add that the integrity of
the UK' s airspace, in peacetime, is maintained through continuous surveillance of the UK Air
Policing Area by the RAF. This is achieved by using a combination of civil and military radar
installations, which provide a continuous real-time "picture" of the UK airspace. Any threat to the
UK Air Policing Area would be handled in the light of the particular circumstances at the time (it
might if deemed appropriate, involve the scrambling or diversion of air defence aircraft).
Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the United Kingdom from an external military
source, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence, we do not attempt to identify the
precise nature of each reported sighting. We believe it is possible that rational explanations, such
as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could be found for them, but it is not the function of the
MOD to provide this kind of aerial identification service. We could not justify expenditure of
public funds on investigations which go beyond our specific defence remit.
With regard to working in this Department, staff are not recruited specifically to work here.
MOD civil servants generally move around the Department and undertake duties in a wide variety
of areas. Staff with the appropriate experience to carry out the broad range of tasks associated
with general RAF matters may be posted to serve in Directorate of Air Staff(DAS). Should you
wish to become a MOD civil servant you may wish to look for job vacancies at your local
employment office. However, I should emphasise that joining the Civil Service as a MOD
employee would be no guarantee of a posting to DAS.
Finally, you may wish to be aware that the MOD does not have any expertise or role in respect of
'UFO/flying saucer' matters or to the question of the existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial
lifeforms, about which it remains totally open-minded. I should add that to date the MOD knows
of no evidence which substantiates the existence of these alleged phenomena.
Yours sincerely,

•

Secretariat Air Staff (Room: 8249)
MoD Main Building, WhHehall
London, SWIA 2HB

23 June 2001

CVenclosed

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am a graduate of The University o1
1"1iti4{)First Class Masters Degree. Motivated and hard
wo111ing, I seek a career in a field that illreresfs-me-aRd-w'Al e to inquire about the possibility of working for the
MoD office that investigates unidentified flying objects.
One of my interests is Twentieth Century history with an emphasis on technology, particularly advances in
aviation, rocketry and astronautics. A few years ago, while searching in the Public Records Office for firsthand recollections of Meteor Jet exercises. I was inadvertently directed to the Air Ministry and MoD's UFOrelated files dating from the 1950's and 60's (more recent files are not yet accessible). I found these
documents to be a fascinating and enjoyable read. I was very impressed by the professional and courteous
approach taken by staff when dealing wHh the public, and how those investigating a report could call upon
the services and expertise of diverse civilian and military resources and institutions. Of course,
communications and data management has changed beyond all recognition since then, and today you must
be processing more enquiries in tess time and with greater accuracy.
Even though there was far tess air traffic and fewer satellites at that time, I would imagine that there are
many similarities between recent UFO reports and the observations described to S6 S4air and DSB during
the Sixties. I am intrigued to know in what ways the MoD's methods of investigation have been required to
evolve in lieu of technological developments. An array of devices and aircraft of varying size, shape and
manoeuvrability are operational in the sky today; balloons (scientific, meteorological), airships (often
internally illuminated), helicopters, flying wings/deltas, UAV and VTOL vehicles are among the contraptions
that past and present have been misreported as unidentified or somehow anomalous by people of all
backgrounds. Celestial phenomena (meteors, Venus, Jupiter), satellites, flare drops, and things as innocent
as kites and birds also account for many of the UFO reports, a tiny fraction of which will remain unidentified
mainly due to insufficient information provided by witnesses.
I have read a few of what are apparently key books on the subject of unidentified flying objects and have
seen some of the sensationalist documentaries that occasionally appear on television. Both rarely offer
anything of academic substance and predictably avoid emphasising the consistently identifiable nature of
UFO's. I realise that folklore flourishes around this topic, and that a so-called 'Ufotogy' while essentially
harmless, is fraught with anecdote, speculation and lunatic elements (all now fully catered for on the
Internet). I can also see, while not a fan of the genre myself, that science fiction has played a large part in
the dissemination of the flying saucer mythology, no doubt with some relative effect upon the volume and
types of UFO report that have reached the authorities. Presumably your office is wary of hoaxers, cranks and
repeat-correspondents; a stigma surrounds unidentified flying objects, the phrase itself having come to mean
different things to different people. It is just for this reason that I would like to become involved with the
subject at the MoD, where informed staff investigate prosaic, if unusual, aerial phenomena in a systematic
and rational manner.
I must stress that I am in no way affiliated with any flying saucer 'organisations' or members thereof, nor do I
subscribe to periodicals in this vein. I certainly do not believe that any evidence exists or has ever existed to
support a hypothesis that Earth is visHed by extraterrestrials. I have a sensible overview of the subject and
know something of how it has been administered by the MoD in the past. I feel that I have the genuine
interest. willingness to team and intelligence required to contribute to your department, which I would be
delighted to wo111 for in any capacity, for example as a graduate trainee, intern or general assistant.

Yours faithfully,

•

Curriculum Vitae

University studies: Balancing creative and analytical thinking with academic rigour.
Research (often archival), assimilating source material for written or verbal discussion. Conducting
illustrated presentations to large groups. Working to deadlines, independently or as part of a team.
Dissertation: I considered the artistic and socio-cuHural significance of London Underground's InterWar design approach as it expanded into the suburbs, relating this to contemporaneous continental
developments. A radical and thoughtfully orchestrated campaign of design standardisation: new
buildings and equipment, a new typeface, innovative advertising posters and slogans, all came
together to create a stylistically unified, self-publicising corporate identity.

-

---- --

-

~

Work Experience (examples of temporary and full-time positions)

Working knowledge of Windows word processing, E-Mail and Internet

----.---·----
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Directorate-ot-Ai~taff 4a1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

3J
020 7218 2140
020 7218 9000

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS/64/3
Date
10 July 2001

Dear
Thank you for your letter of 6 June, addressed to the Prime Minister, regarding 'unidentified
flying objects'. Your letter has been passed to the Ministry ofDefence and this office is the focal
point within the MOD for correspondence of this nature. I have been asked to reply .
As you will know from our previous correspondence, the Ministry of Defence examines any
reports passed on from members of the public ofsightings that they cannot themselves identifY
solely to establish whether what was seen might have some defence significance. Our only
concern is whether there is any evidence that UK airspace has been compromised by hostile or
unauthorised air activity. I should add that the integrity of the UK's airspace in peacetime is
maintained through continuous policing of the UK Air Policing Area by the Royal Air Force and
any threat to the UK Air Policing Area would be handled in the light of the particular
circumstances at the time_
You say in your letter that the MOD can offer no explanation for your particular sightings. We are
aware that many people see various phenomena in the sky which they cannot identify. However,
ifthere is no evidence of a potential threat to the UK from an external military source, we do not
attempt to identifY what might have been seen. We believe that rational explanations such as
aircraft lights or natural phenomena could be found for these sightings if resources were diverted
for this purpose, but it is not the function of the MOD to provide this service.
As Dr Moonie explained in his letter to your MP, Mr Alan Williams MP, in March, the MOD has
no expertise or role in respect of the existence or otherwise of extraterrestriallifeforms. We
remain open-minded but to date we know of no evidence to substantiate the existence of these
alleged phenomena.
Yours sincerely,

•
TREAT OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE
To

1) (\

S

4

S'e.c

RefNo

c4063

Date

l K.(G, L~ I

/2001

The Secretary of State I
has received the
attached letter from a member of the public. This office has not
acknowledged it.
Please send a reply on behalf of the Minister. All Ministers attach
importance to such letters being answered promptly; your reply should
therefore be sent within 20 working days of receipt in this branch. If,
exceptionally, this should prove impossible an interim reply should be
sent within the same timescale.
A new Open Government Code of Practice on Access to
Government Information came into force in January 1997. All replies to
members of the public must be in accordance with the procedt}ressetout
in the Code. A full explanati()noftlleCode.iofPracticeiscontainedin

DCl(~e-er inform··.·.•.•.·.a..ti·o./n. i.s· •. a. •vailal)le from DG Info on
extensto .

.· .•. • • •

.. ·•· •· · ·. • <

.. ••·

Under the Citizens' Charter, Departments are now required to keep
records of their performance. All branches and Agencies are required to
keep information on the number of requests for information which
refer to the Code of Practice including details of the correspondent and
the nature and date of the reply. In addition, the Department is required
to provide a record of the total number of letters from members of the
public and provide statistics (which may be used on a valid sample) of
its performance in providing replies within their published targets ..·
As part of our monitoring procedure, random spot checks on
the accuracy of your branch records on correspondence will be
performed throughout the year.

•

FromjQSJ!2! j ~ectorate of Air Staff 4a, Room 8245

MINI.:~• n.v-oF---eEf--ENCE

Main Building, Whitehall,

Lon~on,

SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

0171 218 2140
0171 2189000

;san: :4ol

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS(Sec)/64/3
Date
..pune2001

Thank you for your letters dated 19 and 30 April, the latter 'addressed to Dr Moonie and
passed to this office for reply as we are the focal point for correspondence of this nature.
Firstly, you say that you have checked with various Universities etc ... in the area and your
enquiries have confirmed that the objects you saw, but could not identity, in the sky over Swansea
in February were not weather balloons. As Dr Moonie explained in his letter to Mr Alan Williams
MP in March, the Ministry of Defence's interest in UFO sightings is limited to whether there is any
evidence that UK airspace might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity.
Unless there is evidence of'a potential threat. to the UK from an external military source, we do not
positively identity what was seen. The mention of weather balloons in Dr Moonie's previous letter
was therefore only a suggestion of what might have been seen, not confirmation of what was
actually seen.
In view of your concern you may wish to be aware that the integrity of the UK's airspace in
peacetime is maintained through continuous surveillance of Air Policing Area by the Royal Air
Force. This is achieved by using a combination of civil and military radar installations, which
provide a continuous real-time "picture" of UK airspace. Any threat to the Air Policing Area
would be handled in the light of the particular circumstances at the time (it might if deemed
appropriate, involve the scrambling or diversion of air defence aircraft).
In your letter of 19 April, you asked why the MOD does not keep a database of video,
photographic and radar evidence. Members of the public do occasionally send us photographs or
videos of objects in the sky which they have been unable to identity. These are usually of lights at
night for which there could be rational explanations, such as aircraft lights. It is not the function of '
the MOD to provide an aerial identification service and therefore, there is no reason for us to keep
a database of this material. Once examined, these videos/photographs are either placed on our files
with the relevant correspondence, or returned to the sender if requested.
You also .mentioned a book that you recently borrowed from your local library by Mr Nick
Pope. Mr Pope left this office (previously entitled Sec( AS) 2) several years ago. The views
expressed by Mr Pope on the subject of "UFOs" are entirely his own personal opinions and do not
represent nor reflect those of the MOD.
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4a1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)

020 7218 2140

(Fax)
(GTN)

USA

Your Reference
Our R~ference
D/DAS/64/3
Date
2 July 2001

Dear
I wrote to you on 25 June, in reply to your letter of23 April, concerning an alleged sighting of an
'unidentified flying object' near RAF Bentwaters, Suffolk in January 1995_
I have now had an opportunity to examine our files of 'UFO' sightings and correspondence with
the public, and I can confirm that the Ministry of Defence did not receive any sighting reports in
Suffolk in January 1995_ I am therefore unable to assist further with your enquiries_

,

•

From:
Di

4a1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Dkecl dial)

020 7218 2140

(Sw~chboard)

(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
01.![ Reference
DIUAS/64/3
Date
28 June 2001

De~
Thank you for your letter of 22 May addressed to the Prime Minister regarding 'unidentified
flying objects'. Your letter has been passed to the Ministry of Defence and this office is the focal
point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence of this nature_ I have been asked to reply.
First, it may be helpful if I explain that the Ministry of Defence examines any reports of
'unidentified flying objects' it receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some
defence signiftcance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace
might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. I should add that the
integrity of the UK's airspace in peacetime is maintained through continuous surveillance of the
UK Air Policing Area by the Royal Air Force and the Ministry of Defence remains vigilant for
any potential threat. Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the United Kingdom from an
external military source, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence, we do not
attempt to identify the precise nature of each sighting reported to us_ We believe that rational
explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could be found for them if resources
were diverted for this purpose, but it is not the function of the MOD to provide this kind of aerial
identification service.
With regard to the four points which you asked the Prime Minister to support, I will address these
in the same order as your letter.
1. To hold open, comprehensive, secrecy-free hearings to take military! agency
witness testimony on events and evidence relating to an Extraterrestrial presence on and around
Earth.

Anyone, whether they are a member of the public or in the Armed Forces is able to report a
sighting to the Ministry of Defence and their report will be examined in light of our defence
interest as detailed above. There is therefore no need to hold 'hearings to take witness testimony'
on these events.

•

2. To hold open hearings on advanced energy and propulsion systems, relating to
extraterrestrial phenomena that, when publicly released, will provide solutions to global
environmental challenges. These technologies which may now be sequestered behind the
National Security Act.
To date the Ministry of Defence knows of no evidence which substantiates the existence or
otherwise of extraterrestriallifeforms. We are therefore unable to comment on 'advanced energy
and propulsion systems' which we do not know exist.
3. To enact legislation which will ban all spaced-based weapons, and to enact and
implement international treaty and legal standard~ prohibiting the weaponisation of space.

The United Kingdom's position on the military use of space is clear. The Outer Space Treaty
places some important limitations on military activity in space, prohibiting the deployment of
weapons of mass destruction and military activity on the moon and other celestial bodies. But we
do not wish to see a general prohibition on the military use of space. For example, the 1998
Strategic Defence Review confirmed a continuing need for secure satellite communications for
the armed forces. We recognise, however, there are issues that countries wish to discuss on space
and we support the further consideration of Outer Space by the Conference on Disarmament in
Geneva to identify whether there are substantive issues on which further work could be done.
4. To enact comprehensive legislation to research, develop and explore space
peacefully and co-operatively with all cultures on Earth and in space.
I have explained above our position on the military use of space. While we remain open minded,
we know of no evidence to substantiate the existence of extraterrestriallifeforms and therefore are
unable to comment on our future co-operation with these alleged beings.
Finally, I must say that the Ministry of Defence has no expertise or role in respect of the existence
or otherwise of extraterrestriallifeforms. We are aware that many people have claimed to have
experienced various phenomena and we remain open-minded.

Yours sincerely,

••
TREAT OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE
To ___,Q.,.LA.-/rS~f±

_ __

Ref No
Date

4-b s3

12001

r/~{o(,

The attached letter, which the Prime Minister has received, has been forwarded to
this Department for official action. All correspondence is to be answered within 20
working days on receipt in this Branch. No 1O's letter codes are as follows:
TI1e letter has been acknowledged by No 10.

B

The letter has been acknowledged by No 10. Please consider whether
there is anything which can usefully be said to the correspondence and
action accordingly.

c

No acknowledgement has been sent. In this case, however, it is
obviously important that both an acknowledgement and a full reply are
sent.

Unless specifically asked to do so, there is no need for you to copy your replies to
this office.
A new Open Govemment Code of Practice came into force on January 1997. All
replies to members of the public must be in accordance with the procedures set out in the
Code. Afull explanation of the Code of Practice
223/99 further
information is available from DG Info on "'"r"'n~.1on
Under the Citizens' Charter, Departments are now required to keep record of their
perfonnance. All branches and Agencies are required to keep information on the number of
requests for information which refer to the Code of Practice including details of the
correspondence and the nature and date of the reply. In addition, the Department is
required to provide a record of the total number ofletters from members of the public and
provide statistics (which may be based on a valid sample) of its performance in providing
replies within their published targets.

As part of our monitoring procedure, random spot checks on the accuracy of
your branch records on correspondence will be performed

~n~ Blair Prime Minister
10 Downing Street
London
SW1A2AA
22"d May 2001

Dear Tony Blair Prime Minister
As you know, the recorded testimony of scores of military, government and other witnesses to
Unidentified Flying Objects and Extraterrestrial events and projects from around the world establishes
the existence of ,a UFO/Extraterrestrial presence on and around Earth. This recorded testimony
consists of dozens of first-hand, Orten top-secret witnesses to UFO and Extraterrestrial events,
internal UFO-related government projects and covert activities, space-based weapons programs, and
covert, reverse-engineered energy and propulsion system projects. The technologies that are of an
Extraterrestrial origin, when publicly released within a planned transition period, will provide solutions
to global environmental and security challenges.
These numerous recorded witnesses constitute only a small portion of a vast pool of identified
present or former military, intelligence, corporate, aviator, flight control, law enforcement officers,
scientists and other witnesses, who will come forward when subpoenaed to testify at Congressional
hearings. Without a grant of immunity releasing them from their security oaths, rnany such
unimpeachable witnesses fear to speak out.
The legislation to ban space-based weapons will prohibit acts of war against Extraterrestrial
civilizations, which have proven to be concerned about our nuclear and weapons industry, but also
have proven they are not to be hostile. The comprehensive legislation will transform the terrestrial
war industry into a world cooperative military (without space weapons), civil, and commercial space
industry. This will provide unprecedented benefits and opportunities to all on Earth and in space.
Our generation of voters and leaders are responsible for this once in a lifetime decision - to ban
space-based weapons so that we will be permitted to join the peaceful travelers in the universe.
Therefore, the undersigned are asking that you sponsor, enact and actively support each of the
following:
•

To hold open, comprehensive, secrecy-free hearings to take military/agency witness
testimony on events and evidence relating to an Extraterrestrial presence on and
around Earth.

•

To hold open hearings on advanced energy and propulsion systems, relating to
extraterrestrial phenomena that, when publicly released, will provide solutions to global
environmental challenges. These technologies which may now be sequestered behind
the National Security Act.

•

To enact legislation which will ban all space-based weapons, and to enact and
implement international treaty and legal standards prohibiting the weaponisation of
space.

4

•

.

••

•

To enact comprehensive legislation to research, develop and explore space peacefully
and cooperatively with all cultures on Earth and in space.

International Action - The Disclosure Project continues from residents of countries other than the
United States as to actions they can take in their own countries to achieve the Disclosure goals.
http:l/www.disclosureproject.org/
Thank you for your prompt attention to my concerns.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- -- --- --- - - - - - - - -- ----,-----

t
Main Building, Whitehall, london, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direcldial)
(Fax)

~
Q
~

Your Reference
Our Reference _
D/DAS/64/3 .-Date

21, June 200 I

Thank you for your letter dated 4 June 2001 concerning "unidentified flying objects. As
you will be aware from previous correspondence, the Ministry of Defence has only a very limited
interest in matters concerning 'unidentified flying objects' and I am therefore afraid that I have
nothing to add to our earlier statements. Your letter has been placed on our files_

- - - -- - - - -- - - -
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MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

020 7218 2140
020 7218 9000

Your Reference
USA

Our R~ference
D/DAS/64/3
Date
25 June 2001

Thank you for your letter of 23 April addressed to the Third Air Force regarding an 'unidentified
flying object' near RAF Bentwaters in January 1995. Your letter has been passed to the Ministry
of Defence and this office is the focal point within the MOD for correspondence of this nature.
First, it may be helpful if I explain that the Ministry of Defence examines any reports of
'unidentified flying objects' it receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some
defence significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace
might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity.
Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the United Kingdom from an external military
source, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence, we do not attempt to identify the
precise nature of each reported sighting. We believe it is possible that rational explanations, such
as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could be found for them, but it is not the function of the
MOD to provide this kind of aerial identification service. We could not justifY expenditure of
public funds on investigations which go beyond our specific defence remit.
With regard to your particular enquiry, I can confirm that RAF Bentwaters closed in 1993 and
was sold to Bentwaters Investments Limited on 15 May 1997. In January 1995 there were no
military aircraft accidents in the vicinity of the base. However, disused RAF Stations are
sometimes used to conduct military exercises and this may have been why military vehicles and
helicopters were seen in the vicinity.
You also mention in your letter, that you believe RAF Watton would have monitored unknown air
traffic. You may therefore be interested to know that the integrity of the UK's airspace in
peacetime is maintained through continuous policing of the UK Air Policing Area by the Royal
Air Force. This is achieved by using a combination of civil and military radar installations, which
provide a continuous real-time "picture" of the UK airspace. Any threat to the UK Air Policing
Area would be handled in the light of the particular circumstances at the time (it might if deemed
appropriate, involve the scrambling or diversion of air defence aircraft).
You seem to be confused about the involvement of the HQ Provost and Security Services( (UK)
with regard to 'UFO' reports. Untill992 the Flying Complaints Flight (FCF), part of the HQ
Provost and Security Services(UK) based at RAF Rudloe Manor, was the central co-ordination
point for any "UFO" reports made to RAF stations (from whatever source, i.e. members of the

•

public or service personnel). Its function was simply to record details and pass the reports directly
to Sec(AS)2a (now DAS4a, this office) in the Ministry of Defence. Sec(AS)2a would then
examine the reports and decide whether what was seen had defence implications. No action was
taken on the reports by staff in the FCF. The FCF (now the Defence Flying Complaints
Investigation Team) no longer have any involvement in the central collection of "UFO" reports
made to air force bases. Any reports received by air force stations are now forwarded directly to
DAS4a for consideration.
Finally, in order to assist with your enquiries I have requested our files for January 1995 from
archives to see if the MOD received any relevant ' UFO' sighting reports and I will write to you
again when I have had an opportunity to examine these files.

Yours sincerely,

.\
N0.991

•
Fax

Gl01

31/05/01

•
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N0.991

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR
THIRD AIR FORCE
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
BOX 1 APO AE 09459-84
{British RAF CO, squa

FORCE

Please forward

to the British RAF CO if possible.

FFAIRS
1
ron

0

9-- ~] -

Gl02

eJ/

Dear Sir: I am lookin into a incident which had allegedly occurC- iMcc-( 1..,.
ed after RAF Bentwate s was closed down in Sep 93. The ALLEGED
rqq·~
v INCIDENT OCCURED IN T E MONTH OF Jan 95 and involved an unauthor- ~o::_;(J
,' tl'· ,t:~"O'"'l
ized intrusion into t e base approximately 150 yards to the right
of of the main gate o RAF Bentwaters. Due to the twin Base closeures of both RAF Woo bridge and Bentwaters, any thing in the form of any low flying oisy air craft complaints, there is not alot of resources for l cal British civillians to utilize to notify
RAF base personnal, if they· "witness a air craft going down on
MOD property.
/?) From what was indica d, unknown Air Craft was described as triaLJ ngular in shape and
ange
Red color . I would expect the people
at RAF watton, a loc 1 Radar Detense facility to have monitored
.
Ja-"
the unknown air traf ic and notefied the proper MOD author! ties (Yff""'" N-_, 1::<if it was tracked to
possible impact or crash site. I · do not
,cN'f" ~/
know of but would ex ct some form of tracking to exist that would keep track of inc ing air traffic if it deviates from normal
air traffic routes o might represent reentering space debri from .
some satellite.
(~ ::would not expect th USAF people not being involved with any acY tivity related to ei
er base, that they would have any form of
reports on this inci ent and if at one time they did have a courtesy report from the OD people, the reports would have gone the
course of rotation i to holding files at the dept that is respon~
ible for document ma agement services would have been properly
disposed of some two years after the alleged incident , _ A.,._:,~." "'·"'~
The incident was sai to involve some thirty military vehicles,
with some civillian nd two military ambulances and assorted vans
including a big whit one covered with aerials. This is a ·-rather
large convoy of vehi les that entered the main qate of RAF Bentwaters, so1ne time at ight, also use of search lights and several
Helicopters were see over head, This is a sizeable form of night
time military activi y or possible night time maneuver drill, ho o- n ,(
wever I would have t eliminate any form of reserve night time ~..-- ''~ ''b .,,
maneuvers of RAF/joi t maneuvers 1 due to the close proximety of
>~-<i'J,P:.;
the civillians livin in the former RAF Bentwaters base resident- <i•e<.'"<.•>-<
ial military housing units, which were converted to civillian housing. I am aware of the infamous 13 Jan 81 memorandum from a
then Deputy Base CO, Charles I. Halt, Lt Col, USAF, for your refferall, I will inclu a a copy of this incident. The incidents of
Jan 95 night time ar completely seperate incident and are not
connected with or sh uld not be confused with the Halt memorandum
of 13-Jan-1981.

f)

10 : 5?

N0.99l

•

003

With out violation of y ur Official Secrets Act, are there any
local base's that might have such quick reaction and the vehicles
in their inventory for tilization in such a event such as th Jan
1995 incident. I have
ver heard of the MOD Police ever trying
to catch unknown lights or unknown aircraft with such effort and
would expect that if t
pursued aircraft was and still remains - r-K'> ,;:(<,
in the unknown catagor , that some extensive report on their eff- .,~·IJ.) cl. o.o( l,.c.
orts must have been fi ed elsewhere. If you do not have a report
;, ...c ~" ' "i ,,;.fL.
copy on file, then wha are the possibility of obtaining a refferall as to where the r leasable portions of the report can be ob- Ufo' •
tained. I have heard o RAF Rudloe Manor as a central repository
of specific catagory o such high profile incident reports. Can -· D pt,;""'
you if possibly releas their base to the USAF Public Affairs un- P-... ' I
« .o-.,._.
it CO at ~BIRD AIR FOR E if possible. Their parent base might be
more accessable, their official name is RAF Brampton, Cambridgeshire, RAF Support Comm nd .and. headquarters of the Provost and Sacurity Services is the branch of the RAF that investigates breaches of security in add tion to regular policing duties. Another
section is the 54 unit which is the Flying Complaints Flight unit
which handles complain s about low flying infringements. This
unit comprises no more then thirty personnel and is manned permanently.

It would be expected t involve this section unit S4 and other
important organization within RAF Brampton, as they would have a
over all security clea ance and it would be their over all station assigned security i terest in this Jan 1995 incident. ~~uld
like to correspond wit the public affairs person at RAF Brampton
if possible, they may ave some brocures of public interest that
might be available to ' nterested inquirers. I would expect this
organization would ha
had the authority to pursue or intercept
any downed or suspect nknown air craft. I would like to determin
if there were any mili ary sighting incident reports from local
base's that might ha
gone thru your office from either USAF or
RAF or from unreleasa le sources that might have shed some light
onto this matter as t what the RAF people were looking for and
weither there was aud ' visual documentation on the intruder done .
Of course not being c eared for such information, I would probably not learn any such information, due to this Official Secrets
Act: Can you advise n how this wou1d apply to such filed docum
and briefly what or h w is this regulation written and can a copy
of the regulation be eleased if possible in the return reply.
Please accept my kind appreciation in your return reply thru the
USAF dept of Public A fairs unit CO.

10 : 57
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Eloc:-2·9b-U.S.A.F .. Europe Leuer Willl Encl..
Jan 13, 1984

t104

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS 81ST COMBAT SUPPORT GROUP (USAF E)
APO NEW YORK 09755

REPLY TO
ATTN OF:

CD

SUBJECT:

Un~xplained

13 Ja.n B1

TO:

Lighta

RAF/CC

Early in
rning of 27 Doc 60 (approximately 03DOLJ, twa USAF
security police p rolmen sa• unueual lights outaide the back g&te at
RAF Woodbridge.
inking an aircraft might have cra&hed or been forced
down, they called or permission to go outside the gate to investigate.
The on-duty flight chief responded and allowed three patrolman to proceed on foot.
The individuals reported seeing a str&nge glo~ing object
in the forest.
The obJect was described as being metalic in appea.rance
and triangular in sh~po, approximately two to three meters a.croae the
b&se and approxim tely- two motera high. It illuminated the entire foro$'
with a white ligh • The obJect itself had a pulsating red light on top
a bank(s) of blue lights underneath. The obJect was hovering or on legs
As tho patrolmen · pproached the obJect, it maneuvered through the troeo
and di~appeared.
At this time the animals on a nearby farm went into a
fron&y.
Tho obje t wae briefly sighted approximately an hour later near
tho bao:k gate.
1.

a.

The ne~t day,
found where the o
night (2g Oac SOl
of 0.1 milliroent
preaaions and nea
A nearby tree had
toward the depres

three depreaa:CU'II'll 1 1/2" deep a.nd 7" in diameter •ere
Ject had been &ighted on tho ground. The following
the area was chocked for radiation. Beta/gamma readi .
ans were recorded with peak readinga in the three dethe center of the trian~le formed by .the depressions.
(.05-.0YI readings on . the side of the tree

3,
Later in the
It moved about an
particles and the
appeared. tmmedi
in tho eky, two a
were about 10° of
1110 v eiCien ur and. d i
north appeared to
turned to full ci
an hour or more.
.houro and beamed
duals, including
2 and 3,

ight a re6 sun-like light wa.s seen through the trees.
pulsed. At one point it appeared to throw off glowin
broke into five separate wnite obJects and tnen distoly thereafter, throe ~tar-like objectu were noticed
Jects to the north and one to the south, all ~~ which
tho horizon. The obJecta moved rapidly in sharp angu
~ay ...d . red, . greao and blue lights.
The objo~..cts to thebe elliptical through an 8-12 power lens, They then
cles. The obJects to the north rema.ined in the sky fo
The obJect to the south was visible for two or three
own a stream of lioht from time to time. Numerous ind
he undersigned, witnessed the actiY1tiea in paragraphs

(SIGNED)

i

l

!

I

t Col, USAF
Deputy Base Comma cser

CHARLES l. HALT,

•

From: ~ctorate of Air Staff 4a, Room 8245
MINI~FDEF ENCE
Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)

(Fax)

0207 218 2140

;ssu:s: :&ol

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS/64/3t<'""
Date

22. June 2001

Thank you for your letter dated 21 May 2001 concerning research you are undertaking concerning
an alleged incident in Roswell, New Mexico in 1947_
First, it may be helpful if I explain our position on 'unidentified flying objects'. The Ministry of
Defence examines any reports of 'UFOs' it receives solely to establish whether what was seen might
have some defence significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's
airspace might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity_ Unless there is
evidence of a potential threat, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence, MOD does
not attempt to identifY the precise nature of each reported sighting. We believe it is possible that
rational explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could be found for them, but it
is not the function of the MOD to provide this kind of aerial identification service. We could not
justifY expenditure of public funds on investigations which go beyond our specific defence remit.
The MOD does not have any expertise or role in respect of'UFO/flying saucer' matters or to the
question of the existence or otherwise of extraterrestriallifeforrns, about which it remains totally
open-minded. I should add that to date the MOD knows of no evidence which substantiates the
existence of these alleged phenomena.
Finally, any comments relating to the alleged incident in Roswell in 194 7 are a matter for the
United States Government and are not for the UK MOD to remark upon. Should you wish to
pursue your query with the US Government, you may wish to write to the US Embassy at 24
Grosvenor Square, London, W1A 1AE.

•

•
Dear Sir/Madam,

•

I wonder could you possibly be of some assistance. A colleague and I are currently
researching what has become known as the 'alien autopsy film '. The film in question was
originally broadcast on TV around the world in 1995 and is owned by London
businessman Ray Santilli.
The film allegedly shows the dissection of an alien creature recovered from a crash in the
desert outside of Roswell, New Mexico in 1947. It goes without saying that the film is
highly controversial and has been the subject of much debate.
There are four main theories that have been put forward in an attempt to try and explain
what the film may or may not be. They are:

•

I. A recovered ET from Roswell in 1947.
2. A cynical modem day hoax made purely for money.
3. A film of some poor deformed human being.
4. A US intelligence 'propaganda' film of some kind.
My colleague and I would be most grateful if you would care to comment on the film in
question more information of which can be located at the alien autopsy archive on our
web site (www.beyondroswell.com).
appreciated.
Yours Sincerely,

•
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Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

{Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

0171 218 2140
0171 218 9000

Your Reference
Our Reference
yD/DAS(Sec)/64/3
Date
+June 2001

Thank you for your letters dated 19 and 30 April, the latter addressed to Dr Moonie and
passed to this office for reply as we are the focal point for correspondence of this nature.
Firstly, you say that you have checked with various Universities etc ... in the area and your
enquiries have confinned that the objects you saw, but could not identity, in the sky over Swansea
in February were not weather balloons. As Dr Moonie explained in his letter to Mr Alan Williams
MP in March, the Ministry of Defence's interest in UFO sightings is limited to whether there is any
evidence that UK airspace might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity.
Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the UK from an external military source, we do not
positively identity what was seen. The mention of weather balloons in Dr Moonie's previous letter
was therefore only a suggestion of what might have been seen, not confirmation of what was
actually seen.
In view of your concern you may wish to be aware that the integrity of the UK's airspace in
peacetime is maintained through continuous surveillance of Air Policing Area by the Royal Air
Force. This is achieved by using a combination of civil and military radar installations, which
provide a continuous real-time "picture" of UK airspace. Any threat to the Air Policing Area
would be handled in the light of the particular circumstances at the time (it might if deemed
appropriate, involve the scrambling or diversion of air defence aircraft).
In your letter of 19 April, you asked why the MOD does not keep a database of video,
photographic and radar evidence. Members of the public do occasionally send us photographs or
videos of objects in the sky which they have been unable to identity. These are usually of lights at
night for which there could be rational explanations, such as aircraft lights. It is not the function of
the MOD to provide an aerial identification service and therefore, there is no reason for us to keep
a database of this material. Once examined, these videos/photographs are either placed on our files
with the relevant correspondence, or returned to the sender if requested.
You also mentioned a book that you recently borrowed from your local library by Mr Nick
Pope. Mr Pope left this office (previously entitled Sec( AS) 2) several years ago. The views
expressed by Mr Pope on the subject of"UFOs" are entirely his own personal opinions and do not
represent nor reflect those of the MOD.

0

•

Finally, in your letter of30 April, you report a further sighting of these objects on 29 April.
I can confirm that we have received no other reports from anywhere in the United Kingdom for
that date. We are satisfied that there is no corroborating evidence to suggest that on 29 April the
United Kingdom's airspace was breached by unauthorised air activity.
I hope this is helpful.

•
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FILE -- ...:=.::=·.:. !
MINISTERIAL CORRESPONDENCE UNIT
To ,

.OA:J ~(s~u) .

3!1:-'f-9 /2001
Date--~-(_S'"_l<D_·_\

RefNo

The Secretary of State, I
has received the
attached letter from a member of the public. It has not been
acknowledged by this office.
Please send a reply on behalf of the Minister concerned. All
Ministers attach importance to such letters being answered promptly,
your reply should therefore be sent within 20 working days of receipt in
this branr;h. If, exceptionally, this should prove impossible an interim
reply should be sent within the same timescale.
A new Open Government Code of Practice on Access to
Government Information came into force in January 1997. All replies to
members of the public must be in accordance with the procedures set out
in the Code. A full explanation of the Code of Practice is contained in
DCI(Gen)
further information is available from DOMD on
extension
Under the Citizens' Charter, Departments are now required to keep
records of their performance. All branches and Agencies are required to
keep information on the number of requests for information which
refer to the Code of Practice including details of the correspondent and
the nature and date of the reply. In addition, the Department is required
to provide a record of the total number of letters from members of the
public and provide statistics (which may be used on a valid sample) of
its performance in providing replies within their published targets.
As part of our monitoring procedure, random spot checks on
the accuracy of your branch records on correspondence will be
performed throughout the year.
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From:
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4a1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Sw~chboard)

(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS(Sec)64/3
Date
31 May 2001

Dear
Thank you for your letter of 2 May 2001.
I note you have agreed to pay the cost of a search of archived files for the dates mentioned in your
two earlier letters. As I mentioned in my letter of 11 April, I have identified 18 files covering the
period of interest and each file may contain up to 100 enclosures. To recover these files from
archives, search them to identify any reports relevant to your enquiry, and copy and remove the
personal details (sanitise) on any found, I estimate would take 60 hours to complete. The first 4
hours work would be undertaken free of charge, leaving 56 hours, which would attract a charge of
£15 per hour, a total of £840.
This department does not have the resources to conduct 60 hours additional work and we would
have to regard your full request as voluminous under the Code of Practice on Access to
Government Information. However, we are able to conduct 12 hours work, which with 4 hours
tree, would equate to a charge of £120. In order therefore to help you narrow your request, the
following is an estimate of the cost of searching material for each individual date you have
mentioned. I have based these estimates assuming I 00 enclosures per file and that each enclosure
would take two minutes to examine, copy and sanitise (where appropriate). Please note where
part of an hour is quoted this is charged as a full hour.
1.) IO'h November 1971- Object seen crossing sky over Birmingham at 7.25am
Two archived files identified.
2 x I 00 enclosures = 200 enclosures
200 x 2 minutes
= 400 minutes = 6 hours 40 minutes
Total cost of search = £105

2.) 4th January 1979- "The Mince Pie Martian Case"
Eight archived files identified.
8 x I 00 enclosures = 800 enclosures
800 x 2 minutes
= 1600 minutes= 26 hours 40 minutes
Total cost of search = £405

•

3.) 20'h August 1980- Hopton, Norfolk
Six archived files identified.
= 600 enclosures
6 x I 00 enclosures
600 x 2 minutes
= 1200 minutes = 20 hours
Total cost of search
=£300

4.) 19th June 1981- UFO seen over Baldock, Herts at 11.00pm
Two archived files identified.
= 200 enclosures
2 x 100 enclosures
200 x 2 minutes
= 400 minutes = 6 hours 40 minutes
= £105
Total cost of search

5.) Any sightings for the 6th August 1954, over the Bristol Channel
Any surviving records from the 1950's are open to the public at the Public Record Office,
Ruskin Avenue, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 4DU. Telephone: 020 8876 3444,
Fax: 020 8878 8905.

6.) Any sightings reported for the 21'' October 1954, in the Staffordshire area.
As above, these would be in the Public Record Office.

7.) Any sightings reported over Wimborne, Hampshire, 6th May 1971.
If any sightings were reported, the details would be contained in the same files that have been
identified at number 1 above. If searched alone this one would attract a charge of £105, but if
both were searched for at the same time, there would be no additional cost for this request.

8.) Any sightings over Great Yarmouth for the 20'h August 1980.
If any sightings were reported, the details would be contained in the same files that have been
identified at number 3 above. If searched for alone this one would attract a charge of £300, but if
both were searched for at the same time, there would be no additional cost for this request.
9.) Any UFO reports, or any sightings for the 19 1 h/20'~ June 1981, in the Hertfordshire and
Suffolk areas.
If any reports were received, the details would be contained in the same files that have been
identified at number 4 above. If searched for alone this one would attract a charge of£ I 05, but if
both were searched for at the same time, there would be no additional cost for this request.
If the cost of obtaining the information turned out to be significantly greater than our estimate
suggests we would contact you again before proceeding further.

•

With regard to your question concerning the release of information concerning UFO reports held
on MOD archived files, you may be interested to know that the MOD is bound by the Code of
Practice on Access to Government Information. This means that we are committed to providing
you with whatever information you require, as long as it is not exempted under the Code. You are
not required to ask for specific dates, locations etc but we do, of course, need to know what
particular material you are interested in before a search can be conducted. Please also bear-inmind that UFO reports are filed in the order in which they are received, not in date order of the
sighting. Some people do not report sightings to us until months after the event and a request for
reports for a particular month may still involve a search of several files and, in some instances,
this can result in the request becoming voluminous under the Code.
I would be grateful if you could let me know what reports/period you are interested in and
confirmation that you are willing to meet the charges as detailed above.
Yours sincerely,

•

Directorate of Air
4al (Secretariat),
Ministry of Defence,
. Room 8245,
Main Building,
Whitehall,
LONDON,
SW1A2HB

...... ~/(./..~.. ..... ...

Your Ref. D/DAS(Sec)64/3

.Thank you for your letter of the lllh April 2001.
We are more than willing to pay for the cost of the search involved, and
look forward to hearing from you in due course.
Would it be possible for you to explain to us, please, what guidelines are
in force relating to theduplication of UFO reports from archive material
kept by the MOD, taking into consideration that, while this service is
available following a request relating to a specific date, why cannot we,
as members of the public, ask for copies of UFO reports covering a specific
period? For example, knowing that you will be searching through a number
of files covering a specific period, could you not copy, say, the relevant files
covering, for example, a particular month?
We thank you for your assistance in this matter, and look forward to hearing
from you.
Yours sincerely,

•

4a 1(Secretariat)

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)

020 7218 2140

(Sw~chboard)

~

(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference

01.!f Reference
D/DAS(Sec)64/3
Date
I 8 April 200 I

Thank you for your tetter of II April in which you enquired about a reply to your earlier letter of
8 March. A reply was sent to you on the II April and this would have crossed in the post with
your second letter of the same date. I apologise for the slight delay in responding.
I hope you have now received my letter and are therefore aware of how the 'UFO' sighting
reports and correspondence we receive are stored and the difficulties involved in retrieving the
information you have requested .
With regard to the first two dates mentioned in your latest letter, you may wish to be aware, it was
generally the case that before 1967 all "UFO" ftles were destroyed after five years, as there was
insufficient public interest in the subject to merit their permanent retention. However since 1967,
following an increase in public interest in this subject " UFO" report files are now routinely
preserved. Any files from the 1950s and the early 1960s which did survive are already available
for examination by members of the public at the Public Record Office, Ruskin Avenue, Kew,
Richmond, Surrey, TW9 4DU.
You also asked if there were any "UFO" sightings reported to the MOD on three further dates.
Any reports that do exist would be contained within the 18 files identified in my earlier letter.
As I said in my letter of II April , if you would like us to estimate the cost of a search of our
archived files, please let me know. Some of the dates and locations given in your tetter of
II April are different to those given in your letter of8 March, so before we commence any search
we would, of course, need to know which ones you would like us to look for.
I will await further advice from you before sending for any archived files.
Yours sincerely,

•
Dear Sirs,
We are somewhat disappointed not to have received any reply to our
previous letter, which was sent to you now over six weeks ago, but
presume that it may have been mislaid in the post
Can you tell us if you have any information regarding the following
UFO incidents, please?
Any Sightings for the 6th August, 1954, over the
Bristol Channel?
2

Any Sightings reported for the 21st October, 1954,
in the Staffordshire area?

3

Any Sightings reported over Wimbome, Hampshire,
(May 6th, 1971 )?

4

Any Sightings over Great Yarmouth for the 20th August,
1980?

5

Any UFO reports, or any Sightings, for the 19th/20th June,
1981, in the Hertfordshire & Suffolk areas?

We look forward to hearing from you.
Yours faithfully,
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4a1 (Secretariat)

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(FaJ<)
(GTN)

Your Reference
:

I

I

1

I , II

-

020 72t 8 2t 40

Reft:rence
/UAS(:Sec)64/3
8Date
1,!!:

11 April 2001

Dear
Thank you for your letter of 8 March in which you enquire about UFO sightings reported to the
Ministry ofDefence on four dates between 1971 and 1981.
Firstly, I should inform you that the UFO sighting reports and correspondence we receive are not
computerised, but filed manually in the form they are received on Branch files. Only the files
covering the past few years are retained in this office, with the rest being held in archives until
their release to the Public Record Office on reaching the 30 year point. Therefore, the only way
we can advise you as to whether there were any UFO sightings reported on the dates and at the
locations you have specified, is to recall all the relevant files and conduct a manual search. We
have identified 18 files, currently held in archives, which cover the dates of interest to you .
The Ministry of Defence is bound by the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information.
This means that we are committed to providing you with the information you require, as long as it
is not exempted under the Code. However, to ensure that this does not create an extra burden on
the taxpayer, we have a charging regime for more complicated requests. If a request is likely to
require over four hour's work, each hour's work over the four hours (or part thereof) is charged at
£15 per hour.
As we do not currently have sight of the files concerned, we do not know how many enclosures
each one contains (it could be up to I 00) and it is therefore difficult to estimate how long a search
may take. To search through 18 files, however, would most likely take more than four hours and I
should inform you that your request is likely to attract a charge. You should also be aware that we
cannot guarantee that a search would find any sighting reports relevant to those that you are
interested in. We would be happy to send you copies of any that are found, which would be
sanitised to protect the privacy of those who corresponded with this Department.
If you would like us to provide an estimate of the cost of this search, please let me know and I
will recall the files from our archives. Alternatively, you may wish to refine your request to a
smaller amount of material that may not incur a charge.

Yours sincerely,

•

-

Ministry of Defence,
Main Building (Air Staff2a),
Room8245,
Whitehall,

~

LONDON,

--~-: ...} ...~(

SWIA2HB

Dear Sirs,
Can you please let us know if you have any reports ofUFOs sighted
for the following dates, please:
lOth November, 1971

Object seen crossing sky over
Birmingham, at 7.25 a.m.

4th January, 1979

'The Mince Pie Martian Case'.

20th August, 1980

Hopton, Norfolk.

19th June, 1981

UFO seen over Baldock, Herts.,
at 11.00 p.m.

We look forward to hearing from you.
Yours faithfully,

•
INCIDENT

FILENO.

10 Nov 1971

#AIR 2/18565
#AIR 20/12399

4 Jan 1979

D/DS8/75/2/1 Pt F
D/DSS/75/2/2 Pt G
D/DS8/75/2/2 Pt H
D/DSS/75/2/2 Pt J
D/DS8/75/2/2 Pt K
D/DS75/2/4 PtA
D/DS75/2/4 Pt B
D/DS75/2/4 Pt D

TITLE

HELD BY

UFO Reports 1970-71
UFO Reports 1971-72

PRO for release 2002
PRO for release 2003

UFO Reports, Correspondence 1979
UFO Reports (Edited copies) 1979
UFO Reports (Edited copies) 1979
UFO Reports (Edited copies)1979
UFO Reports (Edited copies) 1979
UFO Reports 1979
UFO Reports 1979
UFO Reports 1979

Records2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2

20 Aug 1980

D/DS8/75/2/1 Pt G
D/DS8/75/2/1 Pt H
D/DS8/75/2/2 Pt L
D/DS875/2/2 Pt M
*D/DS8/75/2/5 PtA
*D/DS8/75/2/5 Pt B

UFO Reports, Correspondence
UFO Reports, Correspondence
UFO Reports, Correspondence
UFO Reports, Correspondence
UFO Reports 1980
UFO Reports 1980

19 June 1981

*D/DSS/1 0/209 Pt A

General briefs and reports,
UFO Correspondence
General briefs and reports,
UFO Correspondence

*D/DS8/10/209 Pt B

# Records ~quest files from PRO
* Files alre y-called-back-frdm Hayes

1980
1980
1980
1980

Records 2
Records 2

Page I of I

DAS4A(SEC)
From:

DAS4A1(SEC)

Sent:

03 April 2001 16:46

To:

DAS4A(SEC)

Subject: UFOs-Request for information

Your may recall that we had a chat about a letter from~regular
UFO correspondents) who were asking about four p~~l 981
(one being the infamous 'Mince Pie Martian Case'). To answer their questions we would need to
recall a number of files from archives and manually go through them to identity any which fit their
description. I suggested we charge them for this work .
I have attached a list of the files which we would need to recall. The first two are currently with
thhe PhRO for releasehin the next twod yehars. I abs ked J.JSJ! tl'& jf~~~possible to rechall files on ce
t ey ave gone to t e PRO. He sa1 t ey can e requ1st1ene y- epartments on a s ort term 1oan
and he has ask his registry to recall them for us. He estimates they will take between one and two
weeks to come. Those marked with a * we already have because these were recalled as part of our
search for info on Rendlesham Forrest. All the rest would have to be sent for from Hayes.

~

Could we have a chat when you are free about what we are going to do as far as charging for this
info. These people are regulars who ask if we have had any reports on certain dates. They have
not asked for copies of any reports and I suspect they think we just type the date in to a computer.
If we are going to charge them we could offer to send sarutised copies of any we tina .
Happy to discuss whenever you are ready.
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INCIDENT

FILENO.

10 Nov 1971

#AIR 2/18565
#AIR 20/12399

4 Jan 1979

D/DS8/75/21l Pt F
D/DS8/75/2/2 Pt G
D/DS8/75/2/2 Pt H
D/DS8/75/2/2 Pt J
D/DS8/75/2/2 Pt K
D/DS75/2/4 Pt A
D/DS75/2/4 Pt B
D/DS75/2/4 Pt D

TITLE

HELD BY

UFO Reports 1970-71
UFO Reports 1971-72

PRO for release 2002
PRO for release 2003

UFO Reports, Correspondence 1979
UFO Reports (Edited copies) 1979
UFO Reports (Edited copies) 1979
UFO Reports (Edited copies)1979
UFO Reports (Edited copies) 1979
UFO Reports 1979
UFO Reports 1979
UFO Reports 1979

Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records 2
Records2
Records2
Records 2
Records 2

20 Aug 1980

D/DS8/75/2/ I Pt G
D/DS8/75/2/ 1 Pt H
D/DSS/75/2/2 Pt L
D/DS875/2/2 Pt M
*D/DS8/75/2/5 Pt A
*D/DS8/75/2/5 Pt B

UFO Reports, Correspondence
UFO Reports, Correspondence
UFO Reports, Correspondence
UFO Reports, Correspondence
UFO Reports 1980
UFO Reports 1980

19June 1981

*D/DS8/10/209 PtA

General briefs and reports,
UFO Correspondence
General briefs and reports,
UFO Correspondence

*D/DSS/10/209 Pt B

files from PRO

*

Files

1980
1980
1980
1980

Records 2
Records 2
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DAS4A1(SEC)
To:

DAS4A(SEC)

Subject: UFOs-Request for information

~

You r may recalldthat )wehhad a chatki~boutba let~er fron•m~!!!!!~~!!'l!!~~lf~
UF 0 correspon ents w o were as ng a out .our ~;
(one being the infamous 'Mince Pie Martian Case'). To answer their questions we would need to
recall a number of files from archives and manually go through them to identifY any which fit their
description. I suggested we charge them for this work.

first two are currently with
I have attached a list of the files which we would
the PRO for release in the next two years. I
possible to recall files once
on a short term loan
they have gone to the PRO. He said they can be
and he has ask his registry to recall them for us. He estimates they will take between one and two
weeks to come. Those marked with a * we already have because these were recalled as part of our
search for info on Rendlesham Forrest. All the rest would have to be sent for from Hayes.
Could we have a chat when you are free about what we are going to do as far as charging for this
info. These people are regulars who ask if we have had any reports on certain dates. They have
not asked for copies of any reports and I suspect they think we just type the date in to a computer.
If we are going to charge them we could offer to send sanitised copies of any we find.
Happy to discuss whenever you are ready.

03/04/01

Page 1 of 1

DAS4A1(SEC)
From:

lnfo(Exp)-Records1

Sent:

03 April 2001 12:55

To:

DAS4A1(SEC)

Subject: RE: Request for info from closed UFO files

On transfer files can be requisitioned by departments (on short term loan).
On your request I will ask my registry to order them for you - requisitions usually only take
between one - two weeks to obtain.
One thing you need to be aware of for the future - under Freedom of Information the 30-year
rule disappears. Probably from June 2002 (to be agreed) files transferred after that date will be
deemed to be open unless an exemption request has be authorised ie "UFO" files will be
available to researchers on transfer.

-----Original Message----From: DAS4Al(SEC)
Sent: 03 April2001 12:47

To: Info(Exp)-Recordsl
Subject: Request for info from closed UFO tiles

We have received a request for information on four alleged UFO sightings spanning a
period of 10 years. In order to answer this query we will need to call files back from
archives. Two of the files we have identified are AIR 2/ 18565 (UFO Reports 197071) and AIR 20/ 12399 (UFO Reports 1971-72) both of which are currently with the
PRO awaiting release in 2002 and 2003 respectively. I would be grateful for your
advice on whether it is possible to recall files once they have been sent to the PRO or
will we have to tell the enquirer that they will simply have to wait until they are
opened to the public.

03/04/01
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DAS4A(SEC)
From:

DAS4A(SEC)

Sent:

04 May 2001 08:36

To:

DAS4A1(SEC)

Cc:

DASAD4(SEC)

Subject: UFO

1vvvLIUI

IN~~RS
~

I have had a look through the correspondence.
Here are my suggestions on the subject of 'how much can we hlep them'- I know you will have plenty of
ideas on how to answer the letter otherwise, they do appear to have got themselves in a bit of a muddle.

:!It~ j9fi!ti!!l:@r 8 files- we cannot find out the number of enclosures without recalling all from
LAffiflives-{afHi-we-would rather not do that). I suggest we say 18 files times average 100 enclosures =
1800 documents times average 2 minutes per document to review/sanitise = 3600 minutes divided 60 =
60 hours work. 4 of those hours would be free and so the "bill" for that work could reach 56 times £15 =
£840.
The DCI on the code states "if dealing with a request would require an unreasonable diversion of
resources it may be refused". I suggest we might view
of resources in the light of
nted).
the number of hours work we indicated we might do
Please identify that number of hours from the
for us to deal
with the correspondence in that manner.
that the likely time and cost of the full task is XXX, we have the
[\;,~~~~~~~~~~~!r~r~b~e
r 1~toldestimate
that the cost of that could be ZZZ .. We would have to

regard the request as "voluminous" under the Code. This would indicate that a refinement of the
request must be made -we could perhaps answer 2 or 3 of his questions, dependent to some extent on
how meaty the files tum out to be. (However we do know correspondence from the years quoted is
considerably heavier than at present.)
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Letter dated 8 March 200 I
Information requested:

1). 10th November 1971- Object seen crossing sky over Birmingham at 7.25am
Files identified- AIR 2/18565 UFO Reports 1970-71
AIR 20/12399 UFO Reports 1971-72

2

r:·t..<,.

I /) I)

~.t. ~· :li>(J

._.,tf,

....t... ~ &ko-v-t.

' :~. .,,~..,, t.oa.c. ,.

q i} .-.. .~ 1 .

Files due to be released to PRO 2002/2003. Recalled by Records I and currently on
loan to us.

2). 4'h January 1979 - "The Mince Pie Martian Case"
Files identified - D/DS8/75/2/ 1 Pt F UFO Reports, Correspondence 1979 . "'.(
D/DS8/75/2/2 Pt G UFO Reports (Edited copies)1979 ~ r•. c~ <tOO~ 300 .e-c.
D/DSS/75/2/2 Pt H UFO Reports (Edited copies)l979 "''~-~·"" = I&® ....... ~
D/DSS/75/2/2 Pt J UFO Reports (Edited copies)1979
==- ;2(, k""'"" LiO ""~t
D/DSS/75/2/2 Pt K UFO Reports (Edited copiesl979
D/DS75/2/4 PtA UFO Reports 1979
D/DS75/2/4 Pt B UFO Reports 1979
D/DS75/2/4 Pt D UFO Reports 1979
All these files are currently held in archives with Records 2 and would need to be
recalled .

3). 20th August 1980- Hopton, Norfolk
Files identified- D/DS8/75/2/1 Pt G UFO Reports, Correspondence 1980
D/DS8/75/2/1 Pt G UFO Reports, Correspondence 1980 & ,::.~ " •ov~ (,au e.-c_
D/DS8/75/2/2 Pt L UFO Reports, Correspondence 1980 Y '2-. ""~ = 1 <-oo ...,,:.....Ji....
D/DS8/j75/2/2 Pt M UFO Reports, Correspondence 1980
?.o kO"~
*D/DS8/75/2/5 PtA UFO Reports 1980
*D/DS8/75/25 Pt B UFO Reports 1980

=

These files are held in archives with Records 2, except those marked • which have
been already been requested and are currently held in our office.

4). 19th June 1981- UFO seen over Baldock, Herts at ll.OOpm
Files identified- D/DS8/ l 0/209 Pt A General briefs and reports, :1 (:; ~~~ ~ I 01) <::.-" r -o 2 Ci O ·e-"<.
UFO Correspondence 1981
2..-<i~ "'?crt> -:o 400 "";~.t;_,
- D/DS8/1 0/209 Pt B General briefs and reports,
UFO Correspondence 1981
-:c: · &. /,"""'-·"' !.< 0 ..... ; .~~T..>.

Letter dated 11 April2001

5). Any Sightings for the 6th August 1954, over the Bristol Channel.
UFO records have only been preserved since 1967, but any files from the 1950s that
did survive would now be open to the public at the Public Record Office.

Pe_o

6). Any Sightings reported for the 21' 1 October 1954, in the Staffordshire area.
As above these would be in the PRO.

7). Any Sightings reported over Wimbome, Hampshire, May 6th 1971.

Se.c \)
If any sightings were reported these would be in the same files as I) above. """i1w-,

.:."\l

8). Any Sightings over Great Yarmouth for the 201h August 1980.

,

C..crwl.J be '-'"'"-"-A
~:(.-. t: .: . . -~ S.p-·l,A"" h ..._..a

asked about this date in his previous letter, but for a different
would be in the same files as indicated at 3) above. ~ 3 ~ .
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9) Any UFO reports, or any Sigbtings, for the 19th/20th June 1981, in the
Hertfordshire & Suffolk areas.

.

,..,iJf'"'".uy asked a similar question in his previous letter. Any reports
files as indicated at 4) above.

,.,4_ · M <' 't' ''

w'~

Calculation of work/time/cost to research answers all these questions.
Total number of files to be searched = 18
Number of enclosures (unknown) assumed 100 per file = 1800 documents
Average 2 minutes per document to review/sanitise = 3600 minutes.,._ 60 = 60 hours
4 hours work would be free= 56 hours at £15 per hour= £840 to charge.

Comparison with work carried out

fo-.--oJ

It was estimated that in order to answer ~est 10 hours work was
required, which would cost £150. As a ~~ I he was asked to agree to
pay only half of this ie. £75. When the work was complete he was billed for the
actual time taken, which was 8 hours 40 minutes at a cost of £65.

•

Annex A

Note.
1.

At the time of the PQ December 1998 a trawl was made through the most likely MOD Form 262Fs

stored at Hayes for file s relating to UFOs (search was in fact limited to Sec(AS) and predecessor

bran ches only).
2.

In addition, files already reviewed, catalogue and transferred to the PRO, but have yet to be released

are identified.
3.

Comments column record the location of the file, if known :
a. PRO - .Public Record Offi ce ie awaiting release at the designated date.
b. Records 1 = D Info {Exp)R 1, GSY. The files are awaiting cataloguing an d eventual tran sfer to
the PRO.
c, Records 2

= D Info (Exp)R2, Hayes . Files are

held pending tran sfer to D Info (Exp)Rl.

d. Defence Intelligence Staff -DIS, OWO. Records to be transferred to 0 Info (Ex p)R I / 2 in due
cou rse .
e. Sec(AS), now DAS(Sec).

File ref.

AIR 2!18554

Title

Date
1957-71

UFO reports West Freugh

Comments
PRO for release 2002 ,
but as the sub·ect

~~

~f'R~£',[1-?.'M"i~t~
AIR 2/18565

1970-71

UFO reports

AIR 2!18872

1972-73

UFO reports

PRO for release 2004

J IK2!18873

1973-74

UFO reports

PRO for release 2005 ,

ction 401

PRO for release 2002

-i~"~~ of~ ction 401
AIR 2/18874

1974-75

UFO reoorts

AIR 2 / 18920

I 975-76

UFO reports

PRO for release 2006
PRO for release 2007

AIR 2118921

1976

UFO reports

PRO for release 2007

AIR 20/12067

ian 70

UFO reoorts

PRO for release 2001

AIR20/12297

Feb 70

UFO reoorts

PRO for release 2001

AIR 20/12298

Mar 70

UFO reports

PRO for release 2001

AIR 20/ 12299

Aor 70

UFO reports

PRO for release 2001

AIR 20/ 12300

May 70

UFO repo rts

PRO for release 2001

AIR 20/12301

Jun 70

UFO reoorts

PRO for release 2001

AIR 20/12302

Jul70

UFO reoorts

PRO for release 2001

AIR 20/ 12303

Aug 70

UFO reoorts

PRO for release 2001

AIR 20/12304

Sep 70

UFO reports

PRO for release 2001

AIR 20/12305

Oct 70

UFO reports

PRO for release 2001

AIR 20/ I 2306

Nov 70

UFO reports

PRO for release 2001

AIR 20/12399

1971-72

UFO reports

PRO for release 2003

AIR 20! 12400

Jan 71

UFO reports

PRO for release 2003

AIR 20/12401

feb 72

UFO reoorts

PRO for release 2003

AIR 20/12402
AIR 20! 12403

Mar 72

UFO reports

PRO for release 2003

Aor 72

UFO reports

PRO for release 2003

AIR 20/ 12404

May 72

UFO reports

PRO for release 2003

•

AIR 201/2405

lun 72

UFO reoorts

AIR 201/2406

UFO reoorts

PRO for release 2003

UFO reoorts

AIR 20/12408

lui 72
Aun 72
Seo 72

UFO reoorts

PRO for release 2003
PRO for release 2003

AIR 20/12409

Oct 72

UFO reports

PRO for release 2003

AIR 201l2410

Nov 72

UFO reoorts

PRO for release 2003

AIR 20//2411

Dec72

AIR 20n2544

lan 73

reoorts
UFO reoorts

PRO for release 2004

AIR 201/2545

Feb 73

UFO renorts

PRO for release 2004

AIR 20/12546

Mar 73

UFO nmorts

PRO for release 2004

AIR 2M2547

Aor 73

UFO recorts

PRO for release 2004

AIR 20/12548

Mav 73

UFO reoorts

PRO for release 2004

AIR 20/12549

lun 73

UFO reoorts

PRO for release 2004

AIR 20/12407

PRO for release 2003

PRO for release 2003

UFO

AIR 20/12550

lui 73

UFO reoorts

PRO for release 2004

AIR 20/12551

Auo 73

UFO reports

PRO for release 2004

AIR 20/12552

Sen 73

UFO reoorts

PRO for release 2004

AIR 20/12553

Oct 73

UFO reoorts

PRO for release 2004

AIR 2M2SS4

Nov 73

UFO reoorts

PRO for release 2004

AIR 20/12555

UFO reoorts

PRO for release 2004

8/5/311

Dec 73
1968-70

UFO: Met asoects

PRO for release 2001

AF 1419

Dec 71

BBC 2 Man Alive programme

"POLICY FILE"

Records 1
AFIS4f(a)/422

Dec 72

UFOs Radio Oxford nrooramme

"POLICY FILE!" Records 1

AF1447 Pt 1

Aug 75-

Edited Reports

Records 1

jun 76

~

Edited very badly. Some

'

are duplicated in ftles

I

marked thus • (below)

\,"

""POLICY FILE!"" Records 1

AF 1 54f(Air)j506

1967-73

Statistical analysis of UFOs (in

AF /584

jan 74

Reoorts

·ReCOrCfS-f

resoonse to PQs)

AF/585

Feb 74

Reoorts

Records 1

AF 1586

Mar 74

Reoorts

Records 1

AF/587

Aor 94

Reoorts

Records 1

AF/588

Mav 74

Reports

Records 1

AF;589

lun 74

Records 1

AF/590

Jul 74

Reoorts
Reports

AF /591

Auo 74

Reoorts

Records 1
Records 1

Records 1

AF/592

Seo 74

Renorts

AF/593

Oct 74

Renorts

Records 1

AF /594
AFI595

Nov 74

Renorts

Records 1

Dec 74
lan 75

Reoorts

Records 1

AF/596

Reoons

Records 1

AF /587

Feb 75

Reoorts

Records 1

AF/598

Mar 75

Reoorts

Records 1

AF /599
AF /560

Aor 75

Reoorts

Records 1

May 75

Reoorts

Records 1

AF/561

lun 75

Reoorts

Records 1

AF 1562
AF/607

jul 75

Reports

Records 1

Dec 75

Renorts

Records 1 •

AF/608

lan 76

Renorts

Records 1 •

AFI610

Mar 76

Reoorts

Records 1 *

AF/611

Aor 76

Reoorts

Records 1 *

AF/612

Mav 76
lun 76

Renorts

Records 1 •

Reo arts

Records 1 ...

AF/613

4:-

-

k:-

S>·: (<•.

~

'

AF/616
AF/617
AF/618
AF/619
AF/3459/75

Sep 76
Oct 76

Reoorts
Reports

Records 1

Nov 76

Reports

Records 1

Dec 76
1970

Re~orts

Records 1

Policy and policy statements

"POLICY FILE"

Records 1

Records 1

0/058/25/3
0/058/75/2/1
0;058/75/2/1
0/058/75/2 1
0/058/75/2/1
0/058/75/2/1
0/058/75/2/1
0/058/75/2/2
0/058/75/2/2

PtA
Pt B
Pt C
Pt F
Pt G
Pt H
PtA
Pt B

D/DSB/75/2/2 Pt C
D/058/75/2/2 Pt D
0/058/75/2/2 PtE
D/058/75/2/2 Pt F
0/058/75/2/2 Pt G
D/058/75/2/2 Pt H
D/058/75/2/2 Pt I
0/058/75/2/2 Pt K
0/058/75/2/2 Pt L
0/058/75/2/2 Pt M
0/0575/2/3 Pt 0
0/0575/2/3 PtE
0/0575/2/3 Pt F
0/0575!2_13 Pt G
D/0575/2/3 Pt H
0,'0575/2/3 Ptj
0/0575!2_14 PtA
0/0575/2 !4 Pt B
0/0575/2/4 Pt 0
0/058/75/2/5 PtA
0/058/75/2/5 Pt B
0/058/75/6 PtA
0/058/75/7 PtA
0(058/10/209 PtA

1978
1977
1977
1978
1979
1980
1980
1977
1977
1977
1977
1978
1978
1979
1979
1979
1979
1980
1980
1978
1978
1978
1978
1978
1978
1979
1979
1979
1980
1980
1979
1979
1981

Parliamentary corresoondence

Records 2

UFO reports, correspondence

Records 2

UFO reports, correspondence

Records 2

UFO reoorts, corresoondence

Records 2

UFO reports, correspondence

Records 2

UFO reports, correspondence

Records 2

UFO reports correspondence

Records 2

UFO reports (edited copies)
UFO reports (edited copies)

Records 2

UFO
UFO
UFO
UFO

reports
reports
reports
reports

(edited
(edited
(edited
(edited

copies)
copies)
copies)
copies)

Records 2
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From: • • • •
Directorate-otAir-Staff 4a1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(O~ect dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

020 721 8 6638
020 721 8 9000

Your Reference
. Science and Technology Laboratory
Portsdown West
Portsdown Hill Road
Hampshire
POl? 6AD

Our R~ference

Bate

/DA~(Sec)64f3

23 May 2001

Dear
Please find enclosed letters from two members of the public which have been sent to this
department.

~ he ~clnew-r,ropulsion technology which he is keen to share with the

~ an~ril ~@!iring as to whether the RAF possesses any atomic powered
aircraft as described hrlrrs-lett~

This department has no expertise in this field and the Technical Director at DERA Boscombe
Down has suggested that you may be able to help these people with their enquiries. I would
therefore be grateful if you could reply to them direct.
Thank you for your assistance.

Yours since ley,

•

.

From: . . . . .11.!1~~
Direct rate ot-Air Staft 4a1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Sw~chboard)

(Fax)
(GTN)

020 7218 2140

111111

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS(Sec)64/3
Date
21 May 2001

Thank you for your letter of 13 April addressed to the Secretary of State for Defence regarding
'atomic powered aircraft'.
Your letter has been passed to the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory who may be able
to answer your questions. Should you need to contact them the address is as follows;

Science and Technology Laboratory
Portsdown West
Portsdown Hill Road
Hampshire
P0!7 6AD
l hope this is helpful.
Yours sincerely,

MINISTERIAL CORRESPONDENCE UNIT
RefNo

339;:;:

Date

2C!l '{

/2001

l

Q) )

The Secretary of State, I
has received the
attached letter from a member of the public. It has not been
acknowledged by this office.
Please send a reply on behalf of the Minister concerned. All
Ministers attach importance to such letters being answered promptly,
your reply should therefore be sent within 20 working days of receipt in
this branch. If, exceptionally, this should prove impossible an interim
reply should be sent within the same timescale.
A new Open Government Code of Practice on Access to
Government Information came into force in Januazy 1997. All replies to
members of the public must be in accordance with the procedures set out
in the Code. A full explanation of the Code of Practice is contained in
DCI(Gen) 223/99, further information is available from DO:MD on
extension
Under the Citizens' Charter, Departments are now required to keep
records of their performance. All branches and Agencies are required to
keep information on the number of requests for information which
refer to the Code of Practice including details of the correspondent and
the nature and date of the reply. In addition, the Department is required
to provide a record of the total number of letters from members of the
public and provide statistics (which may be used on a valid sample) of
its performance in providing replies within their published targets.
As part of our monitoring procedure, random spot checks on
the accuracy of your branch records on correspondence fi.llibli!DV;:;;:-;~...,..._
performed throughout the year.
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Diretct~rate'On~lr~)taff 4a1
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE

Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
01.!!" R~ference
DIDAS(Sec)64/3
Date
21 May 2001

Dear
Further to my letter of 29 March regarding your invention, I have been informed by the Defence
Evaluation and
Down, that the correct person to deal with your
Defence Science and Technology Laboratory.
sent your second letter which was addressed to
Dc>wtF ·f-apo;logise-forluw inconvenience caused.

Technology Laboratory

Hamphire
P0176AD

Yours sincerely,
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DERA
Aircraft Test and Evaluation
Technical Director

Y312lili
:;
irectorate-of- ir Staff (Secretariat)4a1
Room 8245
Main building
MOD
Whitehall
LONDON SW1A 2HB

Our Ref.
Your Ref.

Dear

DERA/AT&E/TD/00/1
D/DAS(Sec)64/3
-·

P...A- V-

tS,c.l<+

2April2001

j6@ 2l! 3! I 101

We have received our coverin
submitted to you by

note and the information concerning the ideas that had been

J4 ,rtunately, we are not the correct department either!

Chief Scientist, DERA Boscombe Down (now known as- - was not the same
person as Chief Scientist DERA- who was situated at DE~

I am very sorry not to have been able to help you more, but I ~w!1 now be able to
resolve this issue and that you can find the correct person to hel~
Yours sincerely

t+,ee;_

~~

t>(

/{· J . . J~~ ioia/'(.Jcjl:
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
DAS 3 (SEC)
04 APR 2001

~.:...:FI~LE=-====j

••

gjt~cltor.ate

of Air Staff (Sec) 4a, Room 8245

!V--.-.-,,..--,..-.,,r:'o:::

21

Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Fax)

0207 218 2140

Your Reference
Our R~ference
D/DAS(Sec)/64/3 .,__
Date
:wAprii200I

Thank you for your letter dated 23 March 2001, which was passed to us by the Low Flying
Complaints Cell. This office is the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence
relating to ' unidentified flying objects.'
First, it may be helpful if I explain that the Ministry of Defence examines any reports of
'unidentified flying objects' it receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some
defence significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace
might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. Unless there is evidence of a
potential threat, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence, MOD does not attempt
to identify the precise nature of each reported sighting. We believe it is possible that rational
explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could be found for them, but it is not the
function of the MOD to provide this kind of aerial identification service. We could not justify
expenditure of public funds on investigations which go beyond our specific defence remit.
Reports from members of the public of sightings are usually made to Police stations, RAF
stations and air traffic control centres and are then forwarded to this office. There is also an
answerphone in this office where sighting reports can be left. The reports, which are usually very
brief and vague, are considered, as necessary, in consultation with air defence advisers within the
MOD, and a decision is taken as to whether what was seen represents a threat to the security of the
UK. Sighting reports are kept on file within this office for future reference.

As is the case with other government files, MOD files are subject to the provisions of the
Public Records Act of 1958 and 1967. This Act of Parliament states that official files generally
remain closed from public viewing for 30 years after the last action has been taken. It was generally
the case that before 1967 all "UFO" files were destroyed after five years, as there was insufficient
public interest in the subject to merit their permanent retention. However since 1967, following an
increase in public interest in this subject "UFO" report files are now routinely preserved. Files from
between 1967-1971 , along with any files from the 1950s and early 1960s which did survive, are
already available for examination by members of the public at the Public Record Office, Ruskin
Avenue, Kew, Richmond, Surrey, TW9 4DU. Files from 1972 onwards will be routinely released
to the Public Record Office at the 30 year point.

0

••

•The Department receives, on average, about 400 sighting reports from members of the public each
year and a similar number ofletters, some of which may also contain sighting reports or
photographic material. Therefore, as I hope you will appreciate, it would not be practical for us to
provide you with copies of such a vast amount of material. If, however, there are specific dates or
sightings which you are interested in, we may be able to be of further assistance.
I hope this is helpful.

••

UKSKYWATCH

Our Ref: LFC/03/01
Date: 23'd March 2001
To: Unidentified Aria! Phenomena Branch
Low Flying Cell
Main Building
Whitehall
London
SWI

Dear Sir's

I have been instructed by one of your colleagues to send any reports of strange Ariel
phenomena or UFO's to your department. UK Skywatch has been collecting
statements from witnesses and photographs, videotapes taken ofUFO's around
Cornwall since 1990.
I would appreciate any reports or photographic material you may have at your
disposal for our interests, and in return UK Skywatch would be pleased to send you
any such information.

Sincerely

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
D/!:0 3 (S~C)
2 8 MAR 2001

F~LE
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4a1 (Secretariat)

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)

020 72t8 2140

(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS(Sec)64/3
Date
27 April2001

Thank you for your e-mail message of 15 May in which you asked us to forward any documents
held by the Ministry ofDefence with regard to 'Unidentified Flying Objects'. Your letter has
been passed to this office as we are the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for
correspondence of this nature.
Firstly, it may be helpful ifl explain that the Ministry of Defence examines any reports of
'unidentified flying objects' we receive solely to establish whether what was seen might have
some defence significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's
airspace might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. Unless there is
evidence of a potential threat to the United Kingdom from an external military source, and to date
no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence, we do not attempt to identify the precise nature of
each reported sighting. We believe it is possible that rational explanations, such as aircraft lights
or natural phenomena, could be found for them, but it is not the function of the MOD to provide
this kind of aerial identification service. We could not justify expenditure of public funds on
investigations which go beyond our specific defence remit.
With regard to MOD files on these matters, they are subject to the provisions of the Public
Records Act of 1958 and 1967. This Act of Parliament states that official files generally remain
closed from public viewing for 30 years after the last action has been taken. It was generally the
case that before 1967 all "UFO" files were destroyed after five years, as there was insufficient
public interest in the subject to merit their permanent retention. However since 1967, following an
increase in public interest, "UFO" report files are now routinely preserved. Any files from the
1950s and early 1960s which did survive are already available for examination by members of the
public at the Public Record Office, Ruskin Avenue, Kew, Richmond, Surrey, TW9 4DU. Files
from 1967 onwards will be routinely released to the Public Record Office at the 30 year point.
The Ministry of Defence is bound by the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information.
This means that we are committed to providing you with the information you require, as long as it
is not exempted under the Code. If therefore, you could be more specific about what information
you are seeking we may be able to see what material may be available. Please bare in mind that
while a limited search of archived files may be undertaken for free (say for a specific date or
sighting) we have a charging regime for more complicated requests. This is to ensure that this
work does not create an extra burden on the taxpayer.

•

Finally, you should be aware that the MOD does not have any expertise or role in respect of
'UFO/flying saucer' matters or to the question of the existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial
lifeforms, about which it remains totally open-minded. I should add that to date the MOD knows
of no evidence which substantiates the existence of these alleged phenomena.
Yours sincerel y,

·'\

.

•
To

c])AS 4

(R;)

RefNo
Date

~'~

/2001

~a ('f (O \

The Secretary of State, I
bas received the
attached letter from a member of the public. It has not been
acknowledged by this office.
Please send a reply on behalf of the Minister concerned. All
Ministers attach importance to such letters being answered promptly,
your reply should therefore be sent within 20 working days of receipt in
this branch. If, exceptionally, this should prove impossible an interim
reply should be sent within the same timescale.
A new Open Government Code of Practice on Access .to
Government Information came into force in January 1997. All replies to
members of the public must be in accordance with the procedures set out
in the Code. A full explanation of the Code ofPractice is contained in
223/99 further information is available from DOMD on
Under the Citizens' Charter, Departments are now required to keep
records·of their performance. All branches and Agencies are required to
keep information on the number of requests for information which
refer to the Code of Practice including details of the correspondent and
the nature and date of the reply. In addition, the Department is required
to provide a record of the total number of letters from members of the
public and provide statistics (which may be used on a valid sample) of
its performance in providing replies within their published targets.
As part of our monitoring procedure, random spot checks on
the accuracy of your branch records on correspondence will be
performed throughout the year.

......
~
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Secure Connection ministers.demon.co.uk

OR INVESTIGATION =
ARE SIGNIF ICANT =

Part 000 0005 01BFBEA3.D9DAB900
lt:c>nt:er>c ·· T\me: text/html; et= 11 iso-8859-l"

IL<1nt:er>c··Tr:ar•sfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
PUBLIC "-/ /W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional /lEN" >
charset=3Diso-8859-l" =
lh1:t!>-E!qlll\r=,IDC;orttE!nt:-Type>
5.00.2314 .100 0" name=3DGENERATOR>
c~••c••JLrtext / html;

face=3D"Book Antiqua" size=3D2 >PLEASE FORWARD

OR INVESTIGATION INTO THE UNEXPLAINED UNIDENTIFIED
SIGNIFICANT TO THE UNITED KINGDOMS DEFENCE OR =
face=3D "Book Antiqua" size=3D2>MR c =
face=3D"Book Antiqua" s i ze=3D2>114 =

Antiqua " size=3D2>WEST
Antiqua" size=3D2 >DY1=20
------=_NextPart_ooo_ooos_OlBFBEA3.D9DAB900--

https://web.mail.demon.net/cgi-binlwebmail.cgi

04/04/01
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4a 1(Secretariat)

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference

8}l)~§~~:C)%~13

Date
24 April2001

Dea~~
Thank you for your letter of 5 April in which you ask for details of a Flight Lieutenant
you believe was a Chaplain based at RAF Cosford in 1963 .
This department does not trace Service personnel, but you may wish to write to the
RAF Personnel Management Agenc Secretariat) who might be able to help you . If they are able
to trace Flight Lieutenant
f.~~ h)ot disclose his whereabouts, but they may be able to
forward a letter to him on yeur- effi~Jt-'i'h'eladdress is as follows ;
RAF Personnel Management Agency (Secretariat)!
Building 248a
Room9
RAF lnnsworth
Gloucester
Gloucestershire
GL3 IEZ
I hope this is helpful.
Yours sincerely,

. ..
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The Cosford Cover-up
by Chri;topher Holton

\-lost people today have beard
of the Ministry of Defence
covering up UFO sightings,
especially it' one occurs near or
in the grounds of an Air Base
How many people though
\Vould think that it could
happen on your own doorstep''
During D(·cember 1963 at RAF
Cosforcl, near Wolverhampton
in the West Midlands, an
alleged witnessed near UFO
landing OCGU!Ted_ Did the
MOD decide to cover up this
sighting w;th a smoke screen of
misinform:;tion'1 [have been
invt•stigating this incident for
the past tv, o years, examining
official rerorts Jl'Ol11 past and
present sources to reach my
condusiold,
The reaso>' why I have chosen
to investigate this case is to
inform the public whether there
is truth behind this sighting, the
truth that the ~IOD have
denied the public for the past
30 years. The main objective to
my investi,~ation was not to
tind out "hat or wasn't seen on
the night cf the of the sighting
but to try and prove that there

Sighting

Involvement

Conllict & Conf1

n

Explanations
Theories

RAl-: Chaplain
Further Sightings

Conclusion
A Matter of Opir:

\vas perha, 1s a cover up l'l

http://www,sufog.org,ukfcosford.htm
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some kind by the MOD of a
UFO sighting on a UK military
base.

http://www.sufog.org.uklcosford.htrn
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The Cosford
Cover-up
Holton
Sighting
In the first week of December 1963
between 23:30 hours and midnight tv,.>
young RAP Boy Entrants, stationed a
RAP Cosford reported lo have seen a
bright object descend behind an airera:[
hangar on the airfield side of the camr.
near to a British Rail signal box. They
claim that they could S<'e the top <ll' tlF·
object and could just make out a dome
shape from where, they said, a door
opened and a beam of light shone out
According to the two boy entrants the
beam swept around the airfield in a
search light fashion. They watched tiltobject for a couple of minutes betore
running off, scared, into a nearby
building to alert the Duty Officer who
immediately reported the occurrence t.l
the main camp.Their Commanding
Officer and fellow officers interviewet:
the hvo Boy Entrants, who witnessed
the incident . at length. A routine chec<
was made of the area the next day lor
any scorch marks or indentations in th;
ground near to where the object had
been seen but none \vas apparently
tound. Nothing could be found to
substantiate the R.AF Boy Enr.rants
claim of a UFO sighting.

http://www.sufog.org.uk/cosford _sighting.htm
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The Cosford
Cover-up
Holton
Involvement
AS ,,·ell a the ti'VO young RAF
Boy Entrant witnesses; an RAF
Chaplain; the station Adjutant and
the Commanding Officer were all
involved someway or another
with this incident The exact part
that these RAF Personnel took is
not exactly known. The military
are very good at "keeping mum"
over
certain events that occur on their
base's Who's orders, to restrict
information over this incident were
being followed? Was it the
Commanding Ofl.ker or the
Ministry of Defenct• 7
Along with the two RAF Boy
Entrants a British Signalman, on
duty in a nearby signal box, is also
alleged to have witnessed the
object Subsequent enquiries by
RAF Cosford failed to contirrn a
sighting by the signalman
His reply when questioned was

uro

http://www.sufog.org.uk/cosford_involvement.htm
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Further Sightlnli'i

that the object that he saw was a
reflec.tion ~f the camp light in the
windows of the main camp
dothing store. See appendix I
Expt·ess & Star

Conclusion
A

~latter

of Opinion

l tried to contact thf.• British Rail
signalman, who was supposed to
have seen the object. ln reply l receiwd a letter tl·om his daughter. • ·ho
wrote that her tather had unfortunate!··. passed away some year;;
but
he had mentioned the incident to her s.)me years after the event
1ad
said thal he had seen "something slra!'ge" that night. She goes o
say
that she thought he had played it dow,, in order to avoid having
pulled by his colleagues.
ln my opinion. the British Rail signaln an was a level headed ant
earth person. I base this on the report in the UFO journal Orbit f
investigator from Statlord. The invest' gator states that at the lin
signalman was not at all sceptical abm t flying saucers and life or
planets and goes on to say that all the ~omments from the BR si;
were entirely unprompted by the UFO investigator. Sometimes
have a tendency to see what you want to believe, so it would ha
easy for the signalman to say to his dw tghter that he had s<.•en a l
when he hadn't
According to his daughter he tried to texplain that what what he:
have been re11ections in the clothing st>lre windows The retlecti
clothing store window is a plausibl~ e:,planation, especially for (
Entrants. thev could have seen a brigh Jig,ht reflecting in the wir
causing them~ to turn around and ob;e,
an unfamiliar object c
behind the aircrati hangar. The BR signalman's explanation is a ,
matter because according to his daughter's letter, the signal box
away from the clothing stores that it would have been verv unli~
any retlectillllS would have been seen ..1 the windows.
·

,•ed
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The c·osford
Cover-up
by Christophe Holton
RAF Chaplain
One more piece of :ddence that can help
dismiss this hoax ti . ory can be found in a
statement made by . :;e same UFO
investigator menti( •.ed in a letter to tne
editor of FSR (see ·.ppendi;{ 7 and
Appendix 8)
The letter om lines
alleged conversation
that the UFO invet:• :J,ator had with the
Chaplain at RAF C · -;ford, outside the
base. A chance me:: mg on 9th January
1964 in Albrightoe :tear to Costord,
between Wiltred D: ·tiels, a UFO
investigator, and tl•. station Chaplain. Fit
Lt. Henry, revealeti .orne interesting facts
about the incident. ·. !r Daniel's version of

the conversation st es that the Cbapiain
said "that he realty .dJxJu not w he 1aiki11g
about it at a!! and 'at security had
dropped right duw on the whole thing."

Introduction

Involvement
Conflict & Confusion
Explanations

Conclusion

The Chaplain's last ,_,marks to Mr Daniels
were "! belie\'e th<: ·he two lads heliived
thatwhatlutd bee; eported /o be the
truth, bul l do not ·:mk that you wm.!d get

http://www.sufog.org.uk/cosford_ chaplain.htm
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any changefi·om tf Sturion Officer,:... "
He states that the KC\F Chaplain did ;cot give the impression that he had any
idea the UFO incid'. 1t was being categorised as a distortion of something
mundane or just a ly misunderstand mg.
lt is possible that P RAF Chaplain was one oft he designated officers
involved in the intc . iewing of the two RAF witnesses. The only reason the
services of an RAF ·:hap lain would b:: called upon in this case would be a
spiritual matter anc: .o tly and calm the apparently shocked and frigl.tened
Boy Entrants The :·. AF Chaplain told the investigator that the boys got
scared atler seeing · ;e trap door in tb·c UFO.
So did the lwo Bo1 Entrants and the 8R Signalman really see somelhing
strange and umtcc'' ntable that night':' fn my opinion there is no douht that the
boys and the signa .'can definitely saw an object that night but what is in
doubt is what the c iect actually was .

http://www.sufog.org.uk/cosford _chaplain.htm
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The Cosford
Cover-up
Holton
Sighting

lntrodur

In the first ':eek of December 1963
between 23:30 hours <md midnight two
young RAF Boy Entrants, stmioned al
RAF Cost(H\] n~porH~d to have s<.~en a
bright objev descend behind an aircrafl
hangar on the airfield side of the camp.
near to a Br:tish Rail signal box, They
claim that tl•ey could see th<• top of th<:J
object and could just make out a dome
shape from Nhere, they said, a door
opened and a beam ofiight shone out
According 1.l the two boy entrants the
beam swept around the airtield in a
search light tashion. They watched th.:
object f\.1r a couple of minutes before
running on: scared, into a nearby
building to ,Jert the Duty Officer who
immediately reported the occurrence u
tbe main cmcJp.Their Commanding
Officer and 1ellow oflicers interviewed
the two Bo> Entrants, who witnessed
the incident. at length. A routine checi,.
was made u;' the area tile next day for
any scorch :·,1arks or indentations in th<:
ground near to where the object had
been seen but none was apparently
found. Nothing could be found to
substantiate the RA.F Boy Entrants
claim of a
sighting.
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From:

~ctorate of Air Staff (Sec) 4a, Room 8245

MINISiRY-OFllEFENCE
Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telepllone

(Direct dlaQ
(Fax)

Your Reference
01,![ Reference
DIVAS(Sec)/64/3 ..-

Date

'2. 0 April 200 I

Thank you for your letters dated 17 & 20 March 200 I. I do apologise for the delay in
responding.
Firstly, you asked where we receive sighting reports of'unidentifted flying objects' from.
Reports from members of the public of sightings are usually made to Police stations, RAF stations
and air traffic control centres and are then forwarded to this office. There is also an answerphone
in this office where sighting reports can be left. The reports, which are usually very brief and
vague, are considered, as necessary, in consultation with air defence advisers within the MOD, and
a decision is taken as to whether what was seen represents a threat to the security of the UK.
Sighting reports are kept on file within this office for future reference.
You also asked for information concerning a former Ministry of Defence facility at
Livingston, West Lothian. After making further enquiries, I can confirm that this site was aquired
in the early 1950's and originally used as an Army munitions storage depot. Its final use was as an
Army vehicle repair and storage depot known as 324 Engineer Park. The whole of the site was
sold in January 1995 to Fife & Kinross Investments Limited.
I hope this is helpful.

0

•

From: DEHQ- - Sent: 19April ~
To: DAS4AIA(SEC)
Subject: MOD Facility at Livingston, West Lothian

MOD did own a facility at Livingstone it was originally acquired in the early 1950's,
it extended to 14.273 hectares and was originally used as an Army munitions storage
depot. Its final use was as an Army vehicle repair and storage depot known as 324
Engineer Park.
The whole of the site was sold in January 1995 to Fife & Kinross Investments
Limited, Regdgend, Kinross, Perth & Kinross. The property is
now known a
eans Industrial Estate, Livingston.
Thanks

•
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STRANGE PHENOMENA INVESTIGATIONS. (ENGLAND)
FOUNPED IN 1979.

Saturday, March 17,2001.

May I thank you for sending me your list of all the UFO sightings reported to the Ministry of
Defense for the year 2000. This was very helpful and much appreciated.
I accept fully that the vast majority of UFO reports have mundane explanations, quite Definitely.
Could I further ask you, of those reports which came into you during the year 2000, how were they
made up ? ie, did you get them through the press, through the witnesses, or somewhere else ! Do let
me know.
I look forward to your reply.
Yours Sincerely,

The University of Life

•

Spring Conference on

''The Unexplained''
Including

UFO's,
Crop Circles &
Government Conspiracies.
on
Sunday gth April2001 09.45am to 7.00pm
at The Corn Exchange, Dorchester, Dorset. (Registration 08.30 to 09.30am)
Lectures by:

Sir Laurence Gardner

Author of Bloodline of the Holy Grail & Genesis of the Grail

Kings

Gary Biltcliffe
Co-author, lecturer, and investigator of Sacred Sites & Energy grids.
Matthew Williams Researcher, Writer & Investigator into truth behind Masonic Orders.
David Kingston Researcher & Investigator into UFO's, Crop Circles, & the Unexplained.
Steven Gerrard UFO Researcher, Lecturer and Founder of the Southampton UFO group
Surprise Guest Lecturer
Demonstrating his own Anti-Gravity device.

ENTRANCE FEE is £15 per ticket, (non-refundable)
Programmes 70p each
(Tickets, if available, purchased on the day will be £20 each)
There are a limited number of tickets & programmes. To reserve yours write to:
(cheques made payable to D Kingston) enclosing an AS SAE,
David Kingston, "Conference " 1, Goldcombe Farm Cottages, Martinstown, Dorchester,
Dorset. DT2 9HY Telephone Enquiries: 01305 889108
Email: davidkingston@cropcircles.screarning.net
Web Site: www.theuniversityoflife.users2.50megs.com/page4.htm
The organisers reserve the right to alter speakers in the event of illness of an individual lecturer.
Lunches, (vegetarian available), need to be reserved in advance. Please telephone Bob
Stephenson on 01305 268909 Should you require accommodation, please telephone
the Dorchester Tourist Board on 01305 267992 for a brochure.
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STRANGEPHENOMENA

INVESTIGATIONS, ENGLAND.

(Founded 1979)

Tuesday, March 20, 2001.

L '·

I write this time with another question for you.

/ f.]To ( .tox

I am looking tor information regarding the MoD facility at Livingston West Lothian in
Scotland. There was a facility there back in 1979, is that still active, and if so, what type of
function does it serve. If you can provide me with any details at all about this or point me in
the right direction, I'd be more than grateful.
Look forward to your reply.

SPI England/BUFORA.
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From:

~orate of Air Staff (Sec) 4a, Room 8245 . ~:!'

MINis-TRv-op-oEFENCE

." ;
' ?

Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

17-

(Direct diaQ
(Fax)

Your Reference

01!!: Reference
.r'
D/UAS(Sec)/64/3
Date
2oApril2001

I am writing with reference to your e-mail dated 30 March 2001. Your e-mail has been
passed to this office as we are the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence of
his nature.
You asked about the alleged incident at Rendlesham Forest. When the Ministry of Defence
was informed of the events which are alleged to have occurred at Rendlesham Forest/RAF
Woodbridge in December 1980, all available substantiated evidence was looked at in the usual
manner by those within the MODIRAF with responsibility for air defence matters. The judgement
was that there was no indication that a breach of the United Kingdom's air defences had occurred
on the nights in question. As there was no evidence to substantiate an event of defence concern no
further investigation into the matter was necessary. Although a number of allegations have
subsequently been made about these reported events, nothing has emerged over the last 20 years
which has given us reason to believe that the original assessment made by this Department was
incorrect.
I hope this is helpful.

•

Asstpclk.2
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Asstpclk.2
Re: Extraterrestrials!

Thank you for your message, my details are as follows;

> The information contained in this e-mail is private and is solely for the
use of the intended recipient(s).
>
> If you are not the intended recipient, you have no legal right to use the
contents of this e-mail.
>
> The views expressed in this e-mail do not necessarily reflect Government
(Defence) policy.

> For reply, please re-send message together with your full postal address.
>Thanks.
>
>
>

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
DAS 3 (SEC)
i
0 2 APR 2001
Page 1

Demon Internet Webmail
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Secure Connection ministers.demon.co.uk
Message:

Subject: Extraterrastrials!
This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
------~ NextPart 000 0007 01COB63E.475D5360
Content=Type: text/plain;charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

Hi,
My name is

...-oJ

am

for Ufofologynet.com.

Can you tell me what the MOD's conclusions on the incident that happened
at the RAF Woodbridge air base around Christmas in 1980.
I have researched the incident and wish to write a new article that ~
clears this matter up one way or the other, I cannot complete this task
without having any input from the MOD, it would great if you could help
me.
Thank you.

------~ NextPart 000 0007 01COB63E.475D5360
Content=Type: text/html;
charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional/lEN">
<HTML><HEAD>
<META http-equi~3DContent-Type content~3D"text/html; ~
charset~3Diso-8859-1">

<META content~3D"MSHTML 5.50.4611.1300" name~3DGENERATOR>
<STYLE></ STYLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgColor~3D#ffffff>
<DIV><FONT face~3DArial size~3D2>Hi,</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face~3DArial size~3D2></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
, • • • • ••~3DArial size~3D2>My name is
am the
I!
20
IV'-'VLIVI I ·~
~~-ULULU~~~liet.com.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face~3DArial size~3D2></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face~3DArial size~3D2>Can you tell me what
conclusions on the~20

the MOD's

incident that happened at the RAF Woodbridge air base around Christmas
in~20

1980.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT face~3DArial size~3D2></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face~3DArial size~3D2>I have researched the incident and wish
to write~20
a&nbsp;new article that clears this matter up one way or the other, I ~
cannot~20

complete this task without having any input from the MOD, it would great
i f you~20

https://web.mail.demon.net/cgi-bin/webmail.cgi

30/03/01
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could help
<DIV><FONT
<DIV><FONT
<DIV><FONT
<DIV><FONT

Webmail

Page2 of2

me.</FONT></DIV>
face=3DArial size=3D2></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
face=3DArial size=3D2>Thank you.</FONT></DIV>
face=3DArial size=3D2></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
face=3DArial size=3D2>David Allen.</FONT></DIV></BODY></HTML>

------=_NextPart_000_0007_01COB63E.475D5360--

https://web.mail.demon.net/cgi-bin/webmail.cgi
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It
From- nirectorate of Air Staff 4b(Sec)

MINI~NCE

Room 8249, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
e-mail kJwf!ying@gtnet.gov.uk

Telephone

(Direct dial)
(SWitchboard)

~ .· ~
o~ .~.
~

(Fax)

Your Reference

Our Reference

D/DAS(SEC)/01/41157
Date

20 April200l

you for your letter of 18 April about lights in the sky near Liverpool on the evening of 16
January.
l should first explain that this office has responsibility for dealing with complaints about military
low flying. Military fixed-wing aircraft are deemed to be low flying when operating below 2,000
feet minimum separation distance (msd) and helicopters, when operating below 500 feet above
ground level (agl).
l have made enquiries with the booking authority for the UK Low flying System and established
that no military aircraft were authorised to operate in the general area at the time you gave. In any
case, because of its built up nature and position beneath controlled airspace, Liverpool is within
what is termed an avoidance area, where fixed-wing military aircraft do not operate below 2,000
feet msd without prior permission and through which military helicopters may only transit above
I, 000 feet agl.
If you believe the lights were aircraft lights, I can only suggest that you pursue your enquiries with
Air Traffic Control at Liverpool Airport, who are in the best position to answer your questions.
I am sorry that I cannot be more helpful.
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Ministry of Defence
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Whitehall
London
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I8th April 200I

REPORT OF LOW FLYING INCIDENT,LIVERPOOL.I6th JANUARY 200I

Dear Sir/Madam

I am writing with regard to an incident which occurred on the evening
of Tuesday !6th January 200I between approximately 22.50 & 23.I5 hrs ,
involving the reporting of unidentified air traffic movements in the
skies above Liverpool,Merseyside.My brief has been to investigate this
event on behalf of the many witnesses who have contacted me,following
reports in the press and television.Members of the public were very
concerned to have witnessed thi.s unidentified air traffic manoeuvring
at very low ~eve~ over a heavi.ly popu~ated area and . in close proximity
to a busy commercial ai.r corridor.As a result of intervi.ewing these
witnesses and hearing their concerns,! have decided to treat the incident as a low flying complaint.
The i.ncident i.n question was captur ed on video for a total of four
minutes by a resident from West Derby,a s uburb situated a few mi.l.es NE
of Li.verpool city centre.The footage was shown on the local BBC 'North
Wes t Today' television programme broadcast on the evenings of Wednesday
and Thursday ,I 7th & H~th J anuary 200! .Following the broadcast I spoke
to the producer of the pro gramme who confirmed that their newsroom had
received over 3oo phone calls from members of the public who were concerned at what they were seeing over a heavily populated area.I subsequen tly i.nterviewed the chief witne ss in depth and as a result of an
appeal on BBC Radio Herseyside on the I 6 th February,was able to obtain
detai.led testimonies from at least four oth er wi.tnesses to the incident.
The content of these testimonies form the basi.s of this report and I

•

refer you to copies of 'CASE HISTORIES I-4' included with th:is letter,
With respect to witness confidentiality I have omitted personal deta:ils
wh:ich remain on f:ile.
As part of my initial investigations I contacted Air Traffic Control
operations at both Liverpool and Manchester International Airports to request details of air tratfic movements during the dates & times in question.
Although I corresponded with Liverpool Airport on two occaSions(8th February and 2nd March),at the time of writing I am still awaiting a response.
I have to say that I find this delay and failure to acknowledge my letters
both unreasonable and discourteous,! did,however,receive a reply from Manchester Airport dated 5th March 200I.Peter Denny(ATC Operations)confirmed
that no unusual occurrences were reported to the airport during the date
and times in question.Unfortunately he completely ignored my request for
specific details regarding air traffic movements over the Liverpool area
which may have explained the incident in question.Given that for a period
of up to fifteen minutes and possibly beyvnd ,this as yet unidentified air
traffic was present in very close proximity to a busy air corridor,! would
have thought it a priority for staff who after all represent the interests
and concerns of the public with matters of air safety,to at least have acknowledged my request for further information.Since they were unable to satisfactorily identify the air traffic responsible for the incident I am bound
therefore to repeat the following questions and would stress the importance
of the s:l:tuation.
Would your Air Traffic Control investigators please make enquiries with the
relevant authorities to check the flight logs and list details of all air
traffic movements,whether commercial,private or otherwise,in the Merseyside
area on the evening of Tuesday I6th January 200I,between approximately 22.50
and 23.15 hrs.It would be helpful to ascertain whether such traffic,if any,
was of a passing nature,or in/outbound with regard to Liverpool,Manchester,
Leeds & Bradford or other airports.
To assist you with this enquiry :it may be helpful at this point to include
additional information which I have obtained from the following authorities
regarding the incident in question.
REPLY FROM THE MET OFFICE,BRACKNELL,BERKSHIRE(I3th FEBRUARY)
The Met Office provided me with records of weather observations made at met.
stations in the Liverpool area confirming that no unusual meteorological
conditions were present eg. temperature inversion leading to anomalous
propagation on the evening in question.They also ruled out weather balloons

as an explanation,although suggested aircraft landing lights

may be res-

ponsible,hence my request for details of air traffic movements.

•

REPLY FROM MERSEYSIDE POLICE - INCIDENT MANAGEMENT UNIT( 5th 11ARCH)
Merseyside Police confirmed that they were not aware of the incident in
question and had not received any telephone calls.They did,however,confirm
that the Police Helicopter was not in the air at the relevant time and date.
REPLY FR0/1 THE MINISTRY OF DEFENCE,R00/1 8245,11AIN BUILDING,IVHITEHALL.
DIRECTORATE OF AIR STAFF 4AI - SECRETARIAT(28th }~RCH)
The 11inistry of Defence confirmed that on the evening in qu_estion, there were
no air defence aircraft scrambled to intercept or investigate any unidentified
air traffic movements(UATI1)in the Merseyside area.No UATHs were reported by
any RAF stations to the 11inistry of Defence.They also confirmed that there
were no major military exercises taking place in the 11erseyside area on the
evening of the I6th January 200!.
ENQUIRIES J'I.ADE WITH NASA,ARTIFICIAL SATELLITE TRACKING STATIONS & JODRELL
BANK RADIO TELESCOPE
ruled out celestial objects,meteor showers,artificial satellites and the
international space station as possible explanations.
I have decided to submit this report as a low flying incident

for the follow-

ing reasons:
!)The replies from the ~tinistry of Defence and other authorities were unsatisfactory because they failed to adequatly explain or identify the air traffic
movements reported to them.
2)Until at such times as a satisfactory explanation is received which accounts
in 'detail for the air traffic movements observed and reported,it is to be
assumed,unless proven otherwise,that a section of the British Air Defence
region has been compromised.
3)Given that most of the witnesses expressed concern that this unexplained
air traffic was manoeuvring in very close proximity to a busy commercial air
corridor,airport and over a heavily populated area,the matter should be viewed
with some priority and seriousness by the relevant authorities.
4)Having conducted in-de:pth interviews with several ;vitnesses and closely
scrutinised the videofootage of the incident,the following points should be
noted;
a)the unidentified air traffic(UAT)movements were described as being extremely
low in the sky,thus arguably constituting a low flying incident.
b)the individual light sources observed carried no anti-collision/navigation
strobes,a feature unanimously confirmed by ~ witnesses,which would seem to
contravene aircraft flying regulations.
c)certain other anomalies were noted by the witnesses which require explanation -

------··--·· - · -·--·-- - - - - - - - -- ------------"'i
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the UAT displayed pinkish-red non-flashing light sources which differed in
appearance to normal aircraft landing lights.
- no discernable engine or rotor sounds were heard des pite the relatively
close proximity to witnesses and low ambient noise levels.
In addition the witnesses were of the opinion that they were observing up to
eight separate light sources(as opposed to eight lights on one object),and
;thought it highly unusual that thi s number of aircraft \VOUld _,be flying in
close proximity to each other,gi ven the normally low frequency of air traffic
movements at that time of the ni ght.
Having reviewed the above details I hope that you can appreciate that this
case deserves to be categorised as a low flying incident requiring further
investigation to at least rule out more mundane hypotheses.
I hope that the information I have provided will be of assistance to you.
A prompt reply regarding these matters would be greatly appreciated.

Yours faithfully
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CASE HISTORY( I) .THE OBSERVATION AND VIDED-RECORDING OF UNIDENTIFIED AIR
TRAFFIC(UAT)IN THE MERSEYSIDE AREA.TUESDAY I6th JANUARY 2001
NAME & ADDRESS OF \VITNESS(I)
The witness is a resident·of West Derby whose personal details are on file.
DATE OF INCIDENT
Tuesday I6th January 200I
TIME OF INCIDENT
22.45 - 23.10 hrs
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT

~

On the evening of Tuesday !6th January 200I,the primary witness was alerted
by his daughter who was driving along Queens Drive in the direction of West
Derby.Over the mobile phone she described the appearance of a formation of
lights in the sky to her right(in a westerly direction).Having been alerted,
her father rushed outside of his house,having grabbed his video camcorder.To
his west,in the direction of Liverpool city centre,he immediately noticed a
formation of up to eight lights which seemed to cluster in two closely knit
groups.They were moving very slowly from left to right(south to north),flying
roughly parallel to Queens Drive,a main arterial road which runs in a northwesterly direction.The lights seemed to be quite low down near the horizon
(approximately 30 - 40 degrees elevation), each of the lights occasional.ly
altering position within the overall group.They were pinkish-red in colour,
moderately bright( not dazzling) ,and gave the appearance of large 'fuzzy stars_'.
The witness was adamant that the lights were untypical of normal air traffic,
as they definitely carried no flashing anti-collision or navigation lights,
and were completely silent.He was curious that,despite their close proximity
to Liverpool Airport(a few miles to the south),there would be so many aircraft
in the sky simultaneously.Their proximity to a commercial air corridor also
gave him some cause for concern.
He was fortunate to obtain about four minutes of video-footage which clearly
shows the presence of as yet unidentified air traffic.On full zoom,several of
the lights are quite distinct and show no evidence of conventional aircraft
navigation and strobe lights.
After approximately five minutes,the lights moved away to the north-west,
gradually fading from view.Following the incident,several other members of the
public have come forward,providing valuable corroborative evidence in support
of the original witness testimony.Details of three other witness are included
in this report.
LOCATION OF WITNESS(!)
West Derby,Liverpooltplease refer to map)

•

LOCATION OF UNIDENTIFIED AIR TRAFFIC
Liverpooi City Centre/Liverpool Bay area(please refer to map)

DESCRIPTION OF U,UDENTIFIED AIR TRAFFIC

QQ!&.!!B
BRIGHTNESS
SOUND
DISTANCE
SPEED
ELEVATION
WEATHER CONDITIONS

Fuzzy - 'star shaped'
Difficult to estimate due to distance of air traffic to
the observer
Pinkish-red(no colour variation throughout observation)
Moderately bright(not dazzling)similar to -3rd magnitude
stars
None
Between I-3 miles approximately
Very slow
Approximately 30-40 degrees
(stats recorded at Liverpool Airport at 23.00 hrs GMT on
the !6th January·200I)

WIND DD
WIND SP
IOO(easterly) 3(light)

VISBLTY
7

AIRTEMP
-4.0

HUMIDITY
92

(stats courtesy of the Met Office,Bracknell,Berkshire)

PRESSURE
!022.5
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CASE

HISTORY{2).THE OBSERVATION OF UNIDENTIFIED AIR TRAFFIC{UAT)IN THE

MERSEYSIDE AREA.TUESDAY !6th JANUARY 200!
NAME & ADDRESS OF WITNESS{2)
The witness is a resident .of Childwall whose personal details are on file.

DATE OF INCIDENT
Tuesday 16th January 200I
TIME OF INCIDENT
22.50 - 23.10 hrs
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT
On the evening in question the witness was visiting a neighbour who lived
across the street,when she noticed a formation of unusual lights in the sky
in the direction of the city centre.Initially,they appeared to be stationary
and,having alerted her neighbour,they both observed the lights as they very
slowly began to move in a north-westerly direction.
There were seven lights in total flying in a 'V' or delta-shaped formation
with one light which seemed to trail behind.They were all red-orange in colour,quite bright and slightly larger than normal aircraft headlights.The witness was adamant that she could see no flashing anti-collision/navigation
strobe lights.The formation of lights were completely silent and quite low
in the sky at an elevation of approximately 30-40 degrees_from the horizon.
They gradually moved northwards in the Bootle direction,eventually fading in
the distance.Immediately following the sighting,the ·witness telephoned Liverpool Airport, situated only a few ~iles away from her home.An official confirmed that there were no aircraft in the area at the time which would account
for the formation of lights.The witness is familiar with in/outbound air
traffic as her home is very close to the air corridor of Liverpool Airport
and is positive that the lights she observed boar no resemblance to conventional aircraft.
LOCATION OF WITNESS( 2)
Childwall,Liverpool( please refer to map)
DESCRIPTION OF

U~IDENTIFIED

As Case History(!).

AIR TRAFFIC/WEATHER CONDITIONS

~CASE HISTORY(3).THE OBSERVATION OF UNIDENTIFIED AIR TRAFFIC(UAT)IN THE
MERSEYSIDE AREA.TUESDAY I6th JANUARY ZOOI
NAME & ADDRESS OF \VITNESS(3)
The witness is a resident of Childwall whose personal details are on file.
DATE OF INCIDENT
Wednesday I7th January ZOOI
TIME OF INCIDENT
O.I5 - 0.30 hrs
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT
Shortly after midnight,the witness was woken by the sound of a helicopter
flying over her house.Looking through her bedroom window which faces west,
she noticed what she is certain was the police helico:?ter manoeuvring in the
sky over the Queens Drive area of Liverpool.After several minutes the helicopter flew off and shortly afterwards she noticed three very bright lights
in the general direction of the city centre.They were pinkish-red in colour
and similar in appearance to 1 red fuzzy stars 1 .She woke her husband as she
was not not convinced that the lights were typical of conventional aircraft.
Having opened the window to obtain better visibility and rule out any reflection they watched the lights as they very slowly moved at a very low elevation(I5-20 degrees) across the sky to the north-west.She estimated that
they were about I~ - 2 miles distant,possibly over the Liverpool Bay area
near to ~irkenhead.There was absolutely no sound of aircraft engines,without
any flashing anti-collision/navigation strobe lights. Whilst the lights were
still in view,a commercial jet aircraft flew overhead and both witnesses used
it as a comparison with the three lights.They agreed that the visual characteristics of the lights were totally different in terms of colour,shape,size
and movement.
The following day,an enquiry was made with a local newspaper who refused to
comment regarding the above sighting.It should be noted that a major sighting
involving the observation of up to eight similar lights in approximately the
same area occurred about

I~

hours earlier(please refer to 'Case History No.I

LOCATION OF 'iiiTNESS(3)
Childwall,Liverpool(:?lease refer to map)
LOCATION OF UNIDENTIFIED AIR TRAFFIC
Liverpool City Centre/Liverpool Bay area(please refer to map)
DESCRIPTION OF UNIDENTIFIED AIR TRAFFIC/WEATHER CONDITIONS
As Case History(I).

1•
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CASE HISTORY(4) .THE OBSERVATION OF UNIDENTIFIED AIR TRAFFIC(UAT) IN THE
MERSEYSIDE AREA.TUESDAY I6th JANUARY 200I
NAME

&

ADDRESS OF \1ITNESS(4)

The witness is a resident of stoneycroft,near West Derby,whose personal details
are on file.
DATE OF INCIDENT
Tuesday I6th January 200I
TIME OF INCIDENT
22.50 - 23.05 hrs
DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT
At approximately 22.50 hrs the witness happened by chance to look through her
bedroom window which faces towards the city centre,and to her surprise noticed
a formation of lights which appeared to be hovering at low altitude in the sky.
Convinced that they were unlike any aircraft she had seen before,she immediately ran downstairs out into the garden to obtain a clearer view.It soon became
apparent that the lights were moving extremely slowly in a north/north-westerly
direction and were grouped in two distinct clusters,although the shape or pattern of the formation continually changed over the next 6-8 minutes.The lights
were pinkish-red in colour,like 'large stars•.totally silent and without any
flashing anti-collision/navigatio~ strobe lights,After about eight minutes· they
eventually faded from view in the northern sky.The witness estimated that the
lights were about I~-2 miles-distant,over the Liverpool city centre/docks area.
LOCATION OF. WITNESS( 4)
Stoneycroft near West Derby,Liverpool(please refer to map)
LOCATION OF UNIDENTIFIED AIR TRAFFIC
Liverpool City Centre/Liverpool Bay area(please refer to map)
DESCRIPTION OF UNIDENTIFIED AIR TRAFFIC/i'IEATHER CONDITIONS
As Case History(!)
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From:
Di
4a1(Secretariat)

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
·
(GTN)

020 7218 2140

Your Reference
Our R§fc:.rence
DIDA (~ec)64/3
Date
23 April 200 I

Dear
Thank you for your letter of 29 March concerning video footage of ' unidentified flying objects'
seen on 13 March 1999. This office is the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for
correspondence relating to 'UFOs.'
Firstly, it may be helpful if I explain that the Ministry of Defence examines any reports of
'unidentified flying objects' it receives solely to establish whether what was seen ·might have some
defence significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace
might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity.
Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the United Kingdom from an external military
source, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence, we do not attempt to identify the
precise nature of each reported sighting. We believe it is possible that rational explanations, such
as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could be found for them, but it is not the function of the
MOD to provide this kind of aerial identification service. We could not justify expenditure of
public funds on investigations which go beyond our specific defence remit.
With regard to your particular observation, we are satisfied that there is no corroborating evidence
to suggest that the United Kingdom 's airspace was breached by unauthorised air activity on
13 March 1999. Military aircraft do sometimes fly at weekends to prepare for operations or to
complete training, so it is possible that this may have been what is seen on your video recording.
However, in order to confirm whether any military aircraft were flying over Mexborough on this
day, a check would need to be made with every Squadron in the RAF, RN and Army Air Corp.
Records of individual sorties are not generally kept for long periods and it is unlikely that any
details would be found even if it were practical to conduct such investigations. I am, therefore,
unable to assist you with your enquiries on this occasion.
Yours sincerely,

•
29 march 2001

Dear Sir,

J

; wonder i~ youhcan. help me. My name isd
~ N,~ rec<JnMtly !!lb'ven ~piece of camcorder
ex orou . - <?'
_...,,ootage whtch s ows two as-yet unexp ame -o jects-uymg'.\~1..,• over ___
-=.:.U-.700

1

bj

named- 4l .

The video was taken between 4:00pm and 4:30pm on Saturday the 13" 1\.larch 1999.
I have had the footage investigated by a video analyst
Cemwall, but unfOrtunately the resolution of the footage is tOO:
in the eld of view to enable workable-enhancement However,
feels that these objects a.<e almost certainly military aircraft (See
f
- i

-

"

_

Video productions in
~eas tF small and distant
· ~ AF officer, and he
-

I understand that normally the RAF does not fly at weekends, and the footage was indeed taken on a
Saturday. However, I have been told that on 26th March the intensive bombing campaign against
Yugoslavia started, and that his could have been pan of the "working up" phase to get the RAF into a warfighting C8Jl8bility.

seoeraJ direction of the obj!:cts~ flight path, and the information given by
thought it was possible that these aircraft may have been en-route to RAF Leeming.

Based on the

'-====- -..:J

However, after contacting Leeming, I was informed that there aft from the base anywhere near
M_e_x_bo
. rough on that day. Ii was suggested by FI
__ ight Lieutenant ~'Otn c2ftjj' you at this address
instead, and that you may he able to help me further_
I would really like to he able to explain the objects in this footage to my satisfaction, and the only way that
this seems possible is to track down these military aircraft, if that is indeed what they are.
C01dd you tell me if there were any scheduled military operations at that time, in that area?

If it would help, I can. send you a copy of the camcorder footage for analysis.
I hope that you can help me close this mystery once and for all!
Yours truly,

•

1J....March 1999 at Mexborough

Initial Observations
1. The first object is movin,& on a strai~t path.
2. deThe direction, taking jS
$£f otes as correct, is on a course of 045
grees
3. This course can be described on the video as travelling from 4 o'clock to lO
o'clock, but as the camera pans with the movement of the object the finishing
direction, as viewed from the camera, moves toward 12 o'clock.
4. As a result of the movement of the object and the camera, we get the impression
that this object is slowing down. Whereas what is actually happening is the angle
of movement of the object relative to the centre line of the camera slowly changes
from 45 degrees to 0 degrees.
5. This is confirmed by the sun shining on the object creating a glow on the rear right
hand side.
6. The also accounts for the object looking black.
7. The cloud is Stratocumulus with a cloud base of around 6 to 7,000ft.
8. The puts to object at a flying height of8 to lO,OOOft.
9. The distance of the object from the camera I would estimate at a minimum of five
miles when first seen and increasing as the object goes away.
10. This figure is based on one brieflong shot in the film and seventeen years
experience in aviation.
11. The speed of the object I would estimate at 150 to 250 knots, again based on my
experience.
12. The second object actually comes in from the bottom of the picture. To see this
one has to go back frame by frame from where it is clearly visible. This can only
be seen digitally on a computer. A video recorder is not good enough to see it.
13. The objects "Disappear" from view gradually.
14. The second object appears to be behind, to the right and below the first object

32l! 3! !

Conclusions

1. I suspect the second object was there all the time and a constant distance from the
first object but not visible on the video because it was off the screen.
2. This is confirmed by the second object appearing from below the picture as it gets
further away from the camera and the field of view becomes greater.
3. The "Disappearance" of the objects is explained by the increase in distance from
the camera and cloud density.
4. The distances are confirmed by the audio whe~ys he cannot
see the object with the naked eye fairly early i~~What are these objects

The position and action of these two objects is exactly how two small military aircraft
would behave when flying in what is called "Loose Formation".
I am not familiar with the area but, are any military bases known of within 150 miles
or so, in the direction the objects were moving.
If these were military aircraft then I would expect them to be landing within half and
hour maximum from the time of this sighting, 4 to 4.30 p.m.

•

The size of these objects on the video and there distance and speed equates to that of a
small light aircraft.
The fact that there are two of them and the constant distance they are apart would
suggest that they are unlikely to be civilian aircraft.
The balance of probability is that this analysis is correct, but here will always remain
that nagging doubt, that 5% chance that I am wrong.

P.S.

I must congratulate ~ excellent quality of his recording and the use
of a tripod, without ~~~e investigation would have been impossible.
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With Compliments

•

From:,l l · l· l l l
Diredorate-o ir- taft
4a1(Secretariat)
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

020 7218 2140
020 72t 8 9000

Your Reference
01,![ Reference
D/UAS(Sec)64/3
Date
29 March 2001

Thank you for your letter addressed to Secretariat (Air Staff) 2ala concerning your ideas for new
propulsion technology. For your information, the two departments of the Director of Air Staff
and Secretariat (Air Staff) merged last year and our new title is shown above.
This department has no expertise in this field, so a copy of your letter has been passed to the Chief
Scientist at the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency who may be able to assist you. Should
you need to contact him in the future, the address is as follows;
Chief Scientist
Defence Evaluation and Research Agency
Bascombe Down
Salisbury
Wiltshire
SP4 OJF
I hope this is helpful.
Yours sincerely,

•
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MIN!S"fRY OF DEFEN ·;;;_
DAS 4 (SEC)
2 u MAR 2001
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4a1 (Secretariat)

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Tefephone

(Direct dial)
(Swrtchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

020 7216 2140

~

Your Reference
01.!!" R~:ferettce
DIUAS(Sec)64/3
Date
28 March 200 I

Dear
The Civil Aviation Authority have forwarded your letter dated IS January enclosing the
photograph of an aircraft with a dark line across the sky in front of it. They have asked if we can
explain what this may be.
Firstly, it may be helpful if I explain that this department is the focal point within the Ministry of
Defence for correspondence concerning ' unidentified flying objects' and we examine any reports
we receive solely to establish whether what was seen might have some defence significance;
namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace might have been
compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. Unless there is evidence of a potential threat
to the United Kingdom from an external military source, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed
such evidence, we do not attempt to identify the precise nature of each reported sighting.
With regard to your photograph, you are not suggesting that this is a 'UFO' but clearly state that
you saw an aircraft. We do not have any expertise in this field and cannot be sure why the line
appeared in front of the aircraft. It has, however, been suggested that depending on the
meteorological conditions and the position of the sun, it may have been a shadow cast on to the
clouds from the vapour trail from the aircraft. This however, is only a best guess and should not
be taken as confirmation of what was seen.
I am sorry we cannot be more helpful .

Yours sincerely,

•

SAFETY REGULATION GROUP
Gah House
Bank Street
Irvine
Ayrshire
KA12DLL

Telephone

01294 204840

Fax

01294 312053

Our ref Generall3-2-0l
13 February 2001

~2)

Room8245
Ministry of Defence
London
SWIA2HB

UNUSUAL PHOTOGRAPH

Enclosed is a letter and photograph received from the Quality and Production Manager of one
of the Approved Companies that this office overseas in the Scottish Region.
As you will see this is a strange phenomenon and I have spoken to several people within the
authority
and nobody can come up with an answer.
After several conversations
our communications department came up
with your department and th~ifYoumigli:fffi!iiiiterested.

encl. Letter/Photograph

IN \ 1ES.ffiR I N I'EO PLF.

•

.)

Civil Aviation Authority
Galt House

Bank St.
Irvine
KA12 OLL
Attention ,. . .
Date: 15.01.01
Ref:

Dear~

f-· ·

.

I am ~it~~~ss our approv<!l.crbis time I am looking for so~ advice from
yourself or from one of your scientific coHea:gues·orrihe-accompanying'j)hotograph.
The history. I was walking on IGnshaldy beach (near Leuchars) and spotted the
aircraft as in the photograph. It was a bright day and I found myself confused by the
dark line in front of the aircraft. The line appeared to have the exact trajectory of the
white jet trail and continued to the horizon or at least the tree line.
I thought my eyes were playing tricks so I took a photograph and, lo and behold, the
line appeared on the photograph.
What is it?
I sent a copy to our local University Physics Dept. but they cannot come up with an
explanation. Can you help?

'

·.

12

From:.• • • • • •
.Directorate-of-Air-Staff
4a1(Secretariat)

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Ro~m
_._-.-:-:· :.:,. .-

8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

020 121 e 2140

Your Reference

·oil!: R~f!l.fence

DIUA~(~ec)64/3

Date
28 March 2001

I am writing in response to your letters of 12 March addressed to RAF Cosford, RAF Fylingdales
and RAF Shawbury concerning the sighting of ' unidentified flying objects' over Merseyside on
16 January. This office is the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence
relating to 'UFOs' and your letters have been forwarded to us for reply.
Firstly, it may be helpful if I explain that the Ministry of Defence examines any reports of
'unidentified flying objects' it receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some
defence significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace
might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity.
Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the United Kingdom from an external military
source, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence, we do not attempt to identify the
precise nature of each reported sighting. We believe it is possible that rational explanations, such
as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could be found for them, but it is not the function of the
MOD to provide this kind of aerial identification service. We could not justify expenditure of
public funds on investigations which go beyond our specific defence remit.
With regard to your particular sighting, I note that you have asked similar questions to each RAF
Station and I will answer them in the same order as in your letters.

QI)

None of these Stations received any reports of unexplained aerial activity on this date and
no 'UFO' sightings were reported to this office.

Q2) RAF Cosford, is predominately a ground engineering training base and the only aircraft
operating from there are Bulldog Trainers of the University of Birmingham Air Squadron and
Vigilant Trainers of633 Volunteer Gliding School. RAF Shawbury is a helicopter base. Neither
of these Stations, therefore, have any air defence aircraft. On this date there were no air defence
aircraft scrambled to intercept or investigate any activity in this area.

Q 3) There were no major military exercises taking place in the Merseyside/Liverpool area on
the evening of 16 January.

•

Q4)
You also asked RAF Fylingdales whether their radar operators recorded or received any
unexplained radar traces. RAF Fylingdales radar is used for tracking ballistic missiles and
satellites and is not optimised to track aircraft. This is a matter for the air defence network.
Finally, you may wish to be aware the MOD does not have any expertise or role in respect of
'UFO/flying saucer' matters or to the question of the existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial
lifeforms, about which it remains totally open-minded. I should add that to date the MOD knows
of no evidence which substantiates the existence of these alleged phenomena.
Yours sincerely,

--- - - -- - -- - - -·--·-·-----··.. ·--·

•

Community Relations Office
RAF CONINGSBY
Lincoln LN4 4SY

Your Reference
Our Reference
CON/2133/3/0RG
Date
27th March 2001

Thank you for your letter regarding an incident that occurred on the
evening of Tuesday 16th January 2001. There were no aircraft flying
from RAF Coningsby after 1700 hours on that evening.
I can confirm that your details have been forwarded to the office of
Secretary Air Staff at the Ministry of Defence, Whitehall who monitor
all complains about military aircraft and records all information
MOD Sec (AS)2b
received:
Room 8249, Main Building
Whitehall
LONDON
SW1A2HB
Yours sincerely

Community Relations Officer
for Officer Commanding

''

•

No &.rJJtJ~'1 A-le
Q>-..J(.~W e.'-1

c-t-tl /t.fr'f:.L I~
Jhllo·~$. 1'51>/al . .~

March 2001

Dear Sir/Madam
I am writing with. regard to an incident which occurred on the evening
of Tuesday I6th January 2001 involving the sighting of unexplained
lights/objects observed by many witnesses in the skies throughout the
Merseyside area(please refer to accompanying map).
Part of the event was captured on video for a period of four minutes
by a resident from West Derby,a suburb a few miles SE of Liverpool
city centre.The footage was broadcast on the local BBC 'North West
Today' television programme(Wednesday/Thursday 17th & I8th January).
Having interviewed the above witness in depth ,.I was able to compile
a detailed description of what was observed and filmed,a copy of which
I have included with this letter.He has requested anonymity,which I
will respect,although personal details are on file.
Briefly,according to hi.s testimony,up to eight uni.dentified lights
were observed for a peri.od of approximately IO-I5 minutes.They were
pinkish-red in colour,very bright,and. performed manoeuvres at a fairly
low elevation in the sky,uncharacteristic of typical aircraft,flying
in two distinct clusters to the west of Liverpool city centre on a
north-westerly heading.The witness,being familiar with inbound and
outbound flights of commercial aircraft to Liverpool and t1anchester
Airports and also the activities of the police helicopter,was adamant
that these lights/objects were definitely not conventional aircraft,
since they carried no obvious flashing anti-collision/navigation lights.
Following the incident I spoke to a BBC reporter who investigated the
incident and was duly informed. that the 'North West Today' newsdesk had
received over 300 telephone calls from concerned members of the public,
many of whom had apparently observed the above event.On the !6th February I broadcast an appeal for further witnesses on BBC Radio Mersey-

.

•

side and was contacted by several people from the Liverpool area who were
able to corroborate the testimony of the chief witness,having observed
what appears to be the same 'phenomenon' within a similar timeframe.All
expressed a degree of concern at the presence of these unidentified lights
and particularly their close proximity to the city centre and a busy
commercial air corridor.
I have checked with various authorities including local airports,police
and the Met Office,who ruled out unusual weather conditions.However,at
the time of writing,! have been unable to confirm the presence of any inbound/outbound flights from either Liverpool or Manchester International
Airports so am unable to explain these as yet unexplained lights/objects/
aircraft.
It would therefore be helpful to my investigations if you could provide
me with the following information.
!)Were personnel at RAF Coningsby notified of any unexplained aerial
activity in the Merseyside/Liverpool area on the evening of Tuesday,I6th
January 200I,between approximately 22.45 and 23.!5 hrs.
2)If so,were any aircraft from RAF Coningsby scrambled to intercept/investig,a te such activity during the date/times mentioned above.
3)Would personnel at RAF Coningsby confirm whether any military manoeuvres or training exercises were undertaken by aircraft/helicopters either
.
.
from Coningsby or other RAF/military airfields during the date/times
mentioned above.
Your co-operation regarding these matters would be greatly appreciated and
should you require further information please do not hesitate to contact
me at the above address.
I await your reply with interest.

Yours faithfully

~

•

..

ASE HISTORY: THE OBSERVATION AND VI DID-RECORDING OF UNEXPLAINED AERIAL
PHENOMENA IN THE MERSEYSIDE AREA.TUESDAY I6th JANUARY 200I
NAME & ADDRESS OF WITNESS
The_ witness is a resident of West Derby whose personal details are on file.
DATE OF SIGHTING
Tuesda.y I6th January 200I
TIME OF SIGHTING
22.50 - 23.IO hrs
DESCRIPTION OF SIGHTING
On the evening of Tuesday,I6th January,the primary witness was alerted by his
daughter who was driving a1ong Queens Drive in the direction of West Derby.
Over the mobile phone she described the appearance of a formation of unusUal
lights in the sky to her right.Having been alerted her father rushed downstairs,grabbing his camcorder,onto the street.To his west,in_ the direction of
Liverpool city centre he saw up to eight unusual lights which clustered in
two distinct groups.They were moving very slowly from left to right(south to
north),flying roughly parallel to Queens Driv_e,which runs in a north-westerly
direction. The lights seemed_ to be quite low down on the horizon( approximately
30-40 degrees elevation),each of the lights occasionally altering position
within the overall group.They were all pinkish-red in colour,very bright,and
gave the appearance of 'fuzzy stars'.The witness was adamant that the lights
were definite1y not conventional aircraft or helicopters as they carried no
flashing anti-collision/navigation lights and were completely silent.He wa-s
sure that,despite their relatively close proximity to Liverpool Airport,it
wou:td be unlike1y that so many aircraft could be in the sky simu1taneous1y.
Also,their f1ight trajectory did not seem to take the objects either to or
from the airport vicinity.
Fortuna,tely,the witness was ab1e to obtain- about four minutes of video'footage
which shows clearly the presence of the lights.On full zoom several of the
lights are quite distinct and show no evidence of conventional. aircraft navigation lights etc_•••
After approximate1y eight minutes,all the objects moved away to the north,
eventua11y fading from sight.Fo1lowing the incident,severa1 other members of
the public from the West Derby area came forward to testify that they also observed the same phenomenon,providing valuable corroborative evidence to support
the original_ witness testimoay.
LOCATION OF WITNESS
West Derby,Liverpool.(p1ease refer to map)
LOCATION OF OBJEC:T(S)
Liverpool. City Centre/Liv.erpoo1 Bay area(p1ease refer to map)

.ESCRIPTION OF OBJECT(S).
SHAPE

Fuzz.y - 'star shaped'

SIZE

Difficult to estimate due to the distance of the objects
from the observer
Pinkish-red

BRIGIITNESS

Very bright(similar to a

SOUND

N.one

-3 magnitude star)

DISTANCE

Several miles(please ref.er to map)

SPEED

Sl.ow

ELEVATION

Approx.

30-40 degrees

WEATHER CONDITIONS. (stats recorded at Liverpool Airport at 23.00 hrs GMT
on the I6th January 200I)
WIND. DD

WIND SP

VIS.BLTY

AIRTEMP

HUMIDITY

PRESSURE

roo( easterly)

3(light)

7

-4 .• 0

92

!022.5

(stats. courtesy of the Met Office,Bracknell,Berkshire)
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ROYAL AIR FORCE
Telephone: Pickering (01751) 477000 Ext
Military Networ~ftOf1il
E·Mwl: ukstteui~nse;-net

MOD SEC (AS) 2
Main Building
Whitehall
LONDON
SWIA2HB

""'

FYD/ 1816/1/0ps

16 March 2001

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT REPORT

l.
The enclosed letter was received from
assistance in the investigation of
several unidentified flying objects sighted -~··¥L<-"===•~,.....--t"- 01.

2.
I have also enclosed a copy of the reply to this request, informing him that his letter has been
forwarded on to your office.

For Officer Commanding

Enclosures:
l.
2.

Wins ford
Cheshire

IZth

March

zooi

Dear Sir/Madam
I am writing with regard to an incident which occurred on the evening
of Tuesday I6th January 2001 involving the sighting of unexplained
lights/objects observed by many witnesses in the skies throughout the
Merseyside area(please refer to accompanying map).
Part of the event was captured on video for a period of four minutes
by a resident from West Derby,a suburb a few miles SE of Liverpool
city centre.The footage was broadcast on the local BBG 'North West
Today' television programme(V/ednesday/Thursday I7th & 18th January).
Having interviewed the above witness in depth ,I was able to compile
a detailed description of what was observed and filmed,a copy of which
I have included with this letter.He has requested anonymity,which I
will respect,although personal details are on file.
Briefly,according to his testimony,up to eight unidentified lights
were observed for a period of approximately I0-!5 minutes.They were
pinkish-red in colour,very bright,and performed manoeuvres at a fairly
low elevation in the sky,uncharacteristic of typical aircraft,flying
in two distinct clusters to the west of Liverpool city centre on a
north-westerly heading.The witness,being familiar with inbound and
outbound flights of commercial aircraft to Liverpool and Manchester
Airports and also the activities of the police helicopter,was adamant
that these lights/objects were definitely not conventional aircraft,
since they carried no obvious flashing anti-collision/navigation lights.
Following the incident I spoke to a BBG reporter who investigated the
incident and was duly informed that the 'North West Today' newsdesk had
received over 300 telephone calls from concerned members of the public,
many of whom had apparently o bse r ved the above event.On the !6th February I broadcast an appeal for further witnesses on BBG Radio Mersey-

- - - - - - - ---- -

- -

-

- - -

-

- - -

s . . . and was contacted by several people from the L~verpool area who were
able to corroborate the testimony of the ch~ef witness,hav~ng observed what
appears to be the same 'phenomenon' w~thin a s~m~lar t~meframe.All expressed a degree of concern at the presence of these un~dent~f~ed l~ghts
and part~cularly their close proxim~ty to the c~ty centre and a busy commercial air corr~dor.
I have checked with various author~ties includ~ng local a~rports,police
and the Met Off~ce,who ruled out unusual weather conditions.However,at the
time of writing I have been unable to confirm the presence of any inbound/
outbound flights from either Liverpool or Manchester International Airports
so am unable to expla~n these as yet unidentified lights/objects/aircraft.
It would therefore be helpful to my invest~gation ~f you could provide me
w~th the following ~nformat~on.
!)Were personnel at RAF Fyl~ngdales notified of any unexplained aer~al actin the Merseyside/L~verpool area on the even~ng of Tuesday,I6th January 200I,between appro~mately 22.45 and 23.I5 hrs.
iv~ty

2)I have enquired with re~onal RAF stations/airfields regarding interceptions by military aircraft of these unexplained targets or the possibility
that military manoeuvres/training exercises in the Merseyside area may
provide an explanation.
Would staff at RAF Fylingdales confirm whether;
a)any military aircraft were scrambled within the British Air Defence
region in response to reports of unidentified air traffic in the Herseyside area during the date/times mentioned above.
b)any military manoeuvres/training exercises involving aircraft/helicopters from British RAF ba.ses/airfields occurred during the date/times
mentioned above.
3)In addition to the above enquiries I am particularly interested in confirming whether radar operators at RAF Fylingdales recorded and/or received
any unexplained radar traces from the Merseyside/Liverpool area directly
or via other sources eg RAF stations/airfields;local international airports
eg Manchester,Liverpool & Leeds/Bradford;Civil Aviation Authority,during
the date/ti~es in question.
Your co-operation regarding these matters would be greatly appreciated and
should you require further information please do not hesitate to contact me
at the above address.
I await your reply with interest.
Yours faithfully

/'

CASE HISTORY:THE OBSERVATION AND VIDEO-RECORDING OF UNEXPLAINED AERIAL

P~MENA

IN THE MERSEYSIDE AREA.TUESDAY I6th JANUARY 200I

NAME & ADDRESS OF WITNESS
The. witness is a resident of West Derby whose personal details are on file.
DATE OF SIGHTING
Tuesday I6th January 200I
TIME OF SIGHTING
22.50 - 23.IO hrs
DESCRIPTION OF SIGHTING
On the evening of Tuesday,I6th January,tbe primary witness was alerted by his
daughter who was driving along Queens Drive in the direction of West Derby.
Over the mobile phone she described the appearance of a formation of unusual
lights in the sky to her right.Having been alerted her father rushed downstairs,grabbing his camcorder,onto the street.To his west,in the direction. of
Liverpool city centre he saw up to eight unusual lights which cl.ustered in
two distind groups.They were moving very sl.owly from l.eft to right(south to
north) ,fl.ying roughly parallel. to Queens Driv.e,which runs in a north-westerly
direction.The lights seemed to be quite l.ow down on the horizon(approximately
30-40 degrees elevation), each of the lights oc.casionally al. tering position
within the overall group.They were al.l pinkish-red in col.our,very bright,and
gave the appearance of 'fuzzy stars 1 .The witness was adamant that the lights
were definitel.y not con'lentional aircraft or helicopters as they carried no
fl.ashing anti-col.l.ision/navigation l.ights and were completely sil.ent.He was
sure that,despite their relati'lel.y cl.ose proximity to Liverpool. Airport,it
woul.d be unl.ikel.y that so many aircraft c.pul.d be in the sky simultaneousl.y.
Also,their flight trajectory did not seem to take the objects either to or
from. the airport vicinity.
Fortunactel.y,tbe witness was abl.e to obtain about four minutes of videofootage
which shows clearl.y the presence of the lights.On ful.l zoom several of the
lights are quite distinc.t and show no evidence of conventional aircraft navigation lights etc •••
After approximately eight minutes,all the objects moved away to the north,
eventually fading from sight.Following the incident,several. other members of
the public from the West Derby area came forward to testify that they also observed the same phenomenon,providing valuable corroborative evidence to support
the original.. witness testimony.
LOCATION OF WITNESS
West Derby,Liverpool.(pl.ease refer to map)
LOCATION OF OBJECT(S)
LiverpooL City Centre/Liverpool Bay area(pl.ease refer to map)

·DESCRIPTION OF OBJECT(S).
Fuzzy - •star shaped'
~
Difficult to estimate due to the distance of the objects
..,_I_ZE
from the observer
Pinkish-red
Very bright(similar to a
-3 magnitude star)
None
2Q.!!@
Several miles(please refer to map)
DISTANCE
Slow
~
Approx. 30-40 degrees
ELEVATION
WEATHER CONDITIONS. (stats recorded at Liverpool. Airport at 23.00 hrs GMT
on the I6th January 200I)
~

BRIGHTNESS

WIND DD

WIND SP

V1SBLTY

AIRTEMP

HUMIDITY

PRESSURE

100( easterly)

3(ligbt)

7

-4.0

92

1022.5

(stats courtesy of the Met Office,B:rackllell,Berkshire)
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ROYAL AIR FORCE
Fylingdales Pickering North Yorkshire Y018 7NT
Telephone:

Military Neltwor.(llljiiiJ'fiR~iJSI··
E-Mail: uksiteiil@eliL:lqli:iSe..Mt--'=~----_j

Reference:

FYD/1816/1/0ps

Cheshire
I

oj

Date:

16 March 2001

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT REPORT -16 JANUARY 2001
Thank you very much for your recent letter reporting the sighting of possible unidentified flying objects.
I am afraid we have no information in our records that could help you with the sightings that you
detailed. However, a copy of your letter and the map you prepared has been sent to an office within the
Ministry of Defence that deals with such sightings and reports. The task of this office is to establish
whether what was seen might have some defence significance; namely, whether there is any evidence
that the United Kingdom's airspace might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised foreign
military aircraft.
I can assure you that your report has not been ignored and will be the subject of further investigations by
the Ministry. Once again, thank you for your report and your interest.

For Officer Commanding

•

ROYAL AIR FORCE
Shawbury Shrewsbury Shropshire SY4 4DZ
Please reply to the Community Relations Officer

(RAFTN 95531

Your reference:

-

Our reference:
SHAW/2033/7/CRO

Winsford
Cheshire

Dear~

MYSTERIOUS SIGHTING

~

~~,sEC)

\
~iil'.i

2 , M!\H 2001

c

----

1.. , •- - - Thank you for your letter of 12 March describing a mystel'r6Us'Stghting on Tuesday evening on
16 January.
I can confirm that no aircraft from RAF Shawbury were airborne that evening and no unusual aerial
activity in the reported area was notified to this station.
I am therefore forwarding your letter and observations to the department in the Ministry of Defence,
London, which deals with such matters, the Directorate of Air Staff (4) Secretariat, for their attention
and records.
Yours sincerely

for Officer Commanding

Copy:
MOD Das4b(Sec)

www.rafshawbury.demon.co.uk

•
Wins ford
Cheshire

I2th

March 200!

Dear Sir/Madam
I am writing with regard to an incident which occurred on the evening
of Tuesday !6th January 2001 involving the sighting of unexplained
lights/objects observed by many witnesses in the skies throughout the
Merseyside area(please refer to accompanying map).
Part of the event was captured on video for a period of four minutes
by a resident from West Derby,a suburb a few miles SE of Liverpool
city centre.The footag e was broadcast on the local BBC 'North West
Today' television programme(Wednesda y/Thursday I7th & !3th January).
Having interviewed the above •~o~itne s s in depth ,I was able to compil e
a detailed description of what wa s observed and filmed,a copy of which
I have included with this letter.He has requested anonymity,which I
will respect,although personal details are on file.
Briefly,according to his testimony,up t o eight unidentified lights
were observed for a period of a pproximately I0-15 minutes. They were
pinkish-red in colour,very bright,and performed manoeuvres at a fairly
low elevation in the sky,uncharacteristic of typical aircraft,flying
in two distinct clusters to the west of Liverpool city centre on a
north-westerly heading.The witness,being familiar with inbound and
outbound flights of commercial aircra ft to Liverpool and Manchester
Airports and also the activities o f the police helicopter,was adamant
that these lights/obj ects were definitely not conventional aircraft,
since they carried no obvious flashing anti-collision/navigation lights.
Following the incident I spoke to a BBC report er who investigated the
incident and was duly informed that the 'North Wes t Today' newsdesk had
received over 300 telephone calls from concerned members of the public,
many of whom had apparently observed the above event.On the I6th February I broadcast an appeal for further witnesses on BBC Radio Mersey-

~

side and was contacted by several peo ple from the Liverpool area who were
able to corroborate the testimony of the chief witness,having obs erved
what appears to be the same 'phenomenon• within a similar timeframe.All
expressed a deg ree of concern at the presence of t h ese unidentifi ed lights
and particularly their clos e proximity to the city centre and a busy
commercial air corridor.
I have checked with various authorities including local airports, police
and the Met Office,who ruled out unusual weather conditions.However,at
the. time of writing I have been unable to confirm the presence of any
inbound/outbound flights from either Liver pool or Manch ester Int ernational
Airports so am unable to explain these a s yet unid entified lights/objects/
aircraft.
It would therefore be helpful to my investigations if you could provide
me with the following information.
I)Were personnel at RAF Sha wbury notified of any unexplained aerial activity in the Merseyside/Liverpool area on the evening o f Tuesday,I6th
January 200I,between a pproximately 22.45 and 23.I5 hrs.
2)If so,were any aircraft from RAF Shawbury scrambled to intercept/investigate such activity during the date / times mentioned above.
3 )Would pers onnel at RAF Shawbury confi r m whether any military manoeuvres or training exercises were und ertaken by aircraft/helicopt ers either
from Shawbury or other RAF/:nilitary airfields during the date/times
mentioned above.
Your co-operation regarding these matters would be greatly appreciat ed
and should you require further informati on please do not hesitate to
contact me at the above address.
I await your reply with interest.

Yours faithfully

C
PH

HISTORY: THE OBSERVATION AND VIDEO-RECORDING OF UNEXPLAINED AERIAL
OMENA IN THE MERSEYSIDE AREA.TUESDAY !6th JANUARY 200!

NAME & ADDRESS OF WITNESS
Tha witness is a resident of West Derby whose personal details are on file.
DATE OF SIGHTING
Tuesday !6th January 2001
TIME OF SIGHTING
22.50 - 23.10 hrs
DESCRIPTION OF SIGHTING
On the evening of Tuesday,I6th January,the primary witness was alerted by his
da:ughter who was driving along Queens Drive in the direction of West Derby.
Over the mobile phone she described the appearance of a formation of unusual
lights in the sky to her right.Having been alerted her father rushed downstairs,grabbing his camcorder,onto·the street.To his west,in the direction of
Liverpool city cen.tre he saw up to eight unusual lights which clustered in
two d:istinct groups.They were moving very slowly from left to right(south to
north) ~.flying roughly parallel to Queens Driv.e, which runs in a north-westerly
direction.The lights seemed to be quite low down on the horizon(approximately
30-40 degrees elevation), each of the lights oc.casionally altering position
within the overall group. They were. all pinkish-red in. colour, very bright~a:nd
gave the appearance of 'fuzzy stars'.The witness was adamant that the lights
were definitely not conventional aircraft or helicopters as they carried no
fl.Ellshing anti-collision/navigation lights and were completely sil.ent.He was
sure that,despite their relativeLy cl.ose proximity to Liverpool Airport~it
would be unlikely that so many aircraft cpuld be in the sky simultaneously.
A:Lso,their flight tra:jectory did not seem to take the. objects either to or
from the airport vicinity.
F<:~rtuna:tel.y,the witness was able to obtain. about four minutes of video'footage
w~ich shows clearly the presence of the lights.on full zoom several of the
lights are quite distinc.t and show no ev.idence of conventional acircraft navigation lights etc •••
After approximately eight minutes,all the objects moved away to the north,
eventually fading from sight.Following the incident,several other members of
the public from the West Derby area came forward to testify that they also observed the same phenomenon,providing valuable corroborative evidence to support
the original. witness testimony.
LOCATION OF WITNESS
West Derby,Liverpoo~(p~ease refer to map)
LOCATION OF OBJECT(S)
LiverpooL City Centre/Liverpool Bay area(please refer to map)

D.RIPTION OF OBJEC.T(S).
~
Fuzzy - •star shaped'
Difficult to estimate due to the distance of the objects

QQ!&!lli
BRIGHTNESS

from the observer
Pinkish-red
Very bright(similar to a

-3 magnitude star)

None
~
Several miles(please refer to map)
DISTANCE
Slow
SPEED
ELEVATION
Approx. 30-40 degrees
WEATHER CONDITIONS (stats recorded at Liverpool Airport at 23.00 hrs GMT
on the I6th January 200I)
WIND DD

WIND SP

VISBLTY

AIRTEMP

HUMIDITY

PRESSURE

IOO(easterly)

3(light)

7

-4.0

92

I022.5

(stats courtesy of the Met Office,Bracknell,Berkshire)
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1.
The attached letter, from
Although, we are in a position to
able to answer the third.
For your information, RAF Cosford Duty Staff received no telephone c;;a;;;ll,;,s~or.___ _~
. th tothisincid~nt?nthee~ernnd·gAof16Jan01.
IS
e on y cornrnumcation receive . s you are aware,
t =wRHs
~,re<llomtinatel)'cl ground engineering training base and the only aircraft operated are the
Bulldogs Trainers of University of Birmingham Air Squadron (UBAS) and the Vigilant
Trainers of 633 Volunteer Gliding School. Neither of these units flying at night and
would certainly never be tasked on an interception mission.
2.

3.

ToRAFdate, bUJtioii}QJ

1

We have not acknowledged receipt of~r.
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Cheshire

·: 5 MAR 2001

12th .

March 2001

Dear Sir/Madam
I am _writing with regard to an incident which occurred on the evening
of" Tuesday 1I6th Janl,lai'Y 2001 involving the sighting of unexplained
lights/objects observed by many witnesses in the skies throughout the
Merseyside area(please refer to accom panying map).
Part of the event was captured on video for a period of four minutes
by a resident from West Derby,a suburb a few miles SE of Liverpool
city centre.The footage was broadcast on the local BBC 'North West
Today' television programme( Wednesday/Thursday I 7th & 18-th January).
Having interviewed the above witness in depth ,I was able to compile
a detailed description of what was observed and filmed,a copy of which
I have included with this letter.He has requested anonymity,which I
will respect,although personal details are on file.
Briefly,according to his testimony,up to eight unidentified lj.ghts
were observed for a period of approximately 10-15 minutes.They were
pinkish-red in colour,very bright,and performed manoeuvres at a fairly
low ele.va.t ion in the sky, uncharacteristic of typical aircraft, flying
in two distinct clusters to the west of Liverpool city centre on a
north-westerly heading.The witness,being familiar with inbound and
outbound flights of commercial aircraft to Liverpool and Manchester
Airports and also the activities of the police helicopter,was adamant
that these lights/objects were definitely not conventional aircraft,
since they carried no obvious flashing anti-collision/navigation lights,
Following the incident I spoke to a BBC report er who investigated the
incident and was duly informed that the 'North West Today' newsdesk had
received o·,.er 300 telephone calls from concerned members of the public,
many of whom had apparently observed the above event.On the 16th February I broadcast an appeal for further witnesses on BBC Radio Mersey-

•

side and was contacted by several people from the Liverpool area who were

able to corroborate the testimony of the chief witness,having observed
what appears to be the same 'phenomenon' within a similar timeframe.All
expressed a degree. of concern at the presence of these unidentified lights
and particularly their close proximity to the city centre and a busy
commercial air corridor.
I have checked with various authorities including local. airports,police
and the Met Office,who ruled out unusual weather conditions.However,at
the time of writing,! have been unable to confirm the presence of any
inbound/outbound flights from either Liverpool or Manchester International
Airports so am unable to explain these as yet unidentified lights/objects/
aircraft.
It would therefore be helpful to my investigations if you could provide
me with the following information.
I)Were personnel at RAF Cosford notified of any unexplained aerial activity
in the Merseyside/Liverpool area on the evening of Tuesday,I6th January
200! between approximately 22.45 and 23.!5 hrs.
2)If so,were any aircraft from RAF Cosford scrambled to intercept/investigate such activity during the date/times mentioned above.

3)Would personnel at Cosford confirm whether any military manoeuvres or
training exercises wer~ undertaken by aircraft/helicopters eitl;ter from
Cosford or other RAF/military airfields during the date/times mentioned
above.
Your co-operation regarding these matters would be greatly appreciated
and should you require further information please do not hesitate to
contact me at the above address.
I await your reply with interest.

Yours faithfully

CAS

STORY:THE OBSERVATION AND VIDEO-RECORDING OF UNEXPLAINED AERIAL

PHEN MENA IN THE MERSEYSIDE AREA.TUESDAY I6th JANUARY 200I
NAME & ADDRESS OF WITNESS
The witness is a resident of West Derby whose personal details are on file.
DATE OF SIGHTING
Tuesday 16th January 200!
TIME OF SIGHTING
22.50 - 23.10 hrs
DESCRIPTION OF SIGHTING
On the even1ng of Tuesday,I6th January,the primary witness was alerted by his
daughter who was driving al.ong Queens Drive in the direction of West Derby.
Over the mobile phone she described the appearance of a formation of unusual
l.ights in the sky to her right.Having been. alerted· her father rushed downstairs,grabbing his camcorder,onto·t.t..e street.To his west,in the direction of
Liverpool city centre he saw up to eight unusual lights which clustered in
two distinct groups.They were moving very slowly from left to right(south to
north) ~,fl.ying roughly parallel to Queens Drive, which runs in a north-westerly
direction. The lights seemed to be quite l.ow down on the horizon(approxima tel.y
30-40 degrees elevation),each of the lights occasionally altering position
within the ov.erall group.They were. all. pinkish-red in colour, very bright,and
ga,ve the appearance of 'fuzzy stars 1 .The witness was adamant that the lights
were definitely not conventional aircraft or helicopters as they carried no
flashing anti-collision/navigation lights and were compl.etely silent.He was
sure that,despite their rel.ativ.ely close proximity to Liverpool. Airport,.it
would be unlikel.y that so many aircraft c.puld be in the sky simultaneously.
Also,their flight tra;jectory did not seem to take the. objects either to or
from. the airport vicinity.
Fortuna,tely,the. witness was abl.e to obtain about f.our minutes of videofootage
which shows clearly the presence of the lights.On full zoom several of the
ligl>ts are quite distinc.t and show no evidence of conventional aircraft navigation lights etc •••
After approximately eight minutes,all the objects mov.ed away to the north,
eventually fading from sight.Following the incident,several other members of
the public from the West Derby area came forward to testify that they also observed the same phenomenon,providing valuable corroborative evidence to support
the. original. witness testimony.
LOCATION OF WITNESS
West Derby,Liverpool(please refer to map)
LOCATION OF OBJECT(S)
LiverpooL City Centre/Liverpool Bay area(please refer to map)

D.PTION OF OBJECT(S).
~

Fuzzy - 'star shaped'

SIZE

Difficult to estimate due to the distance of the objects

~

Pinkish-red

from the observer
BRIGHTNESS

Very bright(siillilar to a

SOUND

N.one

-3 magnitude star)

DISTANCE

Several miles(please refer to map)

~

Slow

ELEVATION

Approx. 30-40 degrees

WEATHER CONDITIONS (stats recorded at Liverpool. Airport at 23.00 hrs GMT
on the 16th January 200I)
WIND DD

WIND SP

VIsBLTY

AIRTEMP

HUMIDITY

PRESSURE

IOO(easterly)

3(light)

7

-4.• 0

92

I022.5

(stats courtesy of the Met Office,Bracknell,Berkshire)
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If
Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Fax)

Your Reference
01,![ Reference
I(""
D/UAS(Sec)/64/3
Date

.23 March 2001

Thank you for your e-mail of8 March 2001, which has been passed to us for reply. This
office is the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence relating to 'unidentified
flying objects'.
First, it may be helpful if I explain that the Ministry of Defence examines any reports of
'unidentified flying objects' it receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some
defence significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace
might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. Unless there is evidence of a
potential threat, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence, MOD does not attempt
to identify the precise nature of each reported sighting. We believe it is possible that rational
explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could be found for them, but it is not the
function of the MOD to provide this kind of aerial identification service. We could not justify
expenditure of public funds on investigations which go beyond our specific defence remit.
Reports from members of the public of sightings are usually made to Police stations, RAF
stations and air traffic control centres and are then forwarded to this office. We also have an
answerphone in this office where sighting reports can be left. The reports, which are usually very
brief and vague, are considered, if necessary, in consultation with air defence advisers. Sighting
reports are kept on ftle within this office for future reference.
Finally, the MOD does not have any expertise or role in respect of 'UFO/flying saucer'
matters or to the question of the existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial lifeforms, about which it
remains totally open-minded. I should add that to date the MOD knows of no evidence which
substantiates the existence of these alleged phenomena.
I hope this is helpful in explaining our position.

•

fcvJfG~~J/:
UfVs

2-Z-G. 'L

/2001

t~I3ICJ\
The Secretary of S
has received the
attached letter from a member of the public. It has not been
acknowledged by this office.
Please send a reply on behalf of the Minister concerned. All
Ministers attach importance to such letters being answered promptly,
your reply should therefore be sent within 20 working days of receipt in
this branch. If, exceptionally, this should prove impossible an interim
reply should be sent within the same timescale.
A new Open Government Code of Practice on Access to
Government Information came into force in January 1997. All replies to
members of the public must be in accordance with the procedures set out
in the Code. A full explanation of the Code of Practice is contained in
further information is available from DOMD on

Under the Citizens' Charter, Departments are now required to keep
records of their performance. All branches and Agencies are required to
keep information on the number of requests for information which
refer to the Code of Practice including details of the correspondent and
the nature and date of the reply. In addition, the Department is required
to provide a record of the total number of letters from members of the
.public and provide statistics (which may be used on a valid sample) of
its performance in providing replies within their published targets.
As part of our monitoring procedure,
the accuracy of your branch records on co1Tel~po,_.enc~.t11fmr~
performed throughout the year.

•

..
Asstpclk.2
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

t..:aa-March-2001--lB:14
Asstpclk.2
Re: hello :)

hello
am currently writing a book on the UFO and
it if you could send me any details on
the policies you have
alien contact. i relaise that much of your
information is confidential and classified, but i would be very grateful for
any information you could provide me with . thank you for your help
god bless you

Page 1
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·Demon Internet Webmail

'

Page I of2

Secure Connection •
minlsters.demon.co.uk
Message:

~lii(~J

Originally from:
Date:

webmaster@dgics.mod. uk
Mon, 5 Mar 200118:22:23 -0000

Originally to:

Subject: FW: hello:)
------ = NextPart 000 01COA5Al.398E7910
Content-Type: text/pliin; charset="us-ascii"
content-Transfer-Encoding: ?bit

------ = NextPart 000 01COA5Al.398E7910
content-Type: message/rfc822
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

~~~m;,JJ£Mila4il mod.

uk" <webmaster@dgics .mod . uk>
Subject: hello :)
Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2001 21:19:11 -0000
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type : multipart/mixed; boundary="---- =_NextPart_001_01COA5Al.398FFFBO"
------ = NextPart 001 01COA5Al.398FFFB0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
hello friend
im not sure if i am emailing the right address but i would be very =
grateful if you could provide me with some assistance, i am a student at =
totten college and i am writing about aliens for my project. i would be
grateful if you could tell me what the current policies are regarding
extraterrestrials. i realise that you are not allowed to disclose =
information regarding contacts for security reasons. however all i am
asking is what would the goverment do if aliens did contact them. would
they chose to go public or run a form of indoctrination program. i am =
grateful for any assistance you can provide me with.
on a personal note, if you do wish to let me in on the secret you can
trust me :)
also, i dont know if this is classified, but if you dont answer this =
particular question i guess it is, what is your involvment, and how =
extensive is it, with goverments around the world involving this matter.
i realise that you must recieve thousands of emails and letters on this
subject and i would be honour ed if i ven had a reply. the main =
information i require is the offical policies that you hold regarding =
extraterrestrials. i assum that these must be public knowledge because
you guys have laws and policies on everything. i realise that the =
policies will be of an "If aliens contacted . .. approach.but i realise=
that you must have good reasons to keep this stuff secret.
if by any chance this email is read by someone who wishes to let the =
public in on the truth, i am also writing a book and i would love to =
include any new information on the subject . . im sure you know how to=
contact me unofficaly : ) thanks

https://web.mail.demon.net/cgi-binlwebmail.cgi

09/03/01

--

.
From: l l l ll l l,l
Directorate-of--Air Staff
4a1(Secretarlat)

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
01!!: Reference
D/VAS(Sec)64/3
Date
22 March 200 I

Thank you for your letter dated 31 January, concerning 'unidentified flying objects' (UFOs). This
office is the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence relating to 'UFOs' and
I have been asked to reply.
Firstly, it may helpful if I explain that the Ministry of Defence examines any reports of 'UFOs' it
receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some defence significance;
namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace might have been
compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. Unless there is evidence of a potential threat
to the United Kingdom from an external military source, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed
such evidence, we do not attempt to identify the precise nature of each reported sighting. We
believe it is possible that rational explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could
be found for them, but it is not the function of the MOD to provide this kind of aerial
identification service. We could not justify expenditure of public funds on investigations which go
beyond our specific defence remit.
With regard to your questions concerning Denis Healey and his involvement with the "Bilderberg
Group" in 1954, we have no direct knowledge of this group or what may have been discussed at
their meetings.
You also asked about a report allegedly written between 1961-1964 at Supreme Headquarters
Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE) concerning UFO sightings. This department does not receive
copies of SHAPE/NATO documents on this subject. If this report had existed, I assume it would
have been held at SHAPE for a period and than either archived or destroyed. Any files
concerning 'UFO' sightings held by this department, which cover this period are available for
examination by members of the public at the Public Record Office, Ruskin Avenue, Kew,
Richmond, Surrey, TW9 4DU.
Finally, [ can assure you that the MOD does not have any expertise or role in respect of
'UFO/flying saucer' matters or to the question of the existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial
lifeforms, about which it remains totally open-minded. I should add that to date the MOD knows
of no evidence which substantiates the existence of these alleged phenomena.

- - - --- - - - - - - - - - - -

08-MAR-2001

.

10=41

FROM

P. 01/04

MOD WHITEHALL LIBRARY

Enqulrioo Team. MOD lnlormlllian & Library Service. 3- 5 G<HI

SCD!Iand Yard, London, SW1A 7HIV

MOD Information &
Library Service

Fax
Frmn:

....... 4(inc.
Date:

-

Bllclel'berg Group

08/03/01

CC1

Here are the relevant pages from Denis Healey's Autobiography, 'The rme of My Ufe'. If you need any
mora informatton regllldi~ the Bilderberg Conferences, please let us know. If I am not available
myself, please speak to
we do have a copy of the book for loan if you wish to
1
1
read further.
I
'"'""" " " • -.-""1

I hope this helps ...

08-MI'!R-2001

10:41

FROM

MOD LJ-! ITEHALL

U11iiiflx r/11 Wm

TO

LIBR~RY

'95

replied, 'the people of California like the Democratic policies better. •
'Then why don't you pinch some of the Democrats' policies? That's
what the Tories would have done in Britain. •
'Because if we'd done that we would not have been Republicana,• was
the reply. How often have I heard a similar response from Labour Party
.aivisu in 1imilar cimmJetinces.
Befon: long a bcnip providence developed another mechanism for
auisting impecunious European socialists to learn aomething of the
ouiSide world - the international conference. KOnigswinter performed
this func:rion for Germany. The Council of Europe covered Western
Europe as a whole. The NATO Parliamentarians Conference brought
politicians from Europe. the United States, and Canada together once a
year. Before 1DnJ there waa allo an annual mccrint in Bermuda of British
MPs and memben of Consn:ss. Then the great ADierican foundations
of Ford and Rockefeller took a hand. There was a proliferarion of cultural
COIIfercnces in all pans of the world, including the Congress for Cultural
Fnedom, where 1 could meet people less directly involved in politic:~
wch as the poet Stephen Spender, the philosopher RaYDJond Aron, and
the novelill Mary McCarthy. I later discovered that rhe Congress for
Cultural Fnedom, like £ru11-" magazine, was financed by the CIA;
belch nevertheless made a usefUl contribution to the quality of Western
!, : ,

life at that time.
Of all these meerings, the most valuable to me while I was in
oppo5ition were the Bilderberr Conferences - so caUed after the Bilderberg Hotel near Amhem, where rhe lint wu held in 1954. They were
the bnin-child of joseph Ilctinga-, a Pole who had settled in Ensland
after the Great War, married rhe dauahter of the socialist intelleaual,
E. D. Morel, and worked f« a time 11 scc:reury to joseph Conrad,
. another Polish expatriate.
· ·• Retia~ was a smaU wiuned man, wilh a pinc:e-nez on a wrinkled
·
face. He Wll crippled by polio. During the Wllr he had been an
· aide to G.:ncral Sikonki, and despite his extreme phyaical diaability was
parachuted into Poland to make contaCt wilh rhe Home Army. After rhe
war be orranised the Congress of rhe Hague, which launched the
European Movement. Convinced of the need for a similar forum ro
StrenJihen unity berween Europe and North ADierica, he approached
Hugh Gaitskell, General CoJjn Gubbins, who had commanded SOE
during the wilt, and several lead ins poliricians and businessmen who
were concerned to strcnJihen ArlanrU: cooperation. They asked Prince
Bernhard of rhe Netherlands to act as Chairman, because they rightly

MOD WHITEHALL LIBRARY
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ofMy Life

thought it would be difficult to find a politician whose objectivity would
be above suspicion, and who could call Cabinet ministers from any
country to order without causing offence.
I was invited to the 6rst meeting and later acted as convenor of the
British who attended; Reggie Maudling and I were the British members
of the Steering Committee. Retinger and his successor, the Dutch
Socialist Ernst van Ocr Beughel, who later became chairman of KLM,
were extraordinarily successful in persuading busy men to give up a
weekend for private discussions, though they found it mot"e difficult to
attract ministera than politicians out of office.
The Bilderberg conferences inevitably aroused jealousy, because they
were euiusive, md auspicion, because they were private. In America
they were attacked as a left-wing plot to subvert the United Statee, in
Europe as a capitalist plot to undermine socialism. They were neither.
Immense care was taken to invite a fair balance from all political parties,
and to include trade unionists as well as businessmen. Though the
discussions were more carefully prepared than at many such meetings - I
myself wrote a paper for most conferences - their real value, as alw.~ys,
wu in the personal contacts outside the conference hall. Industrialists
like Gianni Agnelli and Otto Wolf von Ameroogen had to listen to
socialists and trade unionists - and vice vern. Experience has taught me
that Jack of understanding is the main cause of all evil in public affairs as in private life. Nothing is more likely to produce understanding than
the sort of personal contact which involves people not just as officials or
repreaentatives, but also as human beings. That is why the Commonwealth
Schobnhips, which take British students ro the United Ststcs, and the
Rhodes Scholarships, which bring studen!ll from America and the Commonwealth to Britain, have made a contribution to good relations between
the Anglo-Suon democracies out of all proportion to their cost.
Lecturing in the United States, and attending conferences on both
sidee of the Atlmtic:, in addition to my work in Parliament and my
constituency, left me all too little spare time; I preferred .to spend whst
leisure I had with Edna and the children rather than with my political
colleagues, thus reinforcing my reputation as a loner. A busy politician
hu to choose between his family life and his social life; I never hesitated
to put the former first. And I was not prepared to cut down my work
abroed. It oiTcred me opportunities of learning to underatand the people
and problems I hoped to deal with as a 'minister, which are simply not
available once you are in of1ic:e.
The men who made the American Revolution represented all that was
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Tlu: Timt 11[ My Lifo

ChwchiU when be was Chancellor of the Exchequer: •1 would wish 1o
finance less proud and industry more content'.
Dwinl the ycus of crisis, my main Treasury adviser 011 international
finance was Derek Mischcll, who had been Harold Wilson's Principd {
Prin~ SccrclllfY before uno. He was a smaU man with a face of mobile ·;
while DW"ble, a Greek in the Whitehall EmpiR. His cynicism about all :•·
politicians wu 1piced with a nice sense of humour: he iruisted on ·
pronouaclns the name of my Japanese coUesgue, Fukuda, in a way which
would justify describing him as 'the Welsh volupruary'. At the Bonk of ·.
England K.ir McMahon was the intrmational specialist; he was the sort of
insubordinale intcllc:ctual I find most agreeable. Douglas Wass and '
Gonion Richardson were, of course, always at hand on the more important

occ:uiona.
The Treasury in general was surprisingly ignonnt of the
diplomatic contest in which all these issues had 1o be resolved. On one
occasion they asked me to sec the German Ambasaador at short notice. I
agrud, since Karl-Giinther von Hase was a close friend, who had
intrOduced me into the Order Against Political Pomposity in Aachen
aevcnl yCII'I earlier. When the door ID my sanctum opened, it was the ',
East German Ambassador who walked in; my smff stiU did not n:cogn.ise · •'
the difrcrmce. Fortuna rely I Ir.new him as weU, and tried to disguirc my c
asronidunem.
.;:.
Von Hase was immeoscly helpful m me as Clwu:cllor in my relations ;'
with the Federal Republic. My problems with Wasbi.Dgtoo were cued ·;
by the United S!lltzs Ambassador, Elliot Richardoon, with whom I had ;
also worked before, particularly on the MIRV issue; his Minister, Phil
Kaiser, had been a close liiend since I succeeded him and Ted Heath
as OWrman of the Balliol )CR. in 1939· My yean at the Bilderberg
meetings also brought me many contacts in the linandal world which
now proved of great value. David RockefeUer, whom I had Ir.nowo
since the very first Bil<lerberg meeting at Amhem, was now head of
the Chase Manhattan Bank., and particularly active in the international
field; hil brother Nelson was for many yean Governor of New York
Stale, and bad run apinst Nixon for the RepubliC2ll nomination in
1968.
On one vi1it to New York I stayed with Edna at David Rockefeller's
house in New York. We were stupefied, on entering the front door, to see
on the atairs facing us Picasoo's Young Girl 111i1/o Fw111m, which had been
one of rny favourite paintings since I firsr saw il at Oxford in Gertrude
Stein's book on Picasso. Above our bed was a good Vuillard, with a

•
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Lautrec facing iL David told me that when Gertrude Slein died, he and
millionaire banker, decided 1o club together and
buy her coUection. Then they drew lots 1o decide who should have which
picture, and David got the Picasso. Ah weUI
I still managed to get to several Bilderberg meetings u Chancellor. At
Mesne in April 1974 I met Helmut Schmidt, who was now once apin
my coUcague, as Germany'• Finance Minister. On the drive through the
Alps from Geneva he asked me anxiously whether I thought any country
could survive the cunent German inllation nte of 7·5 per cent; since
ours was already twice as high, I was able 10 reassure him. Memories of
the Wc:imar inBation, when people had m shop with prams full of
bantnotes, were stiU very much alive in Germany, as they are even today.
Bonn will always give priority to reducing inflation rather than increasing
growth. Helmut was at that time in one of his depressed moods; he had
offc:n:d his resignatinn three weeks earlier to Willy Bnndt, seeing him as
we&lt and lazy, always giving in to the militant Young Socialins. His
rebtiODJ with Brandt did not iropron; in their case prose and poetry could
not live together. Though Helmut later became CJ!.anccUor himself when
Bnndt had 111 resip over a spy scaudal, Brandt stayed on as Party
Chairman. In spite of their difficulties with one another, I was later 1o
fed then: was something to be said for spliaing the role of Prime
Minister from that of Party Leader; but we never •noullly contemplated
it in the Labour Party.
Cunau:ies were then in turmoil and Germany, 1iir.e Britain and all the
other oii-<OR.Suming countries, had an enormous balance of payments
deficit to be 6.nanced. The immediate preoccupation of aU Western
lioance ministers was the role of gold in official reserves. The question
Wu whether the world's central banir.s should In a new official price for
IQld or leave the price m lhe markets, or whether we should dcmonetise
gold altogetller by refusing m count it in lhe reserves, and try to establish
the IMF. Special Dnwing Right, or SOR, u the main reserve currency.
We Britiah were all for demonetisation since the Bonk of England had
impnrdently sold of£ most of our gold stock several years earlier; as I told
my French coUeapes, my motto was 'rntrdt li f11r'. The United Stares
thoUfht their dollar should be the only rescne cunency in the world, and
uw their gold in Fort Knox as invaluable suppon for its rcsc:rve role. In
the Common Marlr.et the Germans and Dutch supported w apinst the
Fta~ch and Italians, who had vulnerable currencies but large gold stock•.
Ia the cod the most we could agree on was that ccoltal banir.s should be
free to buy and sc:U gold among themselves, providing they did not

Joclr. WhiiDey, anodter
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MINISTERIAL CORRESPONDENCE UNIT
Ref No

~36 :;-

/2001

nate _(_'r
__r_~_u_c--.~1"-the Secretary of State, I
has received the
attach~ letter from a member of the public. It has not been
acknorledged by this office.
l>lease send a reply on behalf of the Minister concerned. All
Ministers attach importance to such letters being answered promptly,
your ¢ply should therefore be sent within 20 working days of receipt in
this bJ!anch. If, exceptionally, this should prove impossible an interim
reply ~hould be sent within the same timescale.
~ new Open Government Code of Practice on Access to
Govetlnment Information came into force in January 1997. All replies to
mem~rs of the public must be in accordance with the procedures set out
in thejcode. A full explanation of the Code ofPractice is contained in
DCI(<jf..e n - e r information is available from DOMD on
extens10

Under the Citizens' Charter, Departments are now required to keep
recor<ls of their performance. All branches and Agencies are required to
keep ipformation on the number of requests for information which
refer fo the Code of Practice including details of the correspondent and
the na!;ure and date of the reply. In addition, the Department is required
to pro}'ide a record of the total number of letters from members of the
public and provide statistics (which may be used on a valid sample) of
its periformance ill providing replies within their published targets.

~s part of our monitoring procedure, random spot checks on
the aqcuracy of your branch records on correspondence will be
perfotmed throughout the year.

•
HOUSE <JP qoM .. ONS
LONDQN SWIA fAA

REF: PK/BK/1 OC

6 February 2001

'

: ··~

Thank you for your COtreBj!K)ri.~l~

forwarded to my consd.tuea<:y

2oo1 ;::".which

. --. __-_, ·---, ""j•'
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Wednesday, January 31, 2001
nee

Hl~\o.;\~'{ 0~~6-.lc..~
Ml\-110 ~"''-''t:M~&

w\-\ C\E \-\- ~ '-ll-ot0'C.oN

<..\).j \f\ · .2.- r\~

Dear Sir/
I Would Like To Make Two Enquiries In History Please Concerning The
Government Defence Minister Denis Healey In 1954,Piease Could You Confirm
That He Along With Other Western Powers, One Namely France,Knew Of The
Precence Of Of Alien Landings At The Time Of The Document Enclosed.
I Requested Proof Of The Statement In The enclosed Document And Furnish
The Authors Statement By Email,I Would Be Most Grateful If You Could
Enlighten Me as To Whether This Report Is Correct Keeping In Mind As To
Where It Originated.
My Second Enquiry Concerns The Period Of 1961 And Involves An Report Which
Was Commisioned Over 2/ HalfYears By Nato Then(Shape) By The Interest Of
Sir Thomas Pike Wanting To Know What The Flying Machines Known As Ufo;s
Were The Report Was Put Together By Every Military Representative In The
Nato Countries At The Time And Signed By Hienz Berger Head Of Security(Shoc)
The Person Who Has Mentioned This Report Is Highly Decorated And His Rank
Was Sergeant Major With The Highest Security Clearance That Was Available
Working Under General Nyman Lemnitzer At Nato's Headquaters Just Outside
Paris "Supreme Allied Powers Europe" And Attached To Headquaters Operations
Centre.
The Report Goes On And On About The Ufo's The Types Of Aliens Etc, The Reports
Cover Had Cosmic Top Secret And The Pages Were Stamped Highly Classified,
And There Were Fifteen Copies Made One Being In English.
The Title Of This Report Was Assesment:An Evaluation Of A Possible Military
Threat To Allied Forces In Europe It Was Numbered Hash3 Stamped Cosmic
Top Secret Eight Inches Of Appendices And Dozens Of Photos And Signed By
The Head Of Security heinz berger.
The Report Goes On And On About The Types Of Aliens,and The KGB Etc,But
The Part That Interests Me In The Report Me ntions The British Army And,
There Presence At An Ufo Crash In Timmensdorfer Germany Near The Baltic

•
Coast, Where They Were First On The Scene To Find The Crall And Twelve Small
Bodies All Regretably Dead, The Report Goes On To State That The Bodies Were
Taken Away On Jeeps and Photo's Were Taken Along With Autopsy Photos
The Crall Was Said To Have Been Cut Up"Like A Pie Into Six Pieces",And
Shipped Of To Wright Patterson Airforce Base In The U.S.A.
Please Could You Verify This Reports Existence And Whether These Photo's
"Not The Autopsy",Are Available For Perusal.
Thank You For Your Kind Attention

•

Hotmail Folder: Inbox

rote:

> 28 January 14:03
>

>

~

Dearj3££i!§j j

! Qilease Forgive Me Adding To Your Workload

>

If I Ask
> Politely,I Wonder If You Could Please Tell Me If The
> Statement That
> aliens Have Had A Base Here On Earth Since 1954 And Later
> The
> Secretary Of Defence In The Uk,At The Time Being 11 Denis

>Healey",
> Could You Please Tell Me How This Was Verified As I Would
> Like To
> Ask Our M.o.d About This Carefully Of Course.
My Kindest Regards To You And Thank You For
>
Your Attention
>

>

My information comes from an informant very highly placed
within the American intelligence community. He has proven
reliable over time. I cannot divulge his identity.
Yours truly,

WEBSITE:

You are invited to join his UFOTruth internet
reports-and-ET/UFO/Experiencers
communications list;moderated by
q lbscribe at:
http://UFOTruth.listbot.com/ ); cbY '-''-'"'-'''-.
join
4 tJF orts (his reports-only!) list at:

j§@@(j@j

http://pv1fd.pav1.hotmail.msn.com/cgi-bin/getmsg?curmbox=FOOQO 28/01/01

•

Hotmail Folder: Inbox

Page 1 of2

>

~"~"~~ ~

> Dea'1
>

..

Im On Th e Verge Of Writing To The

> Minister Of Defence Here Regarding Denis Healey And
> Knowledge Of Alien Landings In The 1954 Era,But Before I Get
> This Into the Post Could
> You Please Tell Me the Gentlema n I Refer To Above An Retired

> u.s

>

Sgt In The Sixty's Had Cosmic Top Secret Clearance You
> Probably Know All This But My Point Be ing,Do You Think That
> He Would Ha v e
> Read Anything In The Secret Manual Tha t He Had Pri vy To
> About
> The alien Landings?
> Im Just About To Ask Our Government Their Part in The
> Crashed Ufo
> In The Story.

>
>

~~~.;;:;::~::;:::::~~~~~~~~Sincere
:s;

;ssas::

sources.

United States o

Phone:

n 40

WEBSITE:

You are invited to join his UFOT ru th internet
reports-and-ET/UFO/Experiencers

.. ./getmsg?curmbox=FOOOOOOOO 1&a=e7670f421 cce79ae03 75 7801 cc26469 5&msg=MSG9810 1/02/01
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From the Library of NewAge On-Line Australia: http://www.newage.com.au

ET Base On Earth
Sanctioned By Officials
Since 1954 Confirmed
by Richard Boylan, Ph.D.

In July of 1952 the world was electrified by large newspaper headlines and
photos of squadrons of UFOs flying repeatedly over the nation's Capital in
Washington, DC. Four months later WW II General Dwight Eisenhower was
elected President.
The same month President Eisenhower took office (January, 1953), the CIA's
Office of Scientific Intelligence (OSI) was ordered to determine if UFOs were
interstellar vehicles. OSI convened the Robertson Panel of scientists, which
recommended that the Air Force study of UFOs, Project Blue Book, be
expanded.
A year later, in April, 1954, as documented by Gerald Light, President
Eisenhower made a secret trip to Muroc Field (now Edwards Air Force Base), in
the California desert, accompanied by generals, reporter Franklin Allen of the
Hearst Newspapers Group, Los Angeles Catholic Bishop James Mcintyre, and
others. The President had previously arranged to be in nearby Palm Springs,
CA, purportedly for a golfing vacation. He "was spirited over to Muroc one
night/' while reporters were fed the cover story that the President had a
toothache and needed to see a dentist.
While at Muroc Air Field, Eisenhower was present while an extraterrestrial disc
landed. Several Star Visitors emerged to converse with the President and the
generals. The extraterrestrials requested that Eisenhower make the public
aware of extraterrestrial contact with Earth forthwith. The President protested
that humans were not ready, and needed time to be prepared for adjusting to
this stupendous reality.
By the end of the following month, May, 1954, President Eisenhower's CIA
Director, Walter Bedell Smith, Prince Bernhard of Netherlands, David
Rockefeller and other top world fi
,
r-Secretary of State Dean Rusk,
later-British Minister of Defense enis Healey nd other Western power leaders
convened the inaugural meeting
1 erberg Group, "a means of Western
http://www.newage.com.au/ufo/boylan1.html
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collective management of the world order". (Sklar, H., ed., 1981. Trilateralism.
Boston: South End Press.) One of the early items on the agenda of this world
management policy board was extraterrestrial contact.
The following information was disclosed to me by a confidential reliable
informant, who previously worked on contract for the National Security Agency,
and maintains connections within the Intelligence community. This information
has been confirmed by a second source, Dr. Michael Wolf of the National
Security Council's unacknowledged subcommittee, the MJ-12 Special Studies
Group. The report which follows is not "leaks". The release of this information is
part of the Acclimation Program, an official though unacknowledged U.S.
Government policy of "processed release of information", as Dr. Wolf describes
it. (Any information presented in this report which I have developed
independent of these two governmental informants will appear in parentheses.)

.:f!

Shortly after establishing itself, the Bilderberg Group collaborated with the
Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), another -International policy body devoted
to world management, concerning the problem of adjusting humankind to
extraterrestrial presence. Bilderberg and CFR decided jointly in the mid-1950s
to enter into an arrangement with the extraterrestrials: The ETs were given an
island in French Polynesia as a base on Earth. This arrangement afforded them
an opportunity to monitor closely Earth cultures and behavior; and it permitted
Earth governments a way to monitor extraterrestrial culture and behavior. "It
became an on-going experiment," as my former-NSA informant put it. He adds
that when official public announcement of the extraterrestrial presence occurs,
"they will be the ones introduced to Earthlings; 'Oh, by the way, we want to
welcome our neighbors from the Pleiades, who by the way have been here since
since [the beginning of Earth] time, but [are] actually living in our place, date,
space and time." The informant adds, "They are the diplomatic corps."
My ex-NSA informant reported that the U.S. particularly held out for many
concessions before agreeing to the arrangement. (He did not specify what those
concessions were, but history subsequent to 1954 suggests that what the U.S.
obtained was the lion's share of extraterrestrial scientist consultants, to assist
American scientists in understanding and adapting exotic ET technologies into
such devices we now know as the computer chip, fibre optics, lasers, genesplicing therapy, cloning, night-vision equipment, super-tenacity fibers (such as
Kevlar lightweight armor), aerospace ceramics, Stealth technology, particlebeam devices, and gravity-control flight.) NSC's Dr. Michael Wolf has previously
revealed in his book The Catchers of Heaven that he worked with ETs as part of
his governmental duties. "I met with extraterrestrial individuals every day in my
work, and shared living quarters with them," while doing research at extremelyclassified underground government research laboratories. He added, "Zetas
work in underground facilities, as requested by the U.S. Government. The ETs
are not breaking the U.S. Government- Zeta treaties, but the Government has
broken treaties by mistreating ETs, and trying to fire on UFOs." Dr. Wolf also
described working with very human-appearing races dubbed the Nordics and
Semitics. He said, "The Semitics and Nordics come from Altair 4 and 5 and from
the Pleiades [star systems]."

http:/;www. newage.com.au/ufo/boylan1. html
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Wolf also disclosed that in 1954 the U.S. had four extraterrestrial corpses in the
"Blue Room", Hanger 18 at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio.
These bodies came from a series of retrievals of downed UFOs. "The first UFO
came down in 1941 into the ocean west of San Diego, and was retrieved by the
Navy." (The Navy has held a leadership position in UFO matters ever since.)
Between that and the first publicly-announced UFO crash in 1947, northwest of
Roswell, New Mexico, Wolf says there was another crash in 1946, as well as two
other crashes in 1947 besides Roswell.

Richard Boylan, Ph.D., LLC 2826 0 Street, Suite 2, Sacramento, CA 95816,
USA. (916) 455-0120 E-mail: rich.boylan@24stex.com ; Website:
www. ufonetwork. com/boylan/
Author of: "Close Extraterrestrial Encounters", "Labored Journey To The Stars"
and "Project Epiphany".
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Fro~ectorate of Air Staff (Sec) 4a, Room 8245
MINfSTRrOFDEFENCE
Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Fax)

Your Reference
Our Reference
•-'
D/DAS(Sec)/64/3 ..
Date
.zoMarch 2001

Thank you for your letter dated 24 January 2001 requesting all documents concerning "unidentified
flying objects over the United Kingdom" in the years 1979-1989. Your letter has been passed to
this office as we are the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence of this
nature.

It may be helpful ifl first explain that Ministry of Defence files are subject to the provisions of the
Public Records Act of 1958 and 1967 and remain closed from public viewing for 30 years after the
last action has been taken_ We have, however, looked carefully to see whether earlier release of
the files containing papers relating to 'UFO' issues might be possible. As well as keeping general
policy files, the Department receives, on average, about 400 sighting reports from members of the
public each year and a similar number of letters, some of which may also contain sighting reports.
The information is filed manually in the form it is received on Branch files and therefore contains
the personal details of all those corresponding with the Department MOD has a duty to protect
this third party confidentiality and the 30 year period is deemed appropriate for this purpose.
Before access could be given to material, staff would need to be diverted from their essential
defence related tasks to retrieve the material from archives and scrutinise and remove all of the
personal information from thousands of documents. The latter action would be necessary because
the alternative, to contact everyone providing the information to secure their agreement to the
release of their personal details would be be unworkable. I regret, therefore, that your request is
refused under Exemption 9 of the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information
(voluminous or vexatious requests) and Exemption 12 (Privacy of an individual). However, we
would, of course, be happy to look to see what information might be available for a particular, but
shorter period, or for reports of particular sightings that you are interested in_
If you are unhappy with the decision to refuse your request for access to all MOD files containing
documents related to "UFOs" between the years 1979-1989 and wish to appeal, you should write
in the first instance to the Ministry of Defence, DOMD, Room 619, Northumberland House,
Northumberland Avenue, London, WC2N 5BP requesting that the decision be reviewed. If,
following the internal review you remain dissatisfied, you can ask your MP to take up the case with
the Parliamentary Commisioner for Administration (the Ombudsman) who can investigate on your

--··-- -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
•

behalf. The Ombudsman will not, however, consider an investigation until the internal review
process has been completed.
I am sony that I am not able to be of further assistance at this point.

•
With the
Compliments of
the
Director ofNaval Security
and Integrated Contingency Planning
to 2SL/CINCNAVHOME
Victory Building
HM Naval Base Portsmouth

...
lilliE

24 January, 2001

To the FOIA officer,
Please could you send me All documents concerning
Unidentified Flying Objects over the u.k., in the years 1979-1989.
Thank you in advance for your co-operation, hope to hear from you soon.
Yours Sincerely,

------------------------

---

.-
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4a1 (Secretariat)

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

020 7218 2140
020 7218 9000

Your Reference

01,![ R~feye11.ce
D/UAS(Sec)64/3 Y
Date
16 March 2001

Dear Ms Bruni
Thank you for your letter of 25 February, in which you requested copies of correspondence
between the Ministry of Defence and the United States Air Force at RAF Mildenhall regarding
publication of your book, You Can't Tell The People.
When we were made aware of the publication of your book, we did not write to Headquarters
J'd Air Force at RAF Mildenhall, but as a courtesy, informed them of its publication by telephone.
There has been no further contact between ourselves and HQ 3AF on this subject since then.

Yours sincerely,

•
'

OAS 4 (SEC)
21 FEB 200\

-

FILE

25 February 2001

_,

Room 8245
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall
London SW1 A 2HB

I am writing under the terms of the Code of Practice on Access to Government
Information, to request that you send me a copy of any letters sent from the MOD
to Headquarters 3~ Air Force, USAFE et RAF Mildenhall, briefing them about my
book You Can't Tel/The People. The fact that HQ 3AF were briefed on this was
confirmed in the House of Lords Hansard dated 30 January 2001 (column WA
50). I am similarly requesting copies of any response from the US authorities.
If the code of practice does not cover US documents, I can of course submit a
Freedom of Information request to the appropriate US authorities, but sending me
copies of such documents now would clearly save everybody's time.

i.~-------~-,---

.. J'Oo •.

•

. ,.

Main Building, Whitl)tiall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Fox)

Your Reference
01,![ Reference
.,.D/UAS(Sec)/64/3
Date
IS' March 200 I

Thank you for your letter dated 22 February 200 I . As requested, please find attached a list
of all reports of 'unidentified flying objects' reported to the Ministry of Defence during the year
2000. I should however emphasise that these figures relate to reported sightings of unidentifiable
aerial activity; the vast majority of which will have mundane explanations such as aircraft lights,
weather balloons etc .... Our lists of such sightings reported to the Ministry of Defence go back as
far as 1995. I hope this is helpful.

...

••
-·

~

STR.ANGE PHENOMENA INVESTIGATIONS (ENQLAND)
FOUNPED IN 1979.

Thursday, February 22,2001.

D~
My research society (see title above) and also the British UFO Research Association of which I am
it's press officer, are doing a survey of UFO reports here in the United Kingdom, and to this end I
wonder if you would be so kind as to furnish me with a list of all UFO reports that came into your
office during the year 2000. I remember that a number of years ago I wrote to this office where
someone kindly gave me a list of UFO reports and we would be most greatful if you could do the
same in this instance.
We agree that the vast majority of UFO reports have natural mundane explanations and it's only a
few percent to which we as a society are interested in.
I w?D~d apprbeciaktefurtithveryhanmuchh
statistics go ac
er t · t

:Z §-iMO-t~~ H4~dcoui
d forward thkese d)etails onto me, perhaps your
e-ye!~
-so, o p1ease
1et me now

I look forward to your reply and thank you for your cooperation.
Yours Sincerely,

SPI England!BUFORA.

•

REPORTS OF 'UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS ' TO MOD

2000
01/01/00
03/01/00
04/01/00
05/01/00
09/01/00
09/01/00
12/01/00
13/01/00
14/01/00
17/01/00
17/01/00
19/01/00
20/01/00
21/01/00
21/01/00
23/01/00
23/01/00
29/01/00
01/02/00
01/02/00
02/02/00
02/02/00
06102100
10/02/00
11/02/00
11/02/00
11/02/00
13/02/00
13/02/00
13/02/00
14/02/00
19/02/00
20/02/00
23/02/00
25/02/00
26/02/00
01/03/00
03/03/00
03/03/00
07103100
14/03/00
16/03/00
17/03/00
18/03100
18/03/00
20/03/00
20/03/00
25/03/00
25/03/00

Ten bury Wells
Evanton
Oxford
Swindon
Crewe

Shropshire
RossShire
Oxfords hire
Wiltshire
Cheshire

Barnstable
Bootie
Motherwell
Guildford
Cottesmore

Devon

Dumfries

Dumfries & Galloway

Merseyside
Strathclyde
Surrey
Leicestershire

Birmingham
Balgonie

Fife

Southampton

Hampshire

Balgonie

Fife

Spalding

Lincolnshire

Birmingham
Dibden, Nr Southampton
Colchester
Dundee
Melksham
Hull
Bideford

North Devon

Leeds
Banff
Aberdeen

Scotland

Bowness-on-Windermere Cumbria
Pontefract
Bradford

West Yorkshire

Leeds
Balgonie
Little Town

West Yorkshire

Mitcham

Surrey

Edinburgh
Newport, Wales
Holloway, London
Bradford

West Yorkshire

Southampton

Hampshire

Wirral
Wellingborough
Wythenshawe

Manchester

Darlington
Blairgowrie
Pickering
Falmouth
Leeds
Wainford
Leeds
Oxford

Tayside
North Yorkshire
Cornwall
Yorkshire
Suffolk
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29/03/00 Weshpool, Powys
31/03/00
04/04/00
05/04/00
07/04/00
13/04/00
16/04/00
16/04/00
17/04/00
26/04/00
01/05/00
08/05/00
21/05/00
28/05/00
28/05/00
29/05/00
05/06/00
05/06/00
06/06100
10/06/00
11/06/00
13/06/00
17/06/00
17/06/00
18/06/00
21/06/00
22/06/00
23/06/00
23/06100
25/06/00
26/06100
01/07/00
02/07/00
03/07/00
08/07/00
09/07/00
09/07/00
09/07/00
17/07/00
17/07/00
18/07/00
21/07/00
22/07/00
22/07/00
27/07/00
27/07/00
31/07/00
01/08/00
01/08/00
05/08/00
06/08/00

Birmingham
Bury
Barnettsby
Bellerby
Cross Keys

Lincolnshire

Manchester

Leyburn
Newport
Lancashire

Leeds
Meppershall

Yorkshire
Bedfordshire

Whitby

Yorkshire

Marlow Bottom
Glasgow

Bucks

Havant

Hants
Oxon

Sittingbourne
Gravesend

Kent
Kent

Oxon
Great Yarmouth
Dursley

Gloucester

Lowestoft
Leeds
Bolton
Leven
North Crawley

Fife

Brighton
Bradford
Fife
Felixstowe
llkley

West Yorkshire

London
Derby
Putney
Wirral
Leeds
High Harrogate

North Yorkshire

London
Northwich

Cheshire

Northwlch

Cheshire

Leeds
Stranraer

Dumfries & Galloway

Leegomery
North Devon
Crewe
Birkenhead
Hounslow

Middlesex

Salisbury
London

Wiltshire

Bradford

West Yorkshire

Cardiff

Vale of Glamorgan

Leeds
NrWare

Herts
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06/08/00
06/08/00
08/08/00
11/08/00
16/08/00
18/08/00
18/08/00
20/08/00
20/08/00
21/08/00
24/08/00
26/08/00
27/08/00
29/08/00
31/08/00
02/09/00
03/09/00
07/09/00
09/09/00
10/09/00
10/09/00
12/09/00
14/09/00
16/09/00
16/09/00
24/09/00
24/09/00
24/09/00
25/09/00
27/09/00
30/09/00
04/10/00
16/10/00
16/10/00
17/10/00
17/10/00
18/10/00
18/10/00
18/10/00
19/10/00
20/10/00
20/10/00
20/10/00
21/10/00
21/10/00
23/10/00
23/10/00
23/10/00
26/10/00
30/10/00

Rainham

Kent

Southfield
Carlisle
Hastings
Forest Hill
Fishpond

Hampshire

Forest Hill
Callington
High Wycombe
Burgess Hill

London
Cornwall
West Sussex

Raven stone

Northants

Sussex
London
Bristol

Bucks

Gwynedd
Run corn

Cheshire

Glasgow
Norwich

Norfolk

Blackwood

Gwen!

Nr Aldershot
Seddlescome
E Hunsbury

Hampshire
Nr Hastings
Northampton

Egg ham

Surrey

Basildon
IIford
Leeds

Essex

Leeds
Ellesmere

Shropshire
Cheltenham

Twickenham

Middlesex

Wembley
Highbridge

Middlesex

Ramsgate

Kent

Wirral

Cheshire

Somerset

Finchley
Ramsgate
Washington

Tyne &Wear

Keswick

Cumbria

Leeds
Southall
lverheath

London

Langley
Upminster

Slough
Essex

Partick

Glasgow

Buckinghamshire

West Sussex
Huddersfield
Barry
Liverpool
Perth
IIford
Crawley
Lowestoft

Essex
Sussex

Ballynure

County Antrim, N Ireland

30/10/00 London
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01/11/00 Dartford

Kent

02111100 Rows ley

Matlock

03111100 Scunthorpe
03/11/00 Nr Banbury
05111100 Pen macho
07111100 Stourport-on-Severn

West Midlands

10111100 Twickenham

Middlesex

11111100 Hook

RG279NE

14111100 Howden

Yorks

14111100 Berrynarbor

North Devon

15111100 Crowmand

Lincolnshire

15111100 London
17111100 Taff'sWell

Wales

23111100 Trehafod

South Wales

23111100 Huntsmead
24111100 Perth
24111100 Rochester

Kent

28111100 Skipton

North Yorkshire

28111100 Shipston-on-Stour

Warwickshire

29111/00 Dereham

Norfolk

02/12/00 Wheatley

Ox1ordshire

02/12/00 Harralott, Devon
03/12/00 London
07/12/00 St.Mawgan
08/12/00 Fradden
10/12/00 Thorpe Bay

Essex

14/12/00 Leeds
15112/00 Bereton
15112/00 Dursley

Gloucestershire

22112/00 Blackpool
29112/00 Nr Mold, Flintshire

North Wales

I!!!!J!!!I~1~:~:~~; of Air Staff (Sec) 4a, Room 8245

CE

Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Fax)

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS(Sec)/64/3 .,_
Date
March2001

~

Thank you for your recent letter in which you describe an 'unidentified flying object' you
saw in August 1992. This office is the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for
correspondence relating to 'unidentified flying objects.'
First, it may be helpful if I explain that the Ministry of Defence examines any reports of
'unidentified flying objects' it receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some
defence significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace
might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. Unless there is evidence of a
potential threat, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence, MOD does not attempt
to identify the precise nature of each reported sighting. We believe it 1s possible that rational
explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could be found for them, but it is not the
function of the MOD to provide this kind of aerial identification service. We could not justifY
expenditure of public funds on investigations which go beyond our specific defence remit.
The MOD does not have any expertise or role in respect of'UFO/flying saucer' matters or
to the question of the existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial lifeforms, about which it remains
totally open-minded. I should add that to date the MOD knows of no evidence which substantiates
the existence of these alleged phenomena. I hope this is helpful in explaining our position.
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Dear-~
Thank you for your letter of 6"' February 2001. You said and I quote, 'As my predecessors and I have explained in
previous correspondence, the Ministry of Defence has a limited interest in matters concerning 'unidentified flying
objects' and I am afraid that I have nothing to add to our earlier statements'. End of quote. There is a 'limit' and there is
a 'limit'. Just how limited is the Ministry of Defence in these matters?
Anyway, while the Ministry of Defence continue to play the hypocrite regarding these matters, I was instructed to
conclude this God/Jesus Christ/Satan/Anunnaki/extraterrestrial matter. This conclusion is set out in a letter that I was
writing to the Daily Mail Newspapers, regarding the serialised matter from a book called 'Time Storms', by Jenny
Randles.
Since Mr Tony Blair (Prime Minister) has personally failed to deal with this matter and he has put you in charge, I am
sending you a copy of the letter for your attention.
You will not be hearing from me again.

Yours sincerely,
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Dear Daily Mail,
I would like to comment on the article 'Time Storm' in the Daily Mail, Saturday January 20, 2001, by Jenny Randles. I
have a number of books by Jenny Randles, two of which are 'ALIEN CONTACT; The First Fifty Years' and 'THE
UNEXPLAINED,GREAT MYSTERIES OF THE 20th CENTURY'. Judging from the content of these books and the
serialised information in your Newspaper, it appears that while Jenny Randles is prepared to express the connection
between science and the UFO occupants, she is not prepared to express the connection between religion and UFO
occupants. The question I would like to ask here is 'Why does Jenny Randles continue to disregard the
connection/relationship between those UFO occupants and religion here on Earth, by failing to contribute to this
science/religion/extraterrestrial being related subject, in her writings? Basically, Einstein's equation, E ~ mc2 , and
theories of Relativity, state that 'all things' are related, indicating that science and religion are related, and that Beings
that reveal their connected to science, must have some connection to religion as well, even if they have kept it secret.
So, if Jenny Randles is willing and able to make the alien/science connection, she should be willing and able to make
the alien/seiencelreligion connection, as well. What is her problem? She doesn't want to 'rock the boat?' Her failure to
make the connection between the aliens and religion, in her writings, means that she is being hypocritical towards the
readers of her books, including me. She is not giving her readers a full explanation and true insight into the reasons why
the aliens are here. On the inside cover (the back) of her book, THE UNEXPLAINED, it says, and I quote; 'Jenny
Randles is an acknowledged expert on all aspects of the paranormal, widely consulted by media sources seeking
accurate information. A popular broadcaster and a best selling author world wide, she has also written for science
journals, briefed politicians at the House of Parliament and lectured at the Jodrell Bank Planetarium', end of quote.
Could this be the reason why Jenny Randles is refusing to comment on the alien/religion connection? Since Jenny
Randles is 'in bed' with the government, and others related to this 'Aliens' topic, she is not going to 'touch' this
alien/religion related subject with a 'barge pole', and the people for whom she is writing will continue to remain in
darkness and ignorance. Another thing that I would like to say is that, since Jenny Randles is able to make some science
connection with the aliens, she should be able to focus in that science/energy direction and get to know more about her
'time storms' phenomena.

In the INTRODUCTION section of her book, ALIEN CONTACT, Jenny said, and I quote; 'Sorting out the truth about
this whole phenomenon is a bit like wading through a minefield surrounded by treacle . . . This book provides a
fascinating detective story just waiting to be solved. So sit back and join a magical mystery tour through 50 years of
truiy extraordinary alien contact and see if you can figure out what is really going on', end of quote. 'A detective story
just waiting to be solved? A magical mystery tour?'. Is this an 'Alice through the looking glass', story/journey? Does
Jenny Randles already know what is 'going on', and she is not telling her readers?
These aliens are behaving towards the human race, by tinkering with its reproductive system, as if they (the aliens) are
creators of living beings, like us, we now know, by the scientific process of genetic engineering. Since they are taking
human ova and sperm, they are trying to tell us something. Aren't they trying to tell us that they are creators ofliving
beings, like us?. Not ouly are they trying to tell us something, but aren't they trying to get us to make some
connections? Basically, our knowledge and understanding about who created the human race, and how, are biblical. It
is about an invisible, unknown group of terrestrial Beings called God, being the creators of the human race ('And God
said, 'Let us make man in our image, after our likeness .... So God created man in his own image, in the image of God,
created he him; male and female created he them', Genesis I :26-27). The bible failed to reveal to the reader how this
God created the hwnan race, apart from saying that God made the human race from clay into which he breathed his
breath, and the woman, he made from Adam's ribs. As far as the bible is concerned, we'll never know how this God
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created us, but it appears that these UFO occupants have returned to Earth to reveal the 'HOW' to us. But hwnans are
so 'blind-folded' by the content/teaching of the bible, that they cannot see what these aliens are trying to reveal to us.

Isn't the aliens scientific connection with the collecting of various Earth specimens, including ova and spenn for
humans, giving us clues to how the human race was created by this bible God, and hence to a religious connection?
Aren't they giving us some vital clues here, to get us to make these vital science/religion connections, to get to know
who they are, and what they are doing on Earth? But we keep missing the point, the 'big picture', because while
members of the human race are willing to make the alien/science connection, they are unwilling to make the
alien/science/religion connection in order to get some insight into the alien earthbound situation, and we have people
like Jenny Randles putting the readers of her book on some 'treasure hunt' to find out what is going on, while failing to
give some guidelines here. The world leaders and the leaders of the world churches prefer that the people continue to
live a biblical lie about their creator, namely God, rather than for them to know the truth that their 'God' is
alien/Anunnakilextraterrestrial/ science/religion related. In this ease Jenny Randles is assisting the world leaders and
the leaders of the world churches to keep the people in darkness and ignorance.
In the INTRODUCTION section of her book, ALIEN CONTACT, page 7, first paragraph, Jenny Randles said, and I
quote; 'Everyone has an opinion- but no one yet knows the truth', end of quote. No one yet knows the truth, not even
the world leaders? Since no one yet knows the truth why tbe aliens are here, the Earth with its inhabitants could be in
imminent danger, couldn't it? Isn't it time that we start getting to know the truth? Since Jenny Randles sent her readers
on a 'treasure hunt' to try and figure out what is really going on, it is plain to see that she knows much more than she is
revealing in ber books.
In Jenny Randles book, ALIEN CONTACT; The Last Fifty Years, page 138, 3rd paragraph, she wrnte, and I quote;
'Whatever they are doing, however we might struggle to understand their motives, it seems that the open warfare of
Independence Day and Mars Attaek will remain fiction', end of quote. Jenny Randles seemed very sure about her
statement. How does she know this? Is this what they are doing to us?, 'Causing us to struggle to understand their
motives?' ('rat bags'). If people like Jenny Randles would 'wrap the science/religious data around their neeks', they'll
be struggling to understand our motives. If this is a game for them (the aliens), it is a 'rotten' one. What is a 'game' for
them (tbe aliens), is death to us. How does Jenny Randles know that some of these aliens would not try to attack Earth?
God and Jesus Christ planned to set the Earth on fire and destroy those people who failed to follow him, like they did to
Sodom and Gomorrah ('As God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah, saith the Lord, so shall no man abide there neither
shall any son of man dwell therein', Jeremiah 50:40). Research and study revealed that God, Jesus Christ and their
angels are Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings related. This God/Jesus Christ/Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings group
destroyed our ancestors by a flood. This same God/Jesus Christ!Anunnaki group nuked Sodom and Gomorrah, set these
two cities on fire and destroyed their inhabitants. God's juvenile delinquent son Jesus Christ planned to destroy the
present day human race by fire, on their return to Earth at tbe end of time and this 'End Time' falls within our time
setting, in our generation ('As it was in the days ofNoah, so shall it be also in the days of man ... Also as it was in the
days of Lot .. the same day that Lot went out of Sodom, it rained fire and brimstone from heaven and destroyed them all.
Even thus shall it be in the day when the Son of man is revealed', Luke 17:26-30). So who said that this same
God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group wouldn't do the same thing to us, that they did to Sodom and Gomorrah, if we stand
by and allowed it (this God/Jesus Christ!Anunnaki group)to do it to us, under the cover of religion? If we stand by and
do nothing and allow this God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki/extraterrestrial group to deceive us under the cover of 'Religion',
and return to Earth and kill and cheat us out of our lives, then we would have convinced them just how easily led, how
stupid, how weak (the weakest link), etc, we are, and that we haven't learnt anything from past history- bible and world
History -- that our ancestor would have been murdered, and died in vain, and that we would have deserved to be treated
this way. Our ancestors whom this murderous group killed by a flood, couldn't stop them. The people of Sodom and
Gomorrah couldn't stop them, but we can. We can stop them by starting to break the religious link that they created for
the human race, via which they are controlling a mass group of the hwnans. This God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group is
mind-controlling (at subconscious level) the human race via religion. While this God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group is
using religion as a strong link to control us, this same strong religious link can be broken and deny them the religious
right to dominate and control us. Change the present day religion and its power to control is broken. Change present
day religion - Judaism, Christianity, Islam, etc - and replace it with the researched and studied, ancient
Egyptian/Sumerian/Anunnaki data that revealed who and what God, Jesus Christ, and their angels, and Satan and his
angles, really are. When we start doing this, we would, not only be doing the right thing, but we would have set in
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motion the process of breaking the religious link that was made by the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group to dominate
and control the hwnan race for another 3,600 years cycle. We mustn't allow this deceptive, cwming, cheating,
murdering, God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group outsmart us, kill off a mass number of the hwnan race, and take control of
Earth again, under the cover of its Religion Order. If we do, we would have been a failure to ourselves and to our
offspring that ·ve would be leaving behind, knowing full well that this God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group's new world
system would be worse than the present one. We would be as guilty of murdering the human race as that murdering
God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group, and we would have handed over power and control of Earth and its inhabitants to
that murdering lot, for another cyclic period, for another 3,600 years, during which time, the hwnan race (our offspring)
would be subjected all over again, to the 'cycle of life and death', by this murdering God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group.
Also, we would have failed in our generation, to gain access to tbe 'keys' oflife and death, that Jesus Christ claimed to
have, and have no intention of passing on to the hwnan race, except for the hwnan race to serve and worship him and
his Anunnaki father in order to remain alive. We would have 'handed' the 'heads' of our offspring to tbem, like the
head of John the Baptist that was handed on a charger, to Herodias's daughter, see Matthew 14:1-11. Now that the
present cycle of the hwnan race has come to an end and the new cycle is about to begin, we must not allow it to begin
by allowing the power and control of Earth with its inhabitants to remain in the hands of this God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki
group, under the cover of its present day world religion. Bible and World History have shown what terrible times this
present cycle has been for the present hwnan race. To allow this God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group to maintain power
and control of Earth with its inhabitants, would be permitting bible and world history to be repeated for our offspring.
We would have subjected our offspring to another terrible 3,600 years cycle, under the power and control of that
God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group-- that 'King ofTerror'-according to Nostradamus. This God/Jesus
Christ/Anunnaki group is a bully and rules with fear and intimidation. It mustn't be allowed to get away with it, this
time around.
The Christians most famous bible verse is, 'For God so loved the world that he gave his ouly begotten son that
whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life', John 3:16. This verse is a real 'tongue-incheek'. This same 'begotten' son who was sent by his so loving father, to stop mankind from perishing, and give the
people eternal life, is the same loving father and begotten son who would be responsible for the people perishing in the
first place. He is the same loving father and begotten son who planned to cause the people to perish, by killing them by
fire. There is no verse in the bible that teaches that Satan, who is regarded by God and Jesus Christ as evil, planned to
destroy the hwnan race by killing them off with fire, water, or any other thing, but the bible teaches that God and his
begotten Jesus Christ planned to do this to the hwnan race (Luke 17:26-30). So what is John 3:16, all about? It is not
that evil Satan planned the destruction for the people and they would be doing something special for the people by
trying to save them from it. Not so at all. They planned the destruction and would be saving the people from the very
destruction that they planed in the first place. They are real Jekyll and Hyde. We mustn't let then do this to us.
The existence of these aliens/extraterrestrial beings (they are not aliens really) is a reality and not fiction. Tbeir
presence on Earth is a reality and not fiction, although the British Government and its Ministry of Defence keep denying
this fact, to date. I know that their existence and presence on Earth are fact and not fiction, despite what the Ministry of
Defence said in their own defence. I know these to be true regarding the existence and presence of extraterrestrial
beings on Earth, because I have had encounters with some of them that referred to themselves as 'light beings', in the
months of February, March, June and October, 1975, after which I was guided onto a science/religion data path, to date.
This science/religion data path took me on a cyclic journey, right back to the beginning, back to the ancient data period
when the Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings existed on earth and created tbe human race to be their servants and slaves.
After my encounters with the lights, I was told that the lights that I saw were similar to the 'fire' that Moses saw at the
'burning bush'. For a long time I didn't fully understand how the lights that I saw, were similar to the 'fire' that Moses
saw at the 'burning bush', although I tried to get some meaning from the Moses story, in connection to God. In time, I
was able to connect tbe 'lights' that I encountered, to those Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings that existed back there in
time and who have returned to Earth in our time, and became aware of the connection between the lights that I
encountered and the 'fire' that Moses saw at the 'burning bush'. l was made aware that, while I was told that the lights I
encountered were similar to the 'fire' that Moses saw at the 'burning bush', they were not revealed for tbe same reasons
as the 'fire' to Moses. Their (the lights that I encountered) purpose on behalf of the present human race, is opposite to
the task done by Moses, with those people, for God, back there in time. That is, their purpose on behalf of the present
human race is about REVERSING THE BONDING PROCESS, (undo the damage) that Moses brought about between
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those people and that invisible, unknown God. What Moses caused to happen to the human race, was a terrible thing. It
was a terrible thing because, research and study revealed that Moses bonded those people to a group of destructive,
murdering, hateful group of Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings, disguised as God, who regrets the human race being in
existence and is bent on getting rid of it completely, if allowed to gain complete domination of Earth. For these
reasoos, this BONDING PROCESS that Moses brought about between this invisible, unknown God and the human race,
bas to be reversed, on behalf of the present human race before this same hateful, murdering, God/Jesus Christ/
Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings group returns and destroy the people of Earth by fire, like they planned to do, according
to the scriptures. It would be a terrible time for the human race if the Book of Revelation and Luke 17:26-30, arc
allowed to be fulfilled upon the Earth.
The Moses/fire/burning/bush phenomena is explained in the bible as God/Jesus Christ and their angels, related, while
further research and study revealed that the Moses phenomena is Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings related. What Moses
dealt with back there in time, was a group of Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings (gods) and not one single being (God).
Bible research and study revealed that the God to whom Moses bonded the Hebrews and paved the way for his son
Jesus Christ and his disciples to bind the rest of the human race via religion, is in fact, a terrible, destructive group of
Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings who maintains a love-hate relationship for the humans. This God/Jesus
Christ/Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings group is the group of Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings who killed the ancients
humans by a flood, the people of Sodom and Gomorrah by fire, scattered the inhabitants of Shinar, and planned to kill of
the humans by fire when they return to our Solar System and to Earth from their 3,600 years cyclic journey from deep
space. But there is another group of Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings that has the humans safety at heart. To stop this
process that Moses started with the human race, back there in time, for God (this group of Anunnaki/extraterrestrial
beings), a Moses-type group of people must be chosen from among the human race, by a similar, 'fire/light' method to
the one used by God to appear to Moses. This Moses-type group is chosen by this other group of
Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings who has the humans safety at heart. These Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings work with
energy/light, and can TRANSFORM. Both groups can TRANSFORM. The lights that I encountered represented this
Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings group that returned to Earth to assist the humans in reversing the process done by
Moses. This was why I was told that the 'lights' that I encountered were similar to the 'fire' Moses saw at the 'burning
bush', and was guided onto a science/religion, data path, which took me on a long 'journey', for twenty six years of my
life, in preparation for the REVERSING of the BONDING PRCESS that Moses brought about between the human race
and the invisible, unknown God (a group of Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings), I was made aware that this Moses-type
group of people bas to be non-Jews, because present day Jews are the offspring of the original people used by Moses to
start the bonding process with God (that group of Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings) and they are too rooted in this God's
religious teaching given to them by Moses, and later on, by his prophets, to be in the correct 'position' to be chosen to
save themselves, furthermore anyone else. They have to be rescued, themselves, along with the rest of the people,
globally, who got trapped along life's way, and became bonded to their Moses God (that destructive, hateful of humans,
group of Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings) by their religious teaching - the content/teaching of the bible. Hoping that
selfishness and greed would not become harriers to them (the present day Jews), stopping their release form the spiritual
prison in which Moses caused them to be placed by God and his angels (that murdering, hateful, group of
Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings).
The human race mustn't go on disregarding this God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings, connection, because
some humans are believing in and worshipping God and Jesus Christ. The Jews and Muslims are worshipping God and
the Christians are worshipping God through Jesus Christ. I will repeat, Since the flood, the fire of Sodom and
Gomorrah were realities, the destruction of the people of Earth, by fire, promised by God/Jesus Christ, is also a reality
that is pending. So, take note.
After I became aware/realised that God, his son Jesus Christ and their angels are Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings
related, I rebelled against the content/teaching of the bible that said, 'The wages of sin is death', Romans 6:23. I made it
quite clear to my 'light' guides that I have no intentions of going through the death process according to the content/
teaching of the bible. I have no intentions of standing by and allowing Jesus Christ and his angels (this destructive,
human-hater group of Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings) to retom to Earth to kill me and my family for no reason.
Whose 'sin' is it any way? Ours or theirs? There is some explaining to do. Jesus Christ claimed that he bas the 'keys of
death and of hell', Revelation 1:18. He claimed that he conquered death. 'Death where is thy sting, 0 grave
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where is thy victory?', 1 Corinthians 15:5 5. That Jesus Christ claimed to have the 'keys of death and hell', means that
he has the 'keys' to my death process and I intend on getting them bad: from him. I am not going to take my death
process 'lying down', now that I know that God and Jesus Christ are Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings related. I want
those 'keys' (knowledge) that relates to my death process, from him. I ask the question, "Since God, Jesus Christ and
their angels, are Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings related, what do these Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings, disguised as
God, Jesus Christ and their angels, have to do with the death process of the human race, since it is Jesus Christ who
planned to return to Earth to destroy the people by fire?" There is something very 'fishy' going on here in connection
with God, Jesus Christ and the DEATH PROCESS of the human race, and I am involved here, I intend to maintain
focus on this subject of the 'cycle oflife and death' of the human race, and get some answers.
The biblical explanation for the reason why the people die, is sin. Now that I have become aware/realised of the
connection between God, Jesus Christ, their angels and that rogue group of Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings, I ask the
question, "What was this sin that the humans committed before God that was so awful, that so deserved to be punished
by death, and for which God, Jesus Christ and their angels are returning to Earth to kill off a mass number of humans?"
The human race is being called to wake up and become aware/realised that it is being conned here, by a group of
Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings, disguised as God, Jesus Christ and their angels.
Regarding God's connection to the 'cycle of life and death' of the human race, the Psalmist David said, 'Thou hidest thy
face, they are troubled: thou takest away their breath, they die, and return to their dust', Psalms 104:29. Job said of God,
'If he set his heart upon man, if he gather unto himself his spirit and his breath. All flesh shall perish together, and man
shall tum again unto dust', Job 34: 14-15; again the Psalmist David said of God, 'His breath goeth forth, he retumeth to
his earth; in that every day his thoughts perish', Psalms I 46:4. ' ... Man goeth to his long home ... Then shall the dust
return to the earth as it was: and the spirit shall return unto God who gave if, Ecclesiastes 12:5,7. These verses are
referring to the 'Cycle of Life and Death', of the human race, in relation to God, his son Jesus Christ and their angels,
we know now, arc Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings related, the group that want to destroy the human race by fire, like
they did to the inhabitants ofSodom and Gomorrah. 'The spirit shall return unto God who gave it?' Our spirits go back
to that Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings related God? What for? 'Man gocth to his long home?' (Ecclesiastes 12 5), In
Anunnaki/extratcrrestrial beings language, Where is this long home? Lets see ifl could solve this little equation. Step
(I) God belongs to the rogue Anunnaki/extraterrestrial being related group that planned to destroy the human race by
fire, (2) This Anunnaki/extraterrestrial group longer lives on the Earth. Where is it living? Research and study revealed
that it inhabits a planet called Nibiru that orbits our Sun, from deep space, every 3,600 years. Is Nibiru, the home of the
Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings, the 'long home' to which the 'spirit' of the human returns to God, spoken of in
Ecclesiastes 12:5? This is very long way form home, Earth, isn't it?, (3) How does the human spirit when it is released
from the huJ11EU1 body, reach this rogue, God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group that inhabits the planet Nibiru, that orbits our
Sun every 3,600 years (man goeth to his long home?), and what does this God/Jesus Christ Anunnaki/extraterrestrial
group has to do with the release of the spirit from the human body, and taking it to itself? Fundamentally, the human
race is Conscious Energy, existing in its present physical and material form (Conscious Energy is not lost, it is not
destroyed, it changes its form). Since according to the Psalmist David, the physical body of the human returns to dust,
and the 'spirit' goes back to God, it means that the 'spirit' of the human is Conscious Energy in the form of the Life
Force, and that there is a Conscious Energy Force within the human that goes bad: to God. But God is Anunnaki/
extraterrestrial beings related. What does this God/Anunnaki related group has to do with the 'spirit' (the Conscious
Energy or Life Force) of the humans going back to it? What do these Anunnaki/cxtratcrrestrial beings do with the
'spirit' (the Conscious Energy/Life Force) of the humans that goes back to them? (Conscious Energy is not lost, it is not
destroyed, it changes its form). How does it return to God/Anunnaki group? Ecclesiastes 12:5,7, Psalms 104:29,
Psalms 146:4, and Job 34: I 4- I 5, are actually revealing to the bible readers that God harnesses the Conscious Energy/
Life Force of the human race for his purpose. Better still, this rogue God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki/extraterrestrial group
harnesses the Conscious Energy/Life Force of the humans for its benefit. The human race harnesses it energy supply
from the sun, water, and the lower life forms - the plants and the animals, the weaker link. The docile animals like the
sheep, and cows harness their energy from the plant life (standard procedure). The wild/robust animals like the lions,
tigers, etc, get their energy supply by preying on the docile ones (the weaker link). This rogue group of Anunnaki/
extraterrestrial beings existing under the disguise of God and Jesus Christ and their angels, are doing to the humans (the
weaker link) what the humans are doing to the animals (the weaker link), etc, in order to maintain their energy supply,
that is, they are harnessing the Conscious Energy of the humans (the 'spirit' goes back to God), resulting in the death
process of the humans (body returns to dust). God and his son Jesus Christ claimed to have the 'keys' of death and hell,
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can give life, take it away and restore it again, thus claiming/revealing that they are Conscious Energy manipulators,
having the ability to harness/transfer the Conscious Energy from the bodies of the humans to other Conscious Energy
states (energy is not lost, it is not destroyed, it changes it form).
The human race is being denied its cosmic right to live longer lives like their pre-flood ancestors by the God/Jesus
Christ/Anunnaki group, because this group of Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings doesn't want the people to live such long
lives. The longer living humans would be a threat to their existence. Jesus Christ said that he has the 'keys to death and
hell', Revelation 118. He gets the human race to gravitate towards him by his offer of eternal life. What God and his
son Jesus Christ arc saying to the human race, by telling them that he has the 'keys' to 'death and hell' is this, 'I have
the 'keys' (knowledge, understanding) to 'death'. Follow, obey and worship me, and I can make life a living 'heaven'
for you. Oppose me and I will make life a living 'hell' for you' -death by water, fire, etc.
Here arc a few scriptures that gives some insight into the way in which the unknown, invisible God of Israel, can be
identified, to take into consideration. (I) 'And mount Sinai was altogether on a smoke, because the Lord descended
upon it in fire: and the smoke thereof ascended as the smoke of a furnace, and the whole mountain quaked greatly',
Exodus 19:18. 'The Lord descended upon it in fire?' What type of scientific material would have produced that type of
furnace/smoking situation upon a mountain? It sounds more like that of a NASA type space craft when it takes off into
orbit, to me. What kind of Being would travel in a vehicle that produced that kind of furnace/fire/smoking atmosphere
on the top of a mountain? Surely not a spirit, which the bible teaches that God is. And why the top of a mountain? The
top of a mountain represents hidden, secrecy, danger zone. Now, mount Sinai is not an invisible place. It is quite
material and visible. Now, since the Lord came down on this material, visible piece of earth, among all the visible fire,
smoking and furnace, then what kind of Being was this Lord that appeared on that visible piece of mountain earth, and
what type of vehicle was it that produced all the visible fire, smoking, furnace, and quaking on that material, visible top
of the mountain? It could not have been an invisible Lord, descending in an invisible vehicle, on the top of mount Sinai
that is a visible and material piece of the Earth.
(2) 'And Moses went into the midst of the cloud, and got him up into the mount: and Moses was in the mount forty days
and forty nights', Exodus 24:25. Moses was a physical man. Am I to believe that physical/material Moses was in a
physical/material mount for forty days and forty nights with an invisible Lord that made it impossible to see his face?
Was this Lord on his own apart from being with physical/material Moses'/ Surely he didn't in the presence of an
invisible Being for those forty days and forty nights.
(3) Moses asked God to show him his glory, see Exodus 33:18. The Lord told him, 'Thou canst not see my face: for
there shall no man see me and live. And it shall come to pass, while my glory passeth by, that I will put thee in a clift of
the rock, and will cover thee with my hand while I pass by: And I will take away mine hand and thou shalt see my back
parts: but my face shall not be seen', Exodus 33:20-23. These verses said that humans were not allowed to see his face,
not even his servant Moses, but he was willing to show Moses his back-parts. Now, Moses who was a physical man,
was allowed to see the 'back parts' of God. Since this Lord showed physical/material Moses his back parts, it means
that this Lord was not an invisible person (spirit). This Lord, by showing physical/material Moses his back-parts,
revealed that he had human-like form. Since he had back-parts, he had front-parts. We know that he had a face, hands
and feet, from the above verses. Now, this Lord had back-parts, front-parts, a face, hands, feet, and since he had a
face, he had to have a head. When I put all of these body parts together, the final result is that of a human to me, not
'spirit' at all. If this Lord can become 'spirit', as well physical and material, it means that this Lord has the scientific
ability to manipulate energy and TRANSMUTE.
These verses in Exodus 33:20-23, reveal that the Lord who appeared to Moses was physical and human-like, and not
'spirit', who travelled about in a type of space vehicle that allowed him to descend upon the top of mount Sinai, in fire,
smoking, quaking and a furnace. This Lord refused to show Moses his face. The questions is this: What was it about
this Lord's face that he didn't want human Moses ('no man see me and live') to see? This Lord's face bore such a
grave secret that it had to be kept secret from humans, even if it meant killing the humans to keep his secret from them.
That was some secret, that even the humans were not safe from the Lords vengeance, because of it. So, what might this
secret have been? To try and find the answer, I'll apply the scientific principle, 'Conscious Energy is not lost, it is not
destroyed, it changes its form' to his secret face. With the application of the above principle, I would say that, since
this Lord (an Anunnaki) works with energy/light, like other Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings, he was a Transformer, that
is, having the conscious ability to CHANGE- a Lord of all faces, both human and animal. What we call in today's
science fiction circles, a 'shape shifter' or a 'changeling'. This is the kind of scientific ability that extraterrestrial beings
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would want to keep secret from humans, to avoid being identified, especially if they want to pose as superior to the
humans. Its their way of maintaining power and control over us lesser mortals.
Today, is Thursday, February 8, 2001. In the process of writing this letter, I was told today to conclude this
God/Jesus Christ/Satan/Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings related matter. I was made aware that the Conclusion is to be
explained in two parts (I) the physical/material state and (2) the more fundamental or the Conscious Energy state. Part
One will take us back into the ancient past where we would become aware of HOW, WHY and by WHOM the human
race was created according to the scriptures. Part two will take to the energy state where we would become aware of the
more fimdamental side to our existence, and to the existence of 'all things', including the Anunnaki/extraterrestrial
beings who created us. (I) The physical/material state is about going back into our ancient past, via data and becoming
aware/realised, by WHOM, HOW, and WHY, the human race was created, according to the content/teaching of the
bible that said, 'And god said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness ... And God created man in his own
image, in the image of God created be him; male and female created be them', Genesis I :26-27. Who and what is this
God that created the human race in his image and likeness? Research and study revealed that the bible has its roots in
ancient Egyptian teaching, which bas its roots in ancient Sumerian teaching, which has it roots in the teaching of
Anunnaki!cxtraterrestrial beings who lived on earth in ancient times, who are the creators of the human race. Research
and study connected the Anunnakifextraterrestrial beings to the God/Lord, etc, his son Jesus Christ and their angels to
the Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings who lived on earth in ancient times, and are being worshiped by the humans, via
RELIGION. These Anunnaki!extraterrestrial beings no longer live on Earth like in ancient times, but they revisit Earth
every 3,600 years en route from cyclic journey in deep space. Every time they return to Earth, a 'cycle' (time period)
ends for the humans and a new 'cycle' begins. Religious books, including the Torah, the Bible and the Koran, were
written in support of God, Jesus Christ and their angels, but failed to reveal openly that God, Jesus Christ and their
angels are in fact, Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings. Basically, the content/teaching of these bibles are about some
'Controversy/Conflict between God and Satan, good and evil, right and wrong'. Since connections have been made
between the God/Lord, Jesus Christ and their angels and the Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings, it is being made clear that
the content/teaching of the bible is about God and Jesus Christ's side of the Controversy/Conflict. While books were
written explaining God/Jesus Christ's side of the conflict story and in support of God, Jesus Christ and their angels, and
presented to the humans, no such books were written explaining Satan's side of the story and in support of Satan and
his angels. Instead, whatever was reported against Satan and his angels, was explained in God/Jesus Christ's book (the
bibles). This isn't right. How do we know that what is written against Satan and his angels, in God and his son's
religious books, is correct? Satan was not allowed to write his side of the story. In our democratic society, a person is
innocent until proven guilty. To prove that a person is guilty, circumstantial evidence must be provided by the
prosecutor. Where is the circumstantial evidence that was presented in God/Jesus Christ books (the Bibles) against
Satan and his angels to prove their gnilt? Apart from the few accusations made by God and his son Jesus Christ,
regarding the 'apple' ordeal, and Satan's desire to become like the most High, the human race was dragged into this
'conflict' via the strategy of Religion, by God and his son Jesus Christ, to prove Satan's guilt~ to prove what a 'rotten
apple' he really is. This was to be an invisible demonstration to be accomplished by Satan and his angels using their
wiles and working on the minds of the human race unknown to the humans. What kind of circumstantial evidence is
this, for the human race, that is dragged into this 'Conflict' to prove Satan's gnilt? This is deception on God's and Jesus
Christ's part and showed where the injustice that went on in heaven, against Satan and his angles, continued on the
Earth. While Jesus Christ (the Word) was allowed to become 'Flesh' and come to Earth pretending to represent the
'GOOD SIDE', and was able to write his books and present his side of the story to the human race, Satan remained an
INVISffiLE FORCE, representing the 'BAD SIDE', and unable to write his books to present his side of the story. How
could this be? This is not right. This is hypocrisy and injustice. Why was Jesus Christ allowed to become FLESH to
represent GOODNESS and work on the minds of the human race via his teaching, and Satan remained an INVISffiLE
FORCE to represent BADNESS, to work on the minds of the human race, we know not how? That Satan is presented
as an invisible force to work on the minds of the humans to cause then to do wrong, amounts to MIND, and since the
MIND controls the body, he has BODY CONTROL as well. This reveals that this invisible Satan works on the
subconscious minds of the human race, but how?. The physical humans were dragged into a 'Conflict' by the invisible
God and his son Jesus Christ, that began in heaven, to fight against invisible Satan on their behalf and the humans are
supposed to prove that this invisible Satan exists, that be is a 'bad apple', and that he offended God and his son Jesus
Christ, in heaven. We were not told what and where this heaven is, or what really went on there between them. Yet the
humans have been dragged into their 'Conflict' against our will and forced to judge their case. This is not only a wrong
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thing that God and his son Jesus Christ have done to Satan, but to the human race, knowing that it is an impossible task
thatthey asked the humans to perform for them, knowing full well that the humans are bound to fail, because they don't
really know anything about Satan who remains an invisible force to them, or what really went on in heaven. God and
his son Jesus Christ are forcing the human race to aet dishonestly on their part. Just as God and Jesus Christ have their
written versions of this 'Conflict' story (the bible), so must Satan. Since Jesus Christ came to Earth as FLESH, so
Satan must be allowed to do the same, this time around, so that the human can judge this case justly, and end this
'CONFLICT' once and for all. Since the humans were dragged into this 'Conflict' to judge this situation, allow them to
do it the right up. Since there was 'war' in heaven, it takes two to start a fight. The human race was given the bible that
represents God and Jesus Christ's side of the story, and denied Satan's side of the story. Now, we want Satan's side of
the story (this request now acts as a force blocking God and Jesus Christ's way), if justice and fair-play is to be done.
Since Jesus Christ is returning in the flesh, Satan must be allowed to return in the flesh as well, this time around.
Jesus Christ is flat out depending his side here on Earth, while Satan is supposed to be flat out behaving as a bad force,
constantly. There is good and bad in Satan and there is good and bad in Jesus Christ ('I create good and evil. I the Lord
do all these things', Isaiah 45:7). Is there a time when Satan does good? Is there a time when God and his son
Jesus Christ do evil? Of course. The Old Testament is full of examples of the evil that God and Jesus Christ have done
to the human race, and promised to do to our generation at the end of time (the book of Revelation). Would we ever get
to know ahout the good that Satan has done? Yes, we would, when we get to know who and what Satan really is.
What is this 'Controversy/Conflict between God and Satan, good and evil, right and wrong'? Research and study of the
bible (the Old and New Testaments) revealed that this 'Controversy/Conflict between God and Satan, Good and Evil,
right and wrong', is a 'political and governmental' struggle betwero God and Satan which began in heaven and was
extended to the Earth. 'And there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought against the dragon; and the dragon
fought and his angels. And they prevailed not; neither was there place found anymore in heaven. And the dragon was
cast out, that old serpent called the devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into the earth,
and his angels were cast out with him', Revelation 12:7-8). Further back in the bible, in Isaiah 14:12-14, we are told
that Satan committed another crime before God, when the scriptures said, 'For thou hast said in thine heart, I will ascend
into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars of God: I will sit also upon the mouut of the congregation, in the
sides of the north. I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will be like the most High'. Again in Genesis, Satan,
known as the devil was accused of tempting Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden and caused them to disobey God, by
eating of the fruit of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, and got to know about GOOD AND EVIL (Right and
Wrong), like the Gods. The gods didn't want the humans to learn about 'good and evil, 'right and wrong' like
themselves. The gods didn't want the humans to be in sante position as themselves, because the humans would become
aware what 'right and wrong' was all about, would be aware when the gods did them 'right or wrong', and 'stand
up' (challenge) against them, like children who challenge their parents, and the gods didn't like being challenged by their
human creation, like parents don't really like being challenged by their children (parents, including the gods, fail to
realise that 'what goes around, comes around'). The gods must have known that allowing the humans access to the
'knowledge of good and evil' ('right and wrong') like themselves, would be a 'recipe for disaster' (confrontation,
retaliation, ete, from the humans) for them, and they didn't want this to happen to them. Denying the humans access to
the 'Tree of the knowledge of good and evil' ('right and wrong} was the gods way of keeping the humans under their
power and control, like little children, where they are used and abused according to the WILL of the gods, like little
children who are used and abused by the grown ups. Denying the humans the opportunity to know good and evilfright
and wrong, was a way of keeping them in a state of immaturity. As far as some of the gods were concerned, the humans
were to remain forever in that child-like state of immaturity, to and for the gods, but this Satan/serpeut Being changed
all that, when he got the opportunity to teach Adam and Eve about GOOD and EVlL (RIGHI' and WRONG), and
~inre-:li:trther conflict with the gods, and became a bigger 'rotten apple'. In the sight of the gods, be (Satan)
became-the-trouble maker, the liar, the deceiver, and the destroyer of human souls. On the contrary, he rescued the
human race-from the 'Lion's Den' -the evil, dominating, selfish, etc, etc, 'hands of the gods. The humans, having
gained access to the 'Tree of the knowledge of good and evil', were then barred from having access to the 'Tree of
Life'. That is, the humans having obtained the knowledge of GOOD and EVIL/RIGHT and WRONG, were then denied
the knowledge of Life that would have allowed them to be innnortallike the gods, not only to be innnortal, but to be
immortal as well as good and evil, like the gods. The gods didn't want this position for the humans. The gods wanted
the humans to be like children, 'to be seen and not heard'. Chucking Adam and Eve out of the Garden of Eden, to deny
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them access to the Tree of Life, and setting in motion the 'cycle of life and death', for them and their offspring, was a
way by the gods to maintain power and control of the humans as they went out of the garden and reproduced.
There are verses in God's own book, the Bible, that reveal that God and his son Jesus Christ are real 'two-edged
swords', and a 'Jekyll and Hyde'. Examples are,(a) Isaiah 45:7, 'I form the light and create darkness. I make peace and
create evil. I the lord do all these things', (b) 'See, I have this day set thee over the nations and over the kingdoms, to
root out and to pull down, and to destroy, and to thrown down, to build, and to plant', Jeremiah I : I 0, (c) 'If ye will still
abide in this land, then will build you, and not pull you down, and I will plant you and not pluck you up: for I repent of
the evil that I have done unto you', (d) 'Now therefore, behold, the Lord hat put a lying spirit in the mouth of these thy
prophets, and the Lord hath spoken evil against thee', 2 Chronicles 18:22, (e) 'Thus saith the Lord, Behold, I will raise
up evil against thee out of thine own house, and I will take thy wives hefure thine eyes and give them unto thy
neighbours, and he shall lie with thy wives in the sight of this sun', 2 Samuel 12: II, and many more where these came
from. Now, since the Lord God does evil to humans as well, how would the humans be able to tell who is doing what to
them? That is, how would the humans be able to tell if it is the Lord God doing evil to them or Satan doing evil to
them? How would the humans be able to recognise between God and his son Jesus Christ and Satan, the evil that is
being done to them?
I stated above that research and study revealed that God, his son Jesus Christ and their angels are Anunnaki/
extraterrestrial beings related. Since research and study revealed that God, Jesus Christ and their angels are
Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings connected, so research and study will reveal Satan's connections. The bible states that
God, Jesus Christ and their angels, and Satan and his angels were all living in heaven, but Satan and his angels were cast
out of heaven to the Earth after he lost the fight. Since further research and study into the ancient data revealed a
connection between God, Jesus Christ and their angels, and the Anunnaki!extraterrestrial beings who lived on Earth in
ancient times, then research and study into the same data will reveal a connection between Satan and his angels and the
Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings, as well, and revealing that God, Jesus Christ and their angels represent one group of
Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings, and Satan and his angels represent another group of Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings.
Having made these connections between God/Jesus Christ and their angels, and Satan and their angels, and the
Anunnaki!extraterrestrial beings that lived on Earth, in ancient times, then we can go on to connect the conteut/teaching
bible to them (the Anunnaki!extraterrestrial beings), and more precisely, to the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki related
group. From here onward, we must go back to the ancient data and find out more about these Anunnaki/extraterrestrial
beings whoa re bible related. Research and study into the ancient data about the Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings, their
connection to God, Jesus Christ and the content!teaching of the bible, will lead us to the truth regarding the
'Controversy/Conflict between God and Satan, Good and Evil'. The above verses in Revelation 12:7- 8, revealed that a
war/fight was waged in heaven between Michael and the dragon/Satan the devil. Michael won the fight, and the
dragon/Satan was kicked out ofheaven, meaning that the dragon/Satan lost power and control of his position, in heaven,
to Michael. Revelation 12:7, said that after the dragon/Satan lost the fight, he was kicked out of heaven and onto the
Earth, with his angels, revealing that this 'heaven' and earth are two separate places, and that this 'heaven' is their
original home. Revelation 12:13, said that, 'When the dragnn saw he was cast unto the earth, he persecuted the woman
which brought forth the child'. This verse reveals that this war/fight between Michael and the dragon/Satan, was
extended to Earth, which was the original home of the humans. lfwe translate these bible verses into
Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings langnage, we'll discover that these two groups of Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings
(God/Jesus Christ and their angels, and Satan and his angels) brought their war/fight (Contruversy/Contlict) to Earth,
and involved the human race, that they created to be their servants and slaves. The God/Jesus Christ Anunnaki group
presented the Satan!Anunnaki group as the evil or bad ones. The bible reveals that Michael who claims to he the creator
of the humans, wants complete power and control of the humans, the earth and heaven as we!!, to become 'KING OF
KINGS AND LORD OF LORDS', Revelation 19:16, that is, to become, King of'Heaven' aodEarth. To translate these
verses of scripture into Anunnaki!extraterrestrial langnage, it reveals that this God/Jesus Christ!Anunnaki group wants
to be allowed to gain complete power and control of the Earth, the humans and Heaven, instead of the Satan!Anunnaki
group. The humans cannot prevent the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group from gaining and maintaining power and
control of their heaven, but they need the present generation of humans to give permission to gain power and control of
their home, Earth. This must not be allowed.
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T'ne content/teaching of the bible revealed fr1at God and his son Jesus Christ are the good 'guys' and Satan and his group
are the bad 'guys'. When translated into Aili.irlilaki language, it means that the God/Jesus Christ/AilWlllaki related group
is the good 'guys· and it must be allowed to fllaintain power and control of the Earth, while the Satan/Ailunnaki grotip Hi
the 'bad guys', and must be got rid 6f- not allowed power and control of Earth. The questioo is this. How could the
God/Jesus Christ/AilWlhaki related group Claim to be the good 'guys' whoo bible History tevealed that this group is
responsible for creating se much chaes, deatJ; and destruction on the Earth. For example, (1) regretting the creation of
the human race and the kllling of our aneestots by the flood, (2) going down to Shinar and reaping cliaes and havoe
ujlOil. the inhabitants, by eoofusirtg their slilgle language and causing them to be separ-dkd and seatteted UjlOil. the flice of
the earth (Genesis 11). This was a fufm6f death and destructiM of the hi.lftilifi race, (3) the nuking ofSodom ruld
Gomof!'"ah, (4) all the bibliCal wars that they ereated and were created irt their na!lies, to date(tlie eonflict in the Middle
East), (4) the chaes, death and desi:ii.«:,i'iM that they planned for the hti1fulris at the end of time --the killer earthquakes,
killer flunines, wars and tuiilours of wars, killer veleanoes, etc, befOre they set llre to the Earth, killing milli6tlll of
hturulltS like they did to our aneeswrs by the flood. After causing so mt.leh destructiM Ofi earth, how could they still
claim to be the 'good guys' to the humans? How stupid do they think that we are? Since bible History is actually
revealing that the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group is not the 'good guys' like they claimed to be, then they are the 'bad
guys', to the humans. Since the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group is really the bad 'guys', then the Satan/Anunnaki
group must be the good 'guys' to the humans just as Genesis revealed about the serpent tempting Eve to eat the fruit of
the Tree of the knowledge of Good and Evil. What happened was that, the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group changed
the whole thing around to their benefit, claimed to be good, when in fact, they are evil to the humans, and would
continue to be evil and destructive to the humans, in the future. That this God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group planned the
destruction of the present human race, by fire, shows that this group does not like humans, only to use, abuse and then
kill them. This group must not be allowed to have power and control of Earth.
This God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki/ wants complete power and control of Earth, the humans and their habitat, 'heaven'.
Why? Initially, the human race was created to be their servants and slaves, to help dig their gold, said Mr Zecharia
Sitchin, in his set of books, EARTH CHRONICLES. The humans stopped being their servants and slaves and digging
their gold when they (the Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings) abandoned Earth and returned to their 'heaven' ('heaven' is
their orbiting planet, called Nibiru, according to the ancient teaching in Mr Zecharia Sitchin writings). In our time, they
cannot make us their slaves to dig for their gold, so what do they want with us now that they have returned to Earth in
our time, apart from using us as pawns in their grunes? The Satan/Anunnaki group would want to pass on more
knowledge to the humans to aid them in their evolutionary process, like it did to Adam and Eve when they were
encouraged to 'eat the apple', but the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group wouldn't. So what's really in it for this group?
To get the answer to this question, I'll apply the motto that was given to me: 'To see things through the 'eyes' of
Conscious Energy'. I'll use the scriptures to assist me here. Ecclesiastes 12:7, said, 'Then shall the dust return to the
earth as it was: and the spirit shall return unto God who gave it'. This verse is referring to the death process of the
human race. The spirit of the human is Conscious Energy, which is the Life Force. The spirit can only return to the one
who gave it, when it is released from the physical body, which would be the death of the person. Now that a connection
has been made between God, his son Jesus Christ and their angels, and a group of Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings, who
kept destroying the humans in the past, and who is bent on destroying the human race in the future (our present time),
What does the release of the 'spirit' (the Conscious Energy/Life Force) from the physical body of the human, has to do
with going back to God and Jesus Christ, and how does it make its journey back to this God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki
related group? (Conscious Energy is not lost, it is not destroyed, it changes its form). Since the 'spirit' of the human is
Conscious Energy, and since Conscious Energy is a TRANSFORMER, and since the Anunnaki/extratcrrestrial beings
group work with energy (all energy is Conscious by nature), and since the Conscious Energy of the human (the 'spirit')
goes back to God, Ecclesiastes 12:7, is revealing that this God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group harnesses the Conscious
Energy of the human race, for their use, resulting in the death process of the humans. In this way, the God/Jesus
Christ/Anunnaki group has continued to use the human race as servants and slaves, not for digging their gold, but them
'digging' our gold. That is, in the beginning, those Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings used the humans as a source of
energy for slave labour. After they abandoned Earth and no longer used the humans for their slave labour, they began to
use them for another kind of slave labour; that is, for their source of Conscious Energy (the spirit goes back to
God/Anunnaki). Since this God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group is using the human race as a source for harnessing
Conscious Energy (the life force), it stands to reason why it wants to gain complete power and control of Earth with its
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inhabitants. This way, it (this God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group) would be able to harness the Conscious Energy of the
humans on a mass scale, with the continuing cycle of 'Life and Death' (while holding on to the 'keys- knowledge-- of
death and refusing to pass them on the humans), without opposition from the other group of Anunnaki/extraterrestrial
beings. In other words, this God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group wants to maintain power and control of the human race
for the same reason that God threw Adam and Eve out of the Garden of Eden after they ate of the fruit of the Tree of the
knowledge of Good and Evil, that is, to deny it access to the 'Tree of Life'. Earth with its inhabitants would become its
(the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group) 'vineyard' for 'reaping' Conscious Energy, like an 'animal farm'. But there is a
'barrier' that this group wants to get rid of if it is to sueceed. This 'barrier' is the other Satan/Anunnaki group better
known as the anti-Christ. Since these Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings (the God/Jesus Christ group and the Satan group)
are no longer in direct, physical control of Earth and its inhabitants, like they were in ancient times, they cannot return to
Earth and start a physical fight with each other. This is not the idea. The idea is to get the humans to start the wars on
Earth and fight them for them; not forgetting that the humans are supposed to prove what an evil being the dragon/Satan
really is. For example, the holy wars by the Muslims, the Middle East wars, etc, with devastating effects. Now, the
bible does not reveal that Satan is a killer of humans, but a giver of knowledge (example, the serpent to Adam and Eve),
but it does reveal that God and his son Jesus Christ are killers of humans. Translate this into Anunnaki language and we
will find that the Satan/Anunnaki group is not a killer of humans, but a giver of knowledge, like the serpent to Adam
and Eve in Garden of Eden, while the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group is- the prophecy in Luke 17:26-30 and those in
the book of Revelation, are to be fulfilled upon the humans by God, Jesus Christ and their angels, and not by Satan and
his angels. Translate this into Anunnaki language and we get, the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group is the killer of
humans and not the Satan!Anunnaki group.
These Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings are energy workers. Conscious Energy to be more precise. As Conscious
Energy workers and manipulators, that they can Transform/Shape-shift (Conscious Energy is not lost, it is not
destroyed, it changes its form). Since they are transformers/shape-shifters, they need a constant supply of Conscious
Energy. Who better to get their constant supply of Conscious Energy from, but from living human beings and animals.
They made life on Earth, their 'donor card' giving them free access to Conscious Energy supply, with little or no
resistance from the humans and they want to keep it that way.
Since these two opposing groups (the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group and the Satan/Anunnaki group) are living
extraterrestrial beings, are religion related, are returning to Earth, their 'coming' must and will be a literal one, via space
ships. Since their return to Earth is biblical and therefore inevitable, how could the world leaders stop them from
returning to Earth because they are extraterrestrial beings? How could the occupants of the UFOs be accused of the
violation 'Air Space?' These world leaders are aware that these extraterrestrial beings are religion related. These world
leaders go to church and give the outward appearance that they are worshipping some supernatural being called God and
his son Jesus Christ when inn fact, they are worshipping Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings, and they know it, but they
don't want the people to come to the awareness/realisation that they too, are worshipping Anunnaki/extraterrestrial
beings disguised as God, Jesus Christ and their angels, because, then the people would come to the awareness/realisation
that God/Jesus Christ and their angels are the murdering Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings that are returning to Earth to
gain world domination with intent on making some of the inhabitants their servants and slaves and murdering the rest,
making REUGION their biggest problem regarding the appearing the Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings to the people
globally. They want to keep the people ignorant of this fact. But why do these world leaders, after world leaders,
continue to heap this awful responsibility upon their 'heads?' How long can they go on doing this? What if these
Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings decide to make their global appearing in their space ships, without their permission,
what are they (the world leaders) going to say'/ How are they going to explain it to the people? Recently I read that Mrs
Margaret Thatcher (Ex-Prime Minister) gave instructions to keep the knowledge of the existence and the visitations of
these extraterrestrial beings, to Earth, secret from the people. What/who gave her the right to do this to the people,
especially to those who claimed to have encounters with them? Does she realise what she did to those of us who have
encounters with some of them, by keeping the knowledge of them secret? She dng a 'hell hole' for us. Did theSe
extraterrestrial beings give her and her government permission to do this to the people? By hiding this knowledge from
the people, she dug a 'hell hole' for herself. 'What goes around, comes around'. The British Government was reminded
that the time had come for this knowledge to be revealed to the people, but the Government and its Ministry of Defence
continue to deny their existence and presence on Earth, and thus the people their right to this TRUTH Let's see how
long these world leaders are going to keep up their charade. The world leaders, by refusing to come out into the open
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and tell the people the truth about the extraterrestrial beings, have dug a very big 'hole' for themselves, with the
God/Jesus Christ Anwmaki/extraterrestrial group. This God/Jesus Christ/Anwmaki group is blackmailing them, 'big
time'. Let's see how they are going to out of this 'hole' that they have dug for themselves.
Jesus Christ planned to retom with this angels (a group of Anwmaki/extraterrestrial beings) to earth take away some of
the people (abduct some of the people because the people are unaware that God, his son Jesus Christ and their angels are
in fact, Anwmaki/extraterrestrial beings) and kill the rest by fire. 'As it was in the day ofNoab, so shall it be in the days
of the Son of man. They did eat, they drank, they married, they were given in marriage, until the day that Noab entered
into the ark, and the flood came, and destroyed them aiL Likewise also as it was in the days of Lot; they did eat, they
drank, they bought, they sold, they planted, they builded; But the same day that Lot went out of Sodom it rained fire and
brimstone from heaven, and destroyed them aiL Even thus shall it be in the day when the Son of man is revealed', Luke
17:26-30. The Son of man is Jesus Christ. This prophecy revealed that not only would the people be destroyed by fire,
but by water as well. What would be the tool most likely to be used by this God/Jesus Christ/Anwmaki group to fulfil
this calamity on the whole Earth? It would an asteroid like the one on collision course with Earth in 2030, according
NASA/astronomers. I was made aware/realised (today, Friday, February 16, 2001 ), that this asteroidal tool is the one
that this God/Jesus Christ/Anwmaki group will use to fulfil the prophecy in Luke 17:26-30, upon the Earth. An
enormous asteroid hitting Earth would create the watery and the fiery conditions necessary to fulfil the prophecy in
Lukel7:26-30, and the book of Revelation, on the earth. Not only would this God/Jesus Christ/Anwmaki group use this
asteroid to fulfil the prophecy in Luke, but it (the group) would have created it in deep space, and set it on a collision
course with Earth, to arrive at a certain time after their arrival and departure from Earth with their people that they
would have abducted. 'To sec things through the 'eyes' of Universal, Conscious Energy'. All things are Conscious
Energy related (E=mc2 ) , or C(E=mc") (Conscious Energy is not lost, it is not destroyed, it changes its form). These
Anwmaki/extraterrestrial beings work with Conscious Energy. They are TRANSFORMERS in a way that humans are
not. Since this God/Jesus Christ/Anwmaki group has it 'in' for the human on earth, it could easily use Conscious Energy
to create an Earth shattering/destroying asteroid or shift one out of its place, in deep space and set it on a collision
course with Earth. But, 'All things are possible', even controlling such an asteroid. The controlling of such an asteroid
is possible, but only by those who made a return to the Conscious Energy/Gene Pool and be able to 'See things through
the 'eyes' of Conscious Energy'.
(2) The fimdamental or the Conscious Energy state:-- Science data teaches that, fimdamentally, 'all things' are related
having originated from the same Source. Fundamentally, the Source and origin of 'all things' is ENERGY, or better
still, CONSCIOUS ENERGY, as expressed by Einstein's equation, E=mc", or better still, the improved equation that I
was given-- C(E=mc") ('C' stands for Consciousness). Just as we took a 'journey' back to our physical origin, in
ancient times, and discovered our 'roots', so we can extend our journey further back in time, and 'retom' to the to place
where 'all things' originated. I refer to this place as the UNIVERSAL CONSCIOUSNESS or the Universal, Conscious
Energy/Gene PooL This is the Source of all things that exist in the Universe, even of the Anwmaki/extraterrestrial
beings who created the human race. When you finally arrive back at this Place/Source/Conscious Energy Pool/Home,
and you begin to take a good 'look around', you'll find that the nature of the PooVSource/Home, inside, is not exactly
the same as that outside the Pool, 'outside' meaning, the negative behaviour express by some of the cosmic
extraterrestrial beings, in the physical and material universe. Inside, the 'Pool', you'll experience a dual Oneness,
harmony, eternal existence, stability, balance, etc. 'Gods and goddesses' do not exist within the PooL The nature of the
Pool is a 'system', with the nature more like that of the 'Three Musketeers - One for all and all for one'. It is outside of
the Pool that things become distorted, chaotic, etc, where changes take place. It is during this time (outside the Pool)
that the Dual Oneness state is broken down, by conscious beings, and negativity raises its ugly head. Pool Attendants
(beings working with Conscious Energy) like some of the Anwmakilextraterrestrial beings tend to 'use and abuse' the
PooL They do so by playing the superior role over their creations (like the bible God to Moses and the Hebrews) and
maltreating them, even killing them. This type of negative behaviour does not reflect the true nature of the PooL These
Pool Attendants who use and abuse the Pool and behave negatively, even pass on this negative behaviour to their
creations, for example, the human race. Everything/one in the Universe retoms to the PooL For humans, you can retom
alive, that is, achieve a conscious connection. If you succeed in returning to the Source/Conscious Energy/Gene Pool
via the life process (achieve conscious connection/universal consciousness state), by the time you arrived back at the
Pool, you would have passed through several stages of processing and development, got 'cut down to size' (put away
all your 'airs and graces') along the way, gone through a 'spring cleaning' of the mind and taken in adequate amount of
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the necessary information, making it possible for you to recognise the true nature/state of the Pool. You'll be given time
to adjust to your new position/state Your subconscious/conscious presence at the Pool (the live state) then allows you to
recognise the presence of 'all things', including yourself and the Anunnaki/extraterrestrials beings who created us.
From your 'position' at the Pool, you are aware/realised that these extraterrestrial beings, even the ones that created the
humans, are not gods or goddesses, are not superior to you; more evolved, yes, but not superior, should assist us in our
process of evolution, and should not use and abuse us like the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group, in the bible. This Pool
position makes it possible for situations to de dealt with according to the true nature of the Pool. For instance, having
become aware that both the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group and the Satan/Anunnaki group have their origins in the
Conscious Energy/Gene J>ool too, like the humans, the true nature of the Pool (harmony, stability, dual Oneness, eternal
existence, etc) can then be used in evidence against the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group's negative behaviour/
approach towards its creation (the humans) and demand of it, the necessary related CHANGE. While the humans
genetic link to the Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings allows them to claim 'genetic asylum' from their Anunnaki creators,
so their (the humans and the Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings) Conscious Energy/Gene/Pool/link allows the humans to
claim all of the Pool related Rights from the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group that planned to destroy them by fire.
This is what I am doing. I now conduct my 'affairs' from the safety of the Universal, Conscious Energy/Gene Pool. I
am claiming my genetic, Cosmic, Conscious Energy/Gene Pool, RIGHTS from the Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings,
especially from that God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group. This is one vital reason why the rest of the people must be told
the TRUTH; so that they could claim their RIGHTS from them too, and stop them form using them as their 'punch
bags', and 'pawns' in their games.
The bible failed to reveal to us how God created the human race. Taking that 'journey', back to the beginning, via
science/religion and ancient data, we learned that the Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings created the human race by the
scientific process of genetic engineering. This means that the humans are linked to these Anunnaki/extraterrestrial
beings, not only biologically/genetically, but scientifically as well. As I mentioned in the above paragraph, this
genetic/science link can be traced right back to the beginning of the Source of all things - the Universal, Conscious
Energy/Gene Pool. This genetic/Conscious Energy/Gene Pool link with the Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings allows the
human race to claim its cosmic RIGHIS that have been denied them by members of the Anunnaki/extraterrestrial
beings, who claimed in the bible, to be their creators, especially the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group -- claims like, its
rights to eternal life, (longer life), control of its own 'LIFE and DEATH CYCLE, etc.
Today is Wednesday, February 20, 200 I. This is further information that I received today. The bible said that the
serpent tempted Eve to eat the fruit of the Tree of the knowledge of Good and Evil that was in the midst of the garden of
Eden. God told Adam and Eve that if they ate it, they would die. But the serpent told them it was not exactly true. 'And
the serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not surely die. For God doth know that in the day ye at thereof; then your eyes
shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil', Genesis 3:3-5. After Eve took of the fruit of the tree
and ate it and gave some to Adam, who ate his as well, their 'eyes' (inner-sight, awareness, realisation) were opened.
They became aware/realised of what was 'good and evil/right and wrong', but they did not die physically like they
thought they would. The woman, Eve, did say that the tree was good for food, not 'evil', pleasant to the sight, and a tree
to be desired to make one wise (Genesis 3:6). The serpent must have convinced her enough to get her to eat of the
forbidden fruit that she recognised was good for food. After Adam and Eve ate the fruit, all 'hell broke loose'. God
questioned Adam about the matter, 'ticked' him off about his disobedience and sent him and his partner, Eve, out of the
garden of Eden, with the 'Cause and Effect' punishment trailing behind them. The serpent was given a 'ticking off' as
well, and was cursed by God. After all was said and done by the serpent and Adam and Eve, the bible revealed that
Adam and Eve did not die physically like they thought that they would, but went through a CHANGE - an
awareness/realisation of knowing about good and evil/right and wrong like their creators. 'And the Lord said, Behold,
the man is become as one of us, to know good and evil: and now, lest he put forth his hand, and take also of the tree of
life and eat, and live forever', see Genesis ehapter 3. So who lied here, God or the serpent'/ Adam and Eve ate the
'apple' and found that they didn't die, but they discovered that they were naked. Should they have eaten the 'apple'? If
it meant the humans getting to know about good and evil, about what is right and what is wrong, so that they could
become aware of the evil/wrong that the gods did to them, why, 'yes'. All the cover up by the gods, regarding the
nature of this 'tree' and their unwillingoess to allow the humans to have access to it, was because they didn't want the
humans to be like them, having insight into situations, and becoming aware and realised of their own existence and of
their future. When Genesis ehapter 3 is translated into Anunnaki/extraterrestriallanguage, what we have are two groups
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of Anwmaki/extraterrestrial beings, one group representing God and Jesus Christ and the other group representing the
serpent/Satan. Further translation reveals that the humans depend on these Anwmaki/ extraterrestrial beings for access
to knowledge to further their evolution. While the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group denies the humans this access to
knowledge, the Satan/serpent/Anunnaki group is willing to allow the humans access to knowledge.
'The Satan/serpent/Anunnaki group got into 'hot water' with the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group for giving the
human race via Adam and Eve, the opportunity to become aware/realised of the existence of 'good and evil/right and
wrong', like its creators, and to have insight into potential evil/wrong that the gods would most likely do to it. The
present human race, by continuing to support God and Jesus Christ (that group of Anwmaki/extraterrestrial beings) and
by embracing their biblical teaching without further investigation, is giving up its 'Rights' to the power and control - its
rights to have access to knowledge that would aid it in its evolutionary process -- handed down to it via its ancestors, via
the Satan/serpent/Anunnaki group, in the Garden of Eden. If the present human race gives up its ancient 'Rights' given
to it by its ancestors and the SatanJAnunnaki group to this God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group, our ancestors would have
died in vain, and the Satan/serpent/Anunnaki group would have got into trouble with, and accused by the God/Jesus
Christ/Anwmaki/extraterrestrial group as being the 'rotten apple', for nothing. And the present human race would have
sold its 'birthright' this time around, to that rogue God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group, for 'pottage'.
For the humans to say that the extraterrestrial beings have no say in human affairs and should not be allowed access to
Earth, is not exactly correct. Research and study into the bible and ancieot data revealed that these Anunnaki/
extraterrestrial beings, who are the creators of the human race, do have a say in human affairs and their world
governments, and therefore have the right to the access of Earth, even though they are existing under the covers of God
and Jesus Christ and Satan. After the Anwmaki/extraterrestrial beings abandoned the Earth, the humans were allowed
to have dominion over the Earth, but they maiutained overall control of the Earth and over the humans subconsciously
and via Religious Orders and beliefs. 'He changeth the times and the seasons: he removeth kings and setteth up kings:
he giveth wisdom to the wise and knowledge to them that know understanding. He revealeth the deep and secret things:
he knoweth what is in the darkness, and the lightdwelleth with him', Daniel2:21-22. These verses translated into the
God/Jesus Christ/Satan/Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings language, reveal that the Anunnaki have a political, religious
and scientific say in the affairs of the humans, and the world leaders know this. These bible verses in Daniel 2:21-22,
are God, Jesus Christ/Anunnaki related. The world leaders outwardly support the religions of their countries, which are
God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki related, who are connected to this teaching in Daniel 2:21-22. In Anunnaki language, this
God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group claimed to have overall control of the world governmeots via their leaders, changing
things, removing kings and setting them up - pulling down and building up, and giving knowledge and wisdom, like
that Solomon. How do these Anwmaki/extraterrestrial beings manage to gain coutrol of Earth via their world leaders?
By MIND CONTROL at SUBCONSCIOUS ENERGY LEVEL (the human being's mind being a conscious energy
source or a type of RECEIVER, not forgetting that they created us to receive their instructions). I was made aware that
one group is trying to stop the otber group from revealing itself to the humans, and they are trying to do it via the world
leaders. That is, the God/Jesus Christ!Anunnaki group is trying to preveot the Satan/anti-ChristiAnunnaki group from
revealing itself to the people. You see, while Jesus Christ (the Word) became flesh and live among men, Satan was kept
hidden, and Jesus Christ wants it kept that way. Jesus Christ just wants to get rid of the humans that display a
Sataniclanti-Christ behaviour to him and his father/God. The bible's teaching of the coming of anti-Christ, referred to
members of the human race who r€<iected him. To translate this bible teaching into Anunnaki language, it is saying to us
that the God/Jesus ChristiAnunnaki group does not want the Satan/Anunnaki group to reveal itself (to be the Word that
becomes flesh) to the humans, and is blocking its appearance to the humans via the world leaders, according to Daniel
2:21-22. The God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group cannot continue to do this to the Satan/Anunnaki group. We now know
that the anti -Christ is not ouly members of the human race, but it is also a group of Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings the Satan/Anunnaki group that was in conflict with God in heaven and who brought Adam and Eve to the
awareness/realisation of good and evil/right and wrong, in the garden of Eden. Now that we have come to learn that
God, Jesus Christ and their angels are Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings, and since the bible teaches that Jesus Christ is
returning in the flesh, this means that Jesus Christ and his angels are returning as a group of Anwmaki/extraterrestrial
beings, in the flesh. Since Jesus Christ is Anwmaki/extraterrestrial related, Satan/serpent/dragon are
Anwmaki/extraterrestrial being related as well. Since the Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group is returning in the flesh, and
since the bible teaches that anti-Christ/Satan must come as well, and since the anti-ChristiSatan are
Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings, the anti-Christ/Satan/Anunnaki group must come in the flesh as well. It all means that
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God, Jesus Christ and his angels and the anti-Christ/Satan and his angels are all returning to Earth as
Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beirigs, in the flesh, to fulfil the scriptures, in our generation. The question is this: How can
the world leaders continue to keep the people in darkness and ignorance about this matter, the way that they are doing?
Jesus Christ taught in the scriptures that his 'Coming' back to Earth is surrounded by a lot of secrecy ('But of that day
and hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels of heaven, but my Father only', Matthew 24:36. 'Watch therefore, for ye
know neither the day nor the hour wherein the Son of man cometh', Matthew 25:13). This teaching fitted snugly into
the time period when the truth regarding the connection between God, Jesus Christ and their angels and the
Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings, was unknown. Now that we know that Jesus Christ and his angels are
Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings related, and are doing a cyclic return to Earth, thus giving the humans an idea when
they are retuning to Earth, this God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group still want to keep it secret for religious reasons. So,
this God/Jesus ChristlAnunnaki group gets the world leaders to keep its existence and visitations to Earth, secret from
the rest of the people. From where I am 'standing' I cannot see how these two groups of 'people' (the world leaders and
the God/Jesus ChristlAnunnaki group) are going to 'pull' this one off (the fulfilling of this secret, biblical return to
Earth). Both the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group and the anti-Christ/Satan/Anunnaki group are religiously/biblically
related and are to return to Earth, in the FLESH. The world leaders cannot support the coming in the FLESH of the
God/Jesus ChristlAnunnaki group and deny the coming in the FLESH of the anti -Christ/Satan/Anunnaki group.
I was made aware that a 'STAND' must betaken to bring the present 'cycle' of the human race to an end and the start of
a new 'cycle'. I was made aware that, if the world leaders continue to refuse the people their right to a global appearing

of these Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings, who have returned to fulfil this work for the present human race (bring the
present 'cycle' to an end and start a new one), pressure will be brought to hear down upon them (these world leaders).
This pressure will be placed more upon Great Britain, because it is now the existing Religious Source for the present
generation of people, from which the present human race, globally, is being force fed with the teaching of the God/Jesus
Christ/Anunnakilteaching, via the bible. God and Jesus Christ know that their adversary (Satanlanti-Christ) must return,
and that they all are Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings together, so the world leaders must stand aside now, and stop
allowing themselves to block the way. I was amazed to learn from Jenny Randles books that UFOs and their occupants
were visiting British Air Space long before I had my encounters with the 'lights' in 1975. Yet the Government and its
Ministry of Defence continue to deny to me all knowledge of the existence of extraterrestrial beings and their visitations
to Earth.
A time was set for the global appearance of this Satan/Anunnaki group, which is between February 24- March 24,
2001, but since I have been made aware that the world leaders are being used by the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group
to block its appearing, it may not be able to make its appearance at this time. I was made aware that this aerial type
blockade by the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group, of the appearing of the Satan/Anunnaki group, via the world leaders,
accounted for the failure of Nostradamus's prophetic dates, relating to the coming of the King of Terror.
The return of the Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings to Earth~ the end of the present 'cycle', of the human race and vice
versa.
The Bible~ God and Jesus Christ's story regarding the ongoing Conflict/Controversy between God and Satan, good
and evi!lright and wrong, for power and control of Earth, its habitants and of heaven.
God, Jesus Christ and their angels and Satan and his angels ~ Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings and vice versa.
The human race~ the 'pawns' dragged into this 'Conflict/Controversy between God and Satan, good and evi!lright and
wrong', by the God/Jesus Christ/Anunnaki group. The Conflict between these two groups of Anunnakilextraterrestrial
beings, was about, 'Doing what is right/good and doing what is wrong/evil', to others, including the humans ..
May I point out here that, according to the book of Revelation, 'good and evil!right and wrong' existed in heaven, 'And
there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought against the dragon; and the dragon fought and his angels',
Revelation 12:7. This fight between Michael and the dragon had its origin in the 'good and evi!lright and wrong'
system that existed in heaven. The question is, How just was this system exercised by the gods, in heaven? The dragon
and his angels having been kicked out of heaven after they lost the fight to Michael and his angels, was a revelation to
others, of how the Justice System regarding 'good and evi!lright and wrong' was exercised in heaven. The use and
abuse of the Justice System ('good and evi!lright and wrong) in heaven, against the dragon and his angels, by Michael
and his angels motivated the serpent/dragon/Satan to expose the humans in the garden of Eden, to the existence of this
'good and evillright and wrong' system that was exercised by the gods. Translate this into Anunnaki!extraterrestrial
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being language, you'll find that this God/Jesus ChristLAnwmaki group did a wroog thing to the humans. This group
usedand abused the humans, killed them in the process, and wants to do it again to the present humans. And this is
wroog. The present human race has the RIGHT to know the TRU1H about its ancient past, and the world leaders are
wrong to b!OGk the human race from getting to know this ancient Truth about its ancient past, by keeping the existence
of the extraterrestrial beings and their visitations to Earth, secret, from the rest of the people.
The oldest Human Rights Bill became established in the garden of Eden, when Adam and Eve were given that rare
opportunity to know Good and Evil/Right and Wrong, like the gods, but much to the gods anger and annoyance with the
serpent. This Human Rights Bill relates to the humans awareness/realisation of Good and Evil!Right and Wrong, and
pemtits the humans to exercise this RIGHT at all times. This Eden Bill perntits the humans to talk about Satan as freely
and as openly, as they are permitted to talk about God and Jesus Christ, without being harassed by the followers of God
and his son Jesus Christ and called evil and satanic, since they don't really know the truth about him. The present
human race was given the wrong concept of Satan, via the content/teaching of the bible (which has to be put right), and
the Eden Human Rights Bill permits the humans the right to do this.
Today is Tuesday, February 27, 2001. I was made aware that the outbreak offoot-and-mouth, and the burning of the
cattle in England, to rid the place of the killer disease, is symbolic. It symbolises the spiritual, infectious disease
(Evil!WfOJig Doing) with which the humans became infected back there in time, and the 'slaughtering' and the burning
of these people, like animals, who are classed by God, Jesus Christ and his angels, to be evil in their sight, that is
pending. This foot-and-mouth outbreak has a SOURCE, and it has to found in order to halt the disease. The same thing
goes for the humans who are regarded as evil by God, his son Jesus Christ and their angels, and whose death by God,
Jesus Christ and their angels, by fire, is pending. The Foot-and-Mouth killer disease has a SOURCE and the Infectious
Disease (Evil/Wrong Doing) about which God and his son Jesus Christ are accusing the humans, has a SOURCE. Just
as the world leaders are now flat out trying to find the SOURCE of this foot-and-mouth outbreak upon the animals, to
try and stop it, so they must try to find the SOURCE to this Infectious Disease (Evil/Wrong Doing) with which the
humans became contaminated back there in time. The animals are not at fault here, and neither are the humans.
This letter ends my communicatioo with you (the Daily Mail) and with other people regarding this Anunnakil
extraterrestrial being matter. I am bringing it to an end because the people to whom I asked to write behave in a very
callous manner regarding this matter. Having been asked to conclude this Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings/human
beings matter in this letter, I have automatically brought an end to my communicative link with others. !leave this
Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings/human race matter in the hands of the Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings. This means
that I will not be writing to anyone else regarding this Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings/human race matter. The content
of this letter may seem a little bulky and repetitive. This is because this is my last letter to you and I have tried to record
as much information as possible that kept coming through to me. If you wish to reply to this letter, feel free to do so. If
not, don't bother. I am not really looking for a reply. You all can continue to play the hypocritical game. I am out of it.
My final thought is this. Moses (knowingly or unknowingly) sold out the humans to a killer group of
Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings, who claimed to be their God with his son Jesus Christ. For these reasons, the human
race has lived a spiritual/religious lie regarding God and his son Jesus Christ, to date. This process that was brought
about between Moses, God and his son Jesus Christ must be REVERSED.
The humans were dragged into this 'Conflict between God and Satan, Good and Evil/Right and Wrong', by God and his
son Jesus Christ, to judge it-- Good or Evil/Right or Wrong. The humans have been denied satisfactory evidence in the
bible, by God and Jesus Christ, against Satan. My verdict:- God and his son Jesus Christ (this rogue group of
Anunnakilextraterrestrial beings), is Wrong/Evil.
I was chosen to play my part at government level, and I have done that by writing to the necessary people. Now I have
come to the end. What has a Beginning has an End and I have reached the end of the part that I was chosen to play at
government level.
Please excuse any mistakes in this letter that you may find along the way.
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This letter has been the most difficult one for me to write, so please excuse any mistakes in this letter that you may have
found along the way.

PS
Today is Wednesday, February 28, 2001. I have just received a telepathic message telling me that I have no respect for
God and Jesus Christ. I wish to reply to this accusation straight away, because I know that the readers of this letter will
be thinking likewise. My reply is this: I used to have love and lots of respect for God and his son Jesus Christ,
especially for God, but not any more. If this bible God could talk to you about this, he would tell you that I'm telling
the truth. I used to believe in the contentfteaching of the bible, about Jesus Christ's Second Coming to Earth to kill
members of the human race. I was brainwashed to hate and despise his brother, Satan, believing that he was evil and
bad for the human race and bad for me, and that Jesus Christ was the good person and therefore good for the human race
and good for me, without actually knowing the full truth about their Conflict, even though there was always a 'question
mark' in my mind about this 'Conflict' with God and Satan. I had that much respect for God that I didn't want to get
involve in this Conflict between him and his two sons. I mean to say, from a biblical point of view, I always considered
Satan to be God' s son no matter how bad/evil he is, and as far as I was concerned, the three of them (God, Jesus Christ
and Satan) should have sorted conflict/matter out between themselves and not dragged us into it. What do we humans
really know about their Conflict'/ For years I didn 't know the truth regarding God and Jesus Christ' s connection to
extraterrestrial beings, called Anunnaki, who are supposed to be our creators and who are retnrning to Earth in our
generation, to take power and control of Earth with some of its inhabitants and kill the others, by the process of burning.
Now that I have come to know the truth, I am shocked to my ' system', and totally ashamed of the way in which they
maltreated the human race, including myself. So therefore, I am not going to continue to love and have respect for God
and his son Jesus Christ (a killer group of Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings) who planned to return to Earth to kill off
mass numbers of humans by burning them like animals . No way. I will not be a party to this crime against the humans.
So, yes, I no longer have any respect for the God of Moses and his son Jesus Christ who want me to join them to
commit this crime against humanity. So excuse me. To accuse me now of not having respect for God and his son Jesus
Christ, is a diabolical cheek on the part of the telepathic accuser. And this goes for anyone else who thinks the same
way about me.
Even if Satan was the most evil being in the universe, the content/teaching of the bible didn't give the humans enough
information to condemn Satan in support of God and his son Jesus Christ. The humans were dragged into their
' Conflict' to be their ' Judge and Jnry', about the state of ' Right and Wrong'. To date, the humans have proved to be a
bad ' Judge and Jury' group .
Since God, Jesus Christ and his angels are in fuct Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings and since members of the human race
have gravitated towards and have attached themselves to God alld his son Jesus Christ and their angels, it means that
they have gravitated towards and attached themselves to a group of Anunnaki/cxtraterrestrial beings, who proclaimed
themselves to be their God, his son Jesus Christ and their angels, that they don't know any thing about. In fact, they are
not gods at all. What is a god, any way? They are members of the Universal, Conscious, Energy, Community/Unit, like
everyone else, including the human race that they created. If the human converted them into gods, then the humans can
reverse the process, by refraining from referring to them as Gods. If they proclaimed themselves to be gods to the
humans, back there in time, then that proclamation has to be dealt (reversed, stopped) with at a higher level - at the
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Universal, Conscious Energy/Gene Pool level -- by members of the human race who qualified to attend the Universal,
Conscious Energy/Gene Pool.
The human race is being made to feel responsible by God and Jesus Christ for something (evil) for which it is not really
responsible, and this must not be allowed to continue. The world leaders must now 'pull their fingers out of this
God/Jesus Christ/Satan/Anunnaki/extraterrestrial beings pie' and allow these Anunnaki to return to Earth/England and
'right the wrong' that was done to the human race that they created.
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4a1 (Secretariat)

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
t.!!: Refere11.ce
.B
/UAS(SecJ64/3
Date

16 February 2001

Thank you for your letter of 31 'January in which you asked about sighting reports of
'unidentified flying objects' this department received during 2000.
During 2000 we received 214 sighting reports and approximately 100 letters, some of which may
also contain reports.
With regard to your second question concerning reports specifically from civilian and military
pilots and aircrew, we have had a brieflook through the files and identified three reports which
broadly fit your criteria. One was received from a civilian helicopter pilot, one from an ex-RAF
Serviceman and one from an ex-RAF Policeman. The sighting reports and correspondence we
receive are not computerised but filed manually on Branch files in the form that they are received.
Therefore, if you require a more detailed search we may have to consider whether a charge may
need to be made.
Yours sincerely,

•
31. 01. 01.
Dear Sir I Madam,
could you please inform me, of the
number of Unidentified Flying Objects, that were reported
to your department from 01.01.2000 to 31.12.2000.
I would also be deeply grateful if you could inform me of
the number ofU.F.O's, that were reported by civilian and
military pilots and air crew.
Yours sincerely,

L11NiSTriY OF DEFEI'.JCE ·
Df\S 3 (SEC)
- 6 FEB 2001
II

i

FILE
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DirAr.ti>r:..-t..-nrA1r-Sfii"ff
4a1 (Secretariat)

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)

020 7218 2140

(Sw~chb o ard)

(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
Oyr R~f~rence
DiDA~(~ec)64/3

Date
14 February 2001

-

Thank you for your recent letter addressed to the Secretary of State for Defence regarding
'unidentified flying objects' Your letter has been passed to this office as we are the focal point
within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence of this nature.
In your letter you ask for access to ' any or all information on UFO reports' . Ministry of Defence
files are subject to the provision of the Public Records Act of 1958 and 1967 and remain closed
for 30 years after the last action on the file has been taken. We have, however, looked carefully to
see whether earlier release of the files containing papers relating to 'UFO' issues might be
possible. The Department receives about 400 sighting reports from members of the public, each
year and a similar number of letters, some of which may also contain sighting reports. The
information is filed manually in the form it is received on Branch files and therefore contains the
personal details of all those contacting and corresponding with the Department. MOD has a duty
to protect this third party confidentiality and the 30-year period is deemed appropriate for this
purpose. Before access could be given to the material, staff would need to be diverted from their
essential defence-related tasks to retrieve the material from archives and scrutinise and remove all
of the personal information from many thousands of documents. The latter action would be
necessary because the alternative, to contact everyone providing the information to secure their
agreement to the release of their personal detail s, would be unworkable. I regret, therefore, that
your request is refused under Exemption 9 of the Code of Practice on Access to Government
Information (voluminous or vexatious requests) and Exemption 12 (Privacy of an individual). We
would, of course, be happy to look to see what information might be made available if you could
be more specific about the period, or reports of particular sightings that you are interested in. This
would then enable us to consider whether a more focussed effort on a limited amount of material
might be possible.
If you are unhappy with the decision to refuse your request for full access to MOD files and wish
to appeal, you should write in the first instance to the Ministry of Defence, DOMD, Room 619,
Northumberland House, Northumberland Avenue, London WC2N SBP requesting that the
decision be reviewed. If following the internal review you remain dissatisfied, you can ask your

(

MP to take up the case with the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration (the
Ombudsman) who can investigate on your behalf The Ombudsman will not, however, consider
an investigation until the internal review process has been completed.
Yours sincerely,

•
MINISTERIAL COIUmSPONDENCE UNIT
RefNo

O;?:l:OZ-

Date

2..c\ 1 \01

/2001

Please send a reply on behalf of the Minister concerned. All
Ministers attach importance to such letters being answered promptly,
your reply should therefore be sent within 20 working days of receipt in
this branch. If, exceptionally, this should prove impossible an interim
reply should be sent within the same timescale.
A new Open Government Code of Practice on Access to
Government Information came into force in January 1997. All replies to
members of the public must be in accordance with the procedures set out
in the Code. A full explanation of the Code of Practice is contained in
223/99 further information is available from DOMD on ·

Under the Citizens' Charter, Departments are now required to keep
records of their performance. All branches and Agencies are required to
keep information on the number of requests for information which
refer to the Code of Practice including details of the correspondent and
the nature and date of the reply. In addition, the Department is required
to provide a record of the total number of letters from members of the
public and provide statistics (which may be used on a valid sample) of
its performance in providing replies within their published targets.
As part of our monitoring procedure, random spot checks on
the accuracy of your branch records on correspondence will be
performed throughout the year.
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Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)

(Fax)

Your Reference
0\lr Reference
DtSec{AS)/64/3
Date
l\ July 1999

Thank you for your letter of I July regarding the Freedom oflnformation Act and access to
information on 'unidentified flying objects'. Your letter has been passed to this office as we are the
focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence of this nature.
First perhaps it would be useful if I explained that the Ministry of Defence examines any
reports of 'unidentified flying objects' it receives solely to establish whether what was seen might
have some defence significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's
airspace might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorized foreign military activity.
Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the United Kingdom from an external
military source, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence, we do not attempt to
identify the precise nature of each sighting reported to us. We believe that rational explanations,
such as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could be found for them if resources were diverted for
this purpose, but it is not the function of the· MOD to provide this kind of aerial identification
service. It would be an inappropriate use of defence resources if we were to do so.
You asked about public access to information on UFO reports since the introduction of the
Freedom of Information Act. In fact, the Act has not yet been implemented, although the
Government is committed to the introduction of the Act as part of its programme of constitutional
reform and in fulfilment of its manifesto pledge. On 24 May a draft Bill was published for public
consultation. This follows proposals set out in a White Paper entitled 'Your Right To Know'
published in December 1997. The consultation period ends mid-July. The Government is
committed to introducing the Bill to Parliament as soon as possible but the precise timetable is not
yet known. In the meantime, the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information will
remain the principal guide to openness of Government information.
I hope this clarifies the position.

'lo.tS sr~,
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MINISTERIAL CORRESPONDENCE UNIT

To9~CLC(tr5) Q=

Ref No
Date

~0-'1 8 /1999

1\

J1
r t/C[f1

The Secretary of State,/
has received the
attached letter from a member of the public. It has not been
acknowledged by this office.
Please send a reply on behalf of the Minister concerned . All
Ministers attach importance to such letters being answered promptly,
your reply should therefore be sent within 20 working days of the date
of this minute. If, exceptionally, this should prove impossible an
interim reply should be sent within the same timescale.
A new Ooen Government Code of Practice on Access to
Government In'formation came into force on in January 1997. All
replies to members of the public must be in accordance with the
procedures set out in the Code. A full explanation of the Code of
Practice is contained in DCI
· furth ·nformation is
available from DOMD on exte
-·
Under the Citizens' Charter, Departments are now required to
keep records of their performance. All branches and Agencies are
required to keep information on the number of requests for
information which refer to the Code of Practice including details of
the correspondent and the nature and date of the reply. In addition, the
Department is required to provide a record of the total number of letters
from members of the public and provide statistics (which may be used
on a valid sample) of its performance in pro.,dding replies within their
published targets.
As part of our monitoring procedure, random spot checks on
the accuracy of your branch records on correspondence will be
performed throughout the year.
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Ministry of Defense,

London.
South Stoke,

~

~~
-~
Dear Sir/Madam,

l~J~yl~9

I request any or all information regarding incidents concerning
Unidentified Flying Objects, which includes reports. This information should be available
under the freedom of information act. Ifthis information is only available to certain people, I
would like to be notified. I would prefer a prompt reply if that is possible. Thank you.

Yours faithfully,

•

F r o m : - - - Secretariat(Air Staff)2a, Room 8245

MINI~NCE

r.<~.:oc·.

,..,._..,

·til

Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

6

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

Your Reference
Our R~ferepce
D/Sec\AS)/64/3
Date
September 1999

23

Thank you for your letter of 7 August regarding access to reports of 'unidentified flying
objects'.
As stated in my previous letter, the Government is committed to the introduction of a
Freedom of Information Act as part of its programme of constitutional reform but, as yet, the Act
has yet to be initiated. Currently the Ministry of Defence operates in accordance with the Code of
Practice on Access to Government Information.
.
If you wish to have access to MOD files containing 'UFO' reports, you may wish to visit
the Public Record Office in Surrey to view closed files. As is the case with other government files,
MOD files are subject to the provisions of the Public Records Act of 1958 and 1967. This Act of
Parliament states that official files generally remain closed from public viewing for 30 years after
the last action has been taken. It was generally the case that before 1967 all ' UFO' files were
destroyed after five years, as there was insufficient public interest in the subject to merit their
permanent retention. However since 19,67, fqllowiqg, an increase in public interest in this subject
'UFO' report files are now routinely preserved. Any files from the 1950s and early 1960s which
did survive are already available for examination by members of the public at the Public Record
Office, Ruskin Avenue, Kew, Richmond, Surrey, TW9 4DU. Files from 1967 onwards will be
routinely released to the Public Record Office at the 30 year point.
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Room8245,

·- ....

Main Building,
Whitehall,

London.

7th August 1999

near---a
~ou

for prompt response regarding my request for any or all
information pertaining to 'unidentified flying objects'. I must say, the letter was quite insightful
but on the whole, you are denying me simple and petite information about a simple subject.
You first mentioned that UFO' s that enter British air space are usually mislaid aircraft or
natural phenomena, if they are, why are reports on it classified. Do aircraft lights and natural
phenomena compromise the security of the nation. If it doesn't, then I don't understand why
your not granting me information such as this. I know that the Freedom of Information Act is
not officially legal but it soon will be so I would once again ask, if possible, any or all
information regarding the subject of UFOs.
Yours Faithfully,

•

From: ,

lill@etorate of Air Staff (Sec) 4a, Room 8245

MINISTRrOFDEFENCE
Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial}

0207 218 2140

(Fox)

Your Reference
0\,!r Reference
y
D/DAS(Sec)/64/.J
Date ·
\3 February 2001

Thank you for your letter dated 28 December 2000.
Firstly you asked what constitutes a breach of air defences and it may help if I explain how the UK
air defence region is policed. The integrity of the UK's airspace in peacetime is maintained through
continuous surveillance of the UK Air Defence Region by the Royal Air Force. This is achieved by
using a combination of civil and military radar installations, which provide a continuous real-time
"picture" of the UK's airspace. Any threat to the UK Air Defence Region would be handled in the
light of the particular circumstances at the time (it might if deemed appropriate, involve scrambling
or diversion of air defence aircraft). From that perspective, reports provided to us of 'UFO'
sightings are examined, but consultation with air defence staff and others as necessary is considered
only where there is sufficient evidence to suggest a breach of UK air space. The vast majority of
reports we receive are very sketchy and vague. Only a handful of reports have been received in
recent years that warranted further investigation and none revealed any evidence of a threat. This
has been the situation for many years and has not changed between 1980 and today.
You also enquired about a report of a "near miss" made by a British Airways pilot travelling from
Milan to Manchester on 6 January 1995. On examination of our files we have found an Occurrence
Report that was sent to the Ministry of Defence by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), which is
not the same as an air miss report, but may refer to the same incident. The report was forwarded to
air defence staff at the time and they concluded that they were satisfied that there was nothing in
the report of defence concern. For your information I enclose a copy of the report . The details of
the person who made the report have been removed to protect their confidentiality.
It is possible that in addition to the above, the pilot of the aircraft may also have made an airmiss
report as you describe. If so, this would have been investigated by the CAA and if you wish to
pursue your enquiries you should contact them at the following address;

0

•

Civil Aviation Authority
45-49 Kingsway
London
WC2b 6TE
I hope this is helpful.
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December 28, 2000
Secretariat (Air Staff) 2a

Room8245
Ministry ofDefence
Main Building
Whitehall
LONDON

.~

. •. '

·~ J

'Jfl i)J

SWIA2HB

Dear Sir or Madam:
I have written to you on a number of occasions in the past to request infonnation regarding
Unidentified Flying Objects. fi is with this in mind that I am once again calling upon your services.
I have two requests, my first is that in your letter dated June 23, 1999 it was stated that, " ...there was no
indication that a breach of the United Kingdom's air defences had occurred." My request is that could
you please let me know as to what constituted as a breach of air defences in 1980 and what the criteria
is now.
My second request is, for a report filed bl Captain Roger Willis regarding a near miss with an
Unidentified Flying Object on January 6 , 1995. The flight in question was BA5061 flying from Milan
to Manchester.

Once again I thank you most kindly for your co-operation and I wait in anticipation fur your reply.

•
LOOSE MINUTE
D/Sec(AS)64/3

It('

8 February 2001

D News AF-AlO

THE LINCOLNSHIRE ECHO REQUEST FOR INFORMATION ON UFOs
I understand The Lincolnshire Echo were making enquiries as to whether there was/is
a "UFO Unit" at RAF Bimbrook. Please see the attached press brief

~

MB8245 ~

•
NEWS BRIEF
DATE:

8 February 2001

SUBJECT:

Alleged UFO Unit at RAF Bimbrook

SOURCE:

DAS 4Al(Sec)

DESK OFFICE~

=-~-~~-~~~~~=~~---------------------------~-~~_:'-~~~~~-~~--~---------BACKGROUND
As you will be aware, a Journalist from The Lincolnshire Echo has been contacted by
an Ex-RAF serviceman who claims that there was/is a unit at RAF Bimbrook that
deals with 'Unidentified Flying Object' sightings. The Lincolnshire Echo would like
to know if this is true.

KEY MESSAGES
•
RAF Bimbrook closed in July 1992. MOD has no knowledge of any 'UFO
Unit' established at RAF Bimbrook before its closure.
•
Reports of alleged UFO sightings received by RAF Stations are forwarded to the
Ministry of Defence in London where they are examined to see if there is any
evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace might have been compromised by
hostile or unauthorised air activity. This has been the case for at least the last thirty
years.

SUPPORTING MESSAGES
Within MOD Directorate of Air Staff 4a (Secretariat), (formerly Secretariat (Air
•
Staff) 2a), is the focal point for reports of 'unexplained' aerial sightings.
•
Untill992 the Flying Complaints Flight (FCF), part of the HQ Provost and
Security Services(UK) based at RAF Rudloe Manor, Wiltshire, was the central coordination point for any "UFO" reports made to RAF stations (from whatever source,
i.e. members of the public or service personnel). No action was taken on the reports
by staff in the FCF. Its function was simply to record details and pass the reports
directly to Sec(AS)2a (this office) in the Ministry of Defence. Sec(AS)2a would then
examine the reports and decide whether what was seen had defence implications. The
FCF no longer have any involvement in the central collection of "UFO" reports made
to air force bases. Any reports received by air force stations are now forwarded
directly to DAS 4a(Sec) for consideration

•
•
The Ministry of Defence examines any reports of'unidentified flying objects' it
receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some defence
significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's
airspace might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity.
•
Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the United Kingdom from an
external military source, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence, we
do not attempt to identifY the precise nature of each reported sighting. We believe it is
possible that rational explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could
be found for them, but it is not the function of the MOD to provide this kind of aerial
identification service. We could not justifY expenditure of public funds on
investigations that go beyond our specific defence remit.
•
The MOD does not have any expertise or role in respect of 'UFO!flying saucer'
matters, or to the question of the existence or otherwise of extraterrestriallifeforms
about which it remains totally open-minded.
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NEWS BRIEF

DATE :

8 February 2001

SUBJECT:

Alleged UFO Unit at RAF Bimbrook

SOURCE:

DAS 4Al(Sec)

PRESS OFFICER

DESK OFFICER:
D News AF-AlO

BACKGROUND

As you will be aware, a Journalist from The Lincolnshire Echo has been contacted by
an Ex-RAF serviceman who claims that there was/is a unit at RAF Bimbrook that
deals with 'Unidentified Flying Object' sightings. The Lincolnshire Echo would like
to know if this is true.

KEY MESSAGES

•
RAF Bimbrook closed in July 1992. MOD has no knowledge of any 'UFO
Unit' established at RAF Bimbrook before its closure.
•
Reports of alleged UFO sightings received by RAF Stations are forwarded to the
Ministry ofDefence in Londo . This has been the case for at least the last thirty years.

'

SUPPORTING MESSAGES

•
Within MOD Directorate of Air Staff 4a (Secretariat), (formerly Secretariat (Air
Staff) 2a), is the focal point for reports of 'unexplained' aerial sightings.
•
Until1992 the Flying Complaints Flight (FCF), part of the HQ Provost and
Security Services(UK) based at RAF Rudloe Manor, Wiltshire, was the central coordination point for any "UFO" reports made to RAF stations (from whatever source,
i.e. members of the public or service personnel . Its nction as stmp y to recor
details and pass the reports directly to Sec(AS)2a (this office) in the Ministry of
Defence. Sec(AS)2a would then ~amine the.Lep.o.rts and decide whether what was
seen had defence implications. o action was taken on the reports by staff in the
FCF. e FCF no longer have any involvement in t he central collection of "UFO"
reports made to air force bases. Any reports received by air force stations are now
forwarded directly to DAS 4a(Sec) for consideration

•

•
The Ministry of Defence examines any reports of'unidentified flying objects' it
receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some defence
significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's
airspace might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity.
•
Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the United Kingdom from an
external military source, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence, we
do not attempt to identify the precise nature of each reported sighting. We believe it is
possible that rational explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could
be found for them, but it is not the function of the MOD to provide this kind of aerial
identification service. We could not justify expenditure of public funds on
investigations that go beyond our specific defence remit.
•
The MOD does not have any expertise or role in respect of 'UFO/flying saucer'
matters, or to the question of the existence or otherwise of extraterrestriallifeforms
about which it remains totally open-minded.

•
RAF Bimbrook closed in July 1992. MOD has no knowledge of any 'UFO Unit'
established at RAF Bimbrook before its closure.
•

Reports of alleged UFO sightings received by RAF Stations are forwarded to the
Ministry of Defence in London. This has been the case for at least the last thirty
:--, years.
Mac~
•J_ Directorate of Air Staff 4a (Secretariat), (formerly Secretariat(Air Statl)2a), is the
focal point for reports of "unexplained" aerial sightings.

r· ·-w,-t+-.t·. ._

The Ministry of Defence examines any reports of 'unidentified flying objects' it
receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some defence
significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's
airspace might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity.
Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the United Kingdom from an
external military source, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence,
we do not attempt to identify the precise nature of each reported sighting. We
believe it is possible that rational explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural
phenomena, could be found for them, but it is not the function of the MOD to
provide this kind of aerial identification service. We could not justify expenditure
of public funds on investigations that go beyond our specific defence remit.
The MOD does not have any expertise or role in respect of 'UFO/tlying saucer'
matters, or to the question of the existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial
lifeforms about which it remains totally open-minded.

•
RAF Bimbrook closed in July 1992. MOD has no knowledge of any 'UFO Unit'
established at RAF Bimbrook before its closure.
Reports of alleged UFO sightings received by RAF Stations are forwarded to the
Ministry of Defence in London. This has been the case for at least the last thirty
years.
Directorate of Air Staff 4a (Secretariat), (formerly Secretariat(Air Stafi)2a), is the
focal point for reports of "unexplained" aerial sightings.
The Ministry of Defence examines any reports of 'unidentified flying objects' it
receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some defence
significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's
airspace might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity.
Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the United Kingdom from an
external military source, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence,
we do not attempt to identify the precise nature of each reported sighting. We
believe it is possible that rational explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural
phenomena, could be found for them, but it is not the function of the MOD to
provide this kind of aerial identification service. We could not justify expenditure
of public funds on investigations that go beyond our specific defence remit.
The MOD does not have any expertise or role in respect of 'UFO/flying saucer'
matters, or to the question of the existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial
lifeforms about which it remains totally open-minded.

•

NEWS BRIEF
DATE:

19 October 2000

SUBJECJ':

Low 11ying in Northumberland

SOURCE:

DAS4A(Sec)

BACKGROUND
In October 1999, Rt Hon Alan Beith (accompanied by fellow Lib Dem lv!Ps, Archie Kirkwood and Michael
Moore) paid a visit to the Electronic Warfare Tactics Range at RAF Spadeadam. That visit was followed, on lG
December, by a meeting with USofS, Peter Kilfoyle to review concerns about military low flying. Points
discussed at that meeting included the intensity oflow flying seen in LFA 12, which covers Northumberland,
Durham and northeast North Yorkshire.
Following the crash of a RAF H awk Tl XX282 on 18 October in a field Sm west of Holy Island there have been
reports in the local press and on Border TV concerning low flying in Northumberland. In an intervl\ow on
Border TV, Rt Hon Alan Beith, MP fiJr Berwick-upon-Tweed, asked why so much low flying took place in his
constituency.

KEY MESSAGES
We are grateful for the support we receive from the public in respect of the need for low fl ying training in
the UK, particularly in this part of the country.
There are compelling reasons why Northumberland sees more than the UK average for low flying. We are
sympathetic to the problems suffered by those in the area; we recognise the burden they carry and are not
complacent.
LFA 12 is ideal for military low flying training. The undulating terrain offers valuable training and there is
more unrestricted airspace above 2,000 ft than many other areas of the country.
Because of the built-up areas and controlled airspace in the Midlands, Yorkshire and the north-ease, over
which military aircraft must not fly, aircraft from the many airbases on the eastern side of the country, and
from RAF Brugggen in Germany, fl y through LFA 12 to the Electronic Warfdre Tactics Range at RAF
Spadeadam or low flying areas in Scotland.
\Ve look carefull y at the distribution of activity each year. We try to do all we can to ensure that no more
fl ying training than is absolutely necessary takes place.

SUPPORTING MESSAGES
The UK Militaty Low Flying System (U KLFS) covers the open airspace of the whole of the UK and
surrounding oversea areas from the surface to 2,000 feet above ground, or mean sea level.
It is our policy that, in principle, the whole of the UK is open to low flying by military aircraft in order to
spread disturbance as thinly as possible.

•

Although MOD aims to spread low flying training as widely and equitably as it can, it is not possible, for a
number of operational and geographical reasons, to achieve a totally even spread.
A statement on the pattern of military low flying across the UK has been published since 1995. In 1999 the
total number of hours tlyingwithin LFA 12 had dropped by some 45% compared to the numbers of hours
tlown in 1995.
The number of hours flown in LrA 12 by fixed wing aircraft had dropped by some 43% over the same
period.

- -- - - - · - · - -··- ···-·
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RECORD OF MESSAGE LEFT ON DAS(SEC) ANSWERPHONE MONDAY 5
FEBRUARY 2001 - 00:22

Sutton Coldfield

We wrote to
reported a sighting to us (23/0 1/0 I). He queried our
policy and
that there was no evidence of something of an
extraterrestrial nature being a threat.
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EXTRATERRESTRIAL BIOLOGICAL ENnTIES
Section 1. UVING ORGANISMS
21. Scope
a. Thi1 section deals with encounters with living Extr11terre•trial Biologkal
Entities (EBBs). Such encountm fall under the juritdiclion ofMJ- 12 OPNAC BBS01 and will be dealt with by this spx:ial unit only. This aection details tbe teJponllibllities of persona or units making the initial contaa.

22. General
Any ent01111ter wilb entitle& known 10 be of exllateJmJtriaJ origin is 10 be coll5idued to~ a matter of rwional aecurily and therefore classified TOP SECRET. Under no
circumst.nce Ia the aene111l public or tbe public preas to learn of the ell.istence of lheJe
entities. The offtcial government policy i' that such crealures do not exist, and that no
agency of the federal government is now engaged in any s.tudy of extraterrutrlals or
the.ir arfifac:ts. Ally deviation from l:h.is staled policy is ab5olutely furbidden.

23. Encountert
EnCOODtciS with EBBs may be tlasslfied according to one of the following categories:
a. £Mou111us iniliattd by £BEs. Ponible contact may take place u a result of
overtures by the ontitiea themselves. In these: instances it is anticipated that encounters
will take place 11 military installations or other obscure loCIIIions selected by mutual
a&reement. Such meeting would have the advantage of being limited to pcrsonnc:l with
appropriate clearance, away from public scrutiny. Although it is not considered very
probable. tbere also uists the J!Oisibility lhat EB.Ha may land in public pl~~ees without
prior notice. In thiA cue tbe OPNAC Team will formulate "m-er stories fer the prcaslllld
preJ)are briefing' for the President and the Chiefs of Smff.
b. Encormurs as the netult ofdowMd crqft. Contact with slllVivon of accidents or
craft downed by natural events or militii)' ll(tion may occur with little or no wuning. In
tbe.se casu, it is important that the initial contact be limited to military personnel to
preserve security. Civilian witneSBe& to the area will be delllined and debriefed by MJ12. ContacT with EBBs by military penonnel not having MJ-12 or OPNAC clearance
ia to be &trictly limited to action nec:easary to ensure the availability of the EBEs for
study by the OPNAC Team.

.. 24. ltolatlon end Custody
a..EBEa will be detained by whatever means are ncce&S8l')' and removed to a secun: location as soon as possible. Precautions wiD be taken by penOJlllel coming in contact with EBBs to minimize the ri&k of dj~ease as a result or contamination by unknown
organisms. If the enlitin are w~ing space .suits or breathing apparata5 of some Jclnd,
care should be exercised to pte\lent damage to these devicea. WhiJc all efforts should
be taken to 115Sute the well-being of the EBEa, they must be isolated from any contact
wi1h WJauthorized pe.r5onnel. While it is not clear what provisions Q",amenitiea mighl be
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required by non-human entities. they should be provided if po11aible. The officer in
charge of the operation will make J)Jese delerminations, since no guidclinea now exilnto
cover this llfCII.
b. Jnjuml or wounded entitiea will be treated by medical personnel assigned to the
OPNAC Team. 1f the team medical penonnel are not immedilttcly available, FirJt Aid
wiU be ldllliniatered by Medical Corps personnel at the initial site. Since little is known
about EBE bioJoaical fu.nction1, aid will be confined to the stopping of bleeding, b&ndqina of wounds ~~nd splintinJ of broken limbs. No medic11tions of any kind are to be
administered as the effect of terrealri11l medicationa on non-human biological systems
JUe impoaible to predict. As soon u the injuries are conaidered stabilizcd,lhc EB& will
be moved by dosed ambulance or other suitable conveyance to 11 secwe location.
c. In dealinJ with any Jiving Extraterresbial Biological Entiry, xcurity is or paramount impottaDCC. All other corlliderations ue secondary. AlthousJi it is preferable to
maintai11 the phyaic11l well-beina of any entity, lhe loas of EBE life is conaidered acceptable if conditions or delays to prcscrve that life in any way compromises the security of !be operatious.
d. Once !he OPNAC Team ha.• taken custody of the EBEa, their cue and transponation to dea.ignatcd facilities become the reaponaibility of OPNAC personnel. Every
coopcnuion will be Olllm!dcd to the teem in carryina out duties. OPNAC Team pc:lliOJInel wiD be aiven TOP PRIORITY at all timet reprdlc:aa of their &JlPIIUllt rank or ''-'"'•·
No penon h• the authority lo interfere with the OPNAC Team in th~: performance of ita
diUica by apec:ial direclioa of the Pmident of the United States.

Section II. NON-LIVING ORGANISMS

25. Scope
Ideally, retrieval for scientific study of cadavm and other biological remains will
be carried out by medical pen;onnel familiar wilh thia type of procedure, Becaute of
security conllderations. such collection may need to be done by non-mediclll personnel.
'This aection will provide pidance for retrieval, pnM:rvation, 11nd removal of cadaver.s
and remains in the fJdd.

28. Retrieval •nd Preservation
a. The degree of decomposition of organic remain~ will vuy dependina on the
lenath of time the remains have been lyina in !he open unprotected and may be accelerated by both local wealher conditions and action b)' predators. Therefore, bioloaical
specimens will be removed from the crash lite as quickly aa po~~ible to preserve the
remains in u good a condition as possible. A photoppltic record will be made of all romaine before they are removed from the llte.
b. Pmcnnel involved in lhis type of operation will take all reason1ble precautiona
to minimize phytieal eont11ct with !he cadavers or remaine. being retrieved. Surgical
glova llbould be worn or, if they are not available, wool or leather gloves may be worn
provided they are collected for decontamination immediately after use. Sbovela and
entrenching tool1 may be employed to handle remains provided caution ia exerclaed to
be certain no damage ia dobe 10 the remains. Remains will be touched with bue hands
only if no other means of mavins them can be found. All personnel and eqltipment involved in recovery operations will underso decontamination procedures immediately
after those operation& are [sic] have been completed.
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c. Remains wiD be prc11erved 18ainst further decomposition 11 equipmeJ~t and con.
ditiona permit. Cadavers and remains will be bagged or securely wn1pped in waterproof
coveri.1.1gs. Tarpalllins ur foul weather gear may be used for this purpose if neces~~ary.
Remllills will be refrigenued or packed with ice if available. All remaine .wiJI be lagged
or Jabeled and the rime and date recorded. Wrapped remains will be placed on atretchen
or in &ellled containen; fur immediate removal to a secure facility.
d. Small detached pieces and material !IL:raped from solid aurface~ will be put io
jars ur other amall capped cont!linera if available. Containers will be clearly marked 811
to their contents and t.be time and dille recorded. Conlainers will be rcfrigeruted or
packed with ice u soon aa possible and removed to a secure facility.
I In place hrre Ia Figure 4-diQgrams of the VQr/ous types of utralerrrstrial c-raft discuued in the tt:rt.]

'
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GUIDE TO UFO IDENTIFICATION
Section I. UFOB GUIDE

27. Follow-up lnveetlgetfona
A UFOB report is worthy of follow-up inve~tigation when it contains infonnation to suggest that po.aitive identification with 11 well-known pbenomenon may be made
or when it characterizes an unu»uaJ phenomenon. lbe repPTt should augest almo1t immedlaJely,largely by lhe coherency and clarity of the data, that there ia aomethins of
identification IUidlor scientific value. In seneral, reports which should be given consideration are those which involve several rel~ble obaervera. together or separately, and
which conc:em sighting of greaiU duration than one quarter minute. Exceptions 11hould
be made to this when dn:umatiJlcea attending the report are considered to be extraordimll)'. Special attention mould be given to reports which give promi~~e to a "fix" on
the position and those repor1l involving unusual trajectories.

28. Aul.. of Thumb
·Each UFOB case should be judged individually b.n there 11re a number of "rulea of
thumb," under each of the following headings, which should prove helpful for deter·
mining the necessity for follow-up investigation.
o. Durotioll of Sighting. When tbe duration ofa sightins i5leas thu 15aeconds,
the probabilities are great tbllt it is not worthy of follow-up. As a word of caution, bowerver, should a large num~ of individual observer~ report an unusual sighting of a
few seconds du111tion, it should not be dismissed.
b. N11mMr of Pe"oiiS Reporting 1M Sighting. Short duration sightinga by aJnsle
individuals are seldom worthy of follow-up. Two or three competent independent observationa carry the weight of 10 or more simultaneous individual ob1ervations. As an
eumple, 25 people at one spot may observe a "range light in the 8ky. This, however,
has le11s wei1ht than two reliable people obeerviDJ the same light from different location•. In the latter cue a position-fix is indicated.
c. DistQIICf! from Locati011 t>/Sixhti11gs to Nea~.tt Firdd Unit. Reports which meet
the preliminary criterion stared above should all be investigated if their occurrence is
in the Immediate ope111ting vicinity of the squadron concerned. For reports involving
greater diltaDc:ea, follow-up necessity mijht be judscd aa being inversely proportion• I
to the square of the diatances concerned. Por example, an occum:nce 1.50 miles away
might be con-
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OPERATION MAJESTIC--12
'i:·

Seotlon I. PROJECT PURPOSE AND GOALS
1.

Scope

This numual hall been prepared especially for Majestic-12 units. Its purpose is to
present all aspects of Majestic-12 so authorized personnel will have a better understanding of the goala of the Group, be able to more expertly deal with Unidentified
Flying Object-, ExtrateJTeStrial Techooloay and Entities, and increase the e!flciency of
future operations.

2.

General
MJ~ 12 take.~

the subject of the UFOBs. Ex"aterrestrial Technoloay and Extraterrestrial Biolosical Entitiel very seriously and considers the entire subject 10 be a matter of the very hipst national security. For that reuon everythins relatins to the auhject
has been assigned the very highest security claaaification. Three main points will be covered in this ISCCtion.
a. The JICOOI'II) lllpiiCI&of MJ-12 10 clear up 811Y mi~ that anyone~ have.
b. The importance of the operation.
c. The need for absolute secrecy in all phases moperation.

3.

Security CleMHicatlon

All information relating to MJ-Il has been classified MAJJC BYES ONLY and
carries a security level 2 point& above tbat of Top Secret. The reason for this has to do
with the consequences that may arise not only from the impact upon the public should
the existence of such matter& become general knowledge, but al~o the danger of hav·
in& such advaDCed technology as has been recovered by lhe Air Force fall into the hands
of unfriendly foreign powers. No information ia released to the public press and the official government po5ition is !hill no special group such as MJ-12 exists.

4.

Hlet«»Y of the Group
Operation Majeatic-12 was established by special cJasllitied presidential order on

24 September 1947 allhe recommendation of Secretary of Defense James V. Porrestal
and Dr. Vannevar Bush, Chairman of the Joint Research and Development Board.

Operations are carried out under a Top Secret Research and Development-Intelligence
Group directly responsible only to the President of the United States. The goala of the
MJ.· 12 Oroup are as follows:
a. The recovery for scientific study of all materials and devices of a foreign or
extraterrestrial manufacture lhat may b=come available. Such material and device" will
be recovered by any and all meanH deemed neci:Siiary by the Group.
b. The recovery lor scientific study of all entities and remains of entities not of terrestrial origin which may become available though independent action by !hoKe entities or by misfortune or military action.
c. The establishment and administration of Special 'learns to accomplish the above
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CHAPTER2

INTRODUCTION
.

r;:-~1;

Section I. GENERAL
8.

Scope

This operation& manual is published for the information and guidance of all
concerned. Jt cunlllim; informiltion on determination, documenlltion, collection, 11nd
disposition of debris, devices, crafr, and occupants of Ruch craft as defined as
Extratemstrilll TechnoloJy or Extratetre5triaJ Biological Enlitie~ !'EBBs) in Section U
of tbia ch11pter.
b. Appendix I ~:ontllinl a ll~t or ~:urrcnr referen~:e&, including tcc:fmical manuals
and other available publicatii)JII applicable ro lhese operatiOJJa.
c. Appendix II containa a list afpenonnel who comprise the Majestic·l2 Oroup.
11.

7.

Forma and Aecord8.
Forma ulicd for !llportinJ openllion an: listed in Appendix la.

Section II. DERNITION AND DATA

o.n.,.l

8.

Exl1'81e!TeStriaJ Technology Ia defined aa follows;
Aircraft identified liS not m110uf~tured in the United States or any terrestrial
foreisn powenl, includins ~perimental military or civilian aircraft. Aircraft in lhia category are generally known 11 Unidentified Plying Objects, ur UFOBs. Such aircraft
may appear as one of several shapes and configusatiom and exhibit ~traordinary flight
characterisdc1.
b. Objects and devices of lllltnown origin or function, manuf~ured by proc:e11~es
or of materials not COIUiiiU!Jit witb cumnt technoloJY or scientific knowledge.
c. WJCCitage of any airCTIIft thooght to he uf extraterresuial manufacture or origin. Such wrecltaJ!e may be the n:aults of accidenll or military action.
d. Materials that ubibit unusual or extraordinary characteristics not consistent
with current technology 01 scientific .knowledJe.
ExlraterrtnriQ/ BiololicQI EntltltJ (EBEs) are described as:
a. Creaturea, hunuiJioid or otherwise, whtme evolutionary processes responsible
for their development arc demonstnlbly different from tbo!IC postulated or observed in
homo sapiens.
D.

DMcr1ptton of Craft

9.

Documented extrateJTC.,triul craft (UFOB~) are c:lltsaified in one of four categories
b;iscd on general shape, ali follows:
Q, Elliptical, or disc shape. This type of craft is of a metallic con8lruction and dull
aluminum in color. 11Jey have the appearance of two pie-p!IJIS or ahallow dishes preliM!d
togelher and may have a raised dome on lhe top or bottom. No seam• or joints are visible on the IUTfac:e, giving the impression of one-piece conatruction. Diacs are estimated
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from 50-300 fe~ in diam~ter and the thickness i$ appnlximutely 15 percent of the diameter. not im:luding the dome, whkh is 30 per cent of the disc diwneter and ell tends
another 4-6 feet above the main body of the disc. The dome may or may not include
window5 or ports, and port,s are pr~aent around tbe lower rim of rh~ disc in some instances. Mos1 disc-shaped craltiU'e equipp~d with lights nn the top and bottom, and al6Q
lltound the rim. These lighi.S are nul visible when 11Je craft is at rest or not functioning,
There are senerally no vi11ible 11ntenna or projections. Landins sear consists of lltree
e~ttendible legs ending in circular landing pads. When fully extended this landiq geur
support~ the main body 2-J feet above the surface at the loweMt point. A rectllDgl.llar
hatch is located 1llona the equator or on the lower surf11ce of the disk.
b. FH$t!/uge t1r c·igar s/ulfN. Documented reports of this type of craft arc e1.tremely
rm-e. Air Force radar .report11 indicate they are approximately 2 lhoualtlld fC!CT long and 9S
feet thick, and apparently they do not opero~te in the lower atmosphere. Very Jilde infonnation i.~ available on the petforrnllllCe of the~~e craft, but ra\ler reports have indicaled
!ipeeda in cxCC!is of 1,000 miles per hour. The~ do not appear to engaae in the violent
and cr:ra~ maneuvers .a.ssociated with the smeller types.
, .. Ow1ld Ol' cirrulur shape. Thb type of craft i• described as being •hapcd like
iiD ice cream cone. heiDi rounded at the Jarae end and tupering to a near-point at lhe
other end. They are approllimately 30-40 feet long and the thiclc end diameter Is approximately 20 per cent of the lcnlfh. There is an elL tremely bright li&)tt at the pointed
end. and this craft u&ually travels poinT down. They can appear to be any llhape from
roWld to ~ylindrlcal, depcndins upon tbe angle of observation. Often ii&htings of this
type of craft are eJJiptical craft seen at an incli11cd augle or edge-on.
d. Airfoil or triangular shape. This craft is believed to be new technology due to
the rarity and recency of the observetions. Radar indicated an isoacclcs trianslc: pro·
tile, lhe Jonscst side being neiU'ly 300 feet in lellJth. Little is known about the performance of these craft due to the rarity of JOod sigbtings, but they are believed capable
of high speeds and abruptmaneu"ers similar to or exceeding the perfonDIIn.:e attributed
to typea "a" llnd "c".
·

10. Description of Extraterrestrial Blologieel Entitles (EBEs)
Eumination of remains recovered from wreckage of UFOB& indicates that Extraterrestrial Biological Entities may be classified into two distinct categorice as follows:
a. EBE 'l'jPf I. These entitles are humaooid and might be mista.ken for human beings of the Orientlll nu:e if seen from a distance. They are bi-pedal, !5-!5 feet 4 Inches in
height and weiah 80-1 00 pound&. Proportionally they are similar to humans, although
the cranium is somewhat larger and more rounded. The skin is a pale, chalky-yellow in
color, thick, and slightly pebbled in appearance. The eyes are small, wide-aet, almondshaped, with brownish-black irises with very hu·ge pupil!. The whites of the eyes are
not like !hat of hUJ'Illlna, but have a pale waY cast. The ears are amaH and not low on tbe
skull. The nose is thin and long. and the mouth is wider than in humans. and nearly lipless. There is no apparent facial hair and very little body hair, that being very fine and
confmed to the underarm and the sroin area. The body Is thin and without apparent body
fat, but the muscle& are well-developed. The hands are small, with four Ions digits but no
opposable thumb. The outside digit is jointed in a manner as to be nearly opposable,
and there iH no webbing between the finger as in humans. The leg& are alightly but noticeably bowed, and the feel are somewhat splayed and proportionally large.
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b. 7'JP' II. Theae entitie.~ arc hum;~noid but differ from Type 1 in many respects.
They are bi-pedal, 3 feet ' inchea-4 feet 2 incbeli in height and weigh 2'-SO pound1.
Propurtionadly, the head ill much ~r than hullliiJIS or Type J EB&, the cranium being
much IAFJer and elonaated. The eyes Ill'~ very large, slanted, and nearly wrap around
!be side of tbe skull. They are black wi.rh no whites showing. There is no I!Oiiceable brow
ridge, and the akuiJ hu a aliJht peuk rlult rune over the crown. The nose consists of two
small slit8 which ail high above the slit-like mout.h. There are no uternal em. The skin
is a pale bluiab-gray color, being somewhat darker on tbe back of the creature, and is
very smoolh and fine-celled. There is no hair on either the face: or tbe body, and these
creatures do not appear to be mammalian. The arms are long in proportion to the Jep,
and the banda have three JonJ, tapering finget'!l and a thumb wbi<:h i1 nearly a1 long as
!he fmgers. The ICI.'Ond fl.rJBer is thicker than the othen, but not as long as the index finaer. The feet are small and narrow, and four toes are joined toset.her with a membrane.
h is not detinitcly known where either type of creuture orlainated, but it seems
~n that they did 1101 evolve on earth. It is further evident, altboup not ceftain. that
!bey may have originated on twu different plancK

11. Description or Extraterrestrial Technology
1bc followins information is from preliminary analysis repona of wreckage col.
from crash sites of extraterrestrial craft 1947-19!13, excerpiS fNnl which are
quoted verbatim to provide guidance as to the type of cbaracteriatics of malCrial that
miaht be encountered in future recovery operations.
a. Initial ;malyais of the debris from the crash site Jeemato indic111e that the debris is !hat of IIJ1 extntterreslriaJ craft which exploded from wilhin end came into contact
with the ground wilh great forr;;c, completely destroying the craft. The volume of matter indicates that the craft was approximately the size of a medium aircraft, although
the weig]lt af the debris indicate& that the craft was extremely liJht for it.• size.
b. Metallurgical analysis of the bulk of the debria recovered indicatoa that the sampl5 arc not compoecd of any materillla cUITCJJtly known to Terrestrial science.
c. The material tated poMesaes great strength and raistance to heat in proportion to its weight and •lze, being 1tronger by far th1n any materials used in military or
civilian llircnd't at pretent.
d. Much of !be matcrilll. havina the appearance of aluminum foil or aluminummagnesium sheeting, displays none of the characteristics of either metal, resembling
instead some kind of unknown pl15tic-like material.
e. Solid strur.:tii1CS and 111bsllllltial beams having a distinct similarity in appearance
to very denac arain-frec: wood. was very lillhl in weight and pos»t:liscs tensile and compl'C&'Iion stxensth not obrainablc: by any means k.nown to modem industry.
f None of the material tested displayed mea•urable magnetic chan~cteriatica or
residual radiation.
I· Several aamplea were ensravcd or embossed with marks and paltema. Theac
panems were not readily identifiable and ancmpts to decipher their meaning has been
largely unsucceuful.
h. Examination of several apparent mechanical devices, gean;, etc. revealed link:
or notbins of their functions or methods of manufacture.
l~ted
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CHAPTER3

RECOVERY OPERATIONS
Section I. SECURrTY
12. Pl'eM Blackout
Great care must be taken to preserve the security of any l~tion where
EJttraten'eltrial Technology might be retrievable for scientific study. Extreme meaaum
must be taken to protect and preserve any material or craft from diuovery, examilllllion,
or removal by civilian &JC!lciea or individual& of the general public. It ia therefore rccommCDded Jhat a tobll preaa blackout be inlliated whenever possible. lf this course of
action should not prove feasible, the following cov~:r •toriea are sugge.,ted for release
to the pre.a. The officer in ch.,.,e will act quickly to select the cover story that beat fits
the situation. It lbould be remembered when ~lee: tins a cover 11tory that offici;ll policy
resarding UPOBa is that they do not uiat.
a. Ojfit:lallhnitd. Tile most desirable n:sponae would be that nothing unusual b11
occu.rted. By litatin& that the: government has no knowl~ae of the event, further inve~
tigation by the public press may be f~stalledb. Disuedit Wlrnesus. If at all possible, witne•aes will be held incommunicado
until the eJttt.ut of dleir knowledae IUld involvement can be determined. Witne~~~~eS will
be diliCouraged from talkins about what they hllve ReeD, and intimidation may be n~
euary to enaure their cooperation. lf witncnes have aln:edy contacled the prcaa, it will
be neceJiaC)' to discredit their stories. This can best be done by the assertion that they
have either misinterpreted natural events, are the victims of hy!ttria or baJJucinationa, or
are the perpcttat0111 of bol!llea.
c. Drup#vr S1atrmrnu. It may become neceDIU)' to ii!Sue false ltatements to preserve the security of the site. Meteors, downed •atellitee, weather balloon•, and military aircrah are Ill acceptable alternatives, although in the caae of the downed milllllry
aircraft statement care sbould be exercised not to auegestthat the aircraft might be experimental or secret, 111 this miJbt arouse more curiosity of both the American and the
fore.ip praa. Statement issues concemina contamination of the area due to toxic spills
from trUCks or nilroad tanken can also serve to keep unauthorized or undesirable personnel aWJly from the area.

13. S.CuN the Area
The area muat be secured aa rapidly as possible to keep unauthorized petJOnnel
from infiltrating the site. The officer in charge will set up a perimeter and establish a
command post inside the perimeter. PeJSODnel allowed on the site will be kept to the
absolute minimum necessary to prepare the Cl'llft or debris for transport. and will comist
of Military Security Teams.
Local authorities may be pressed into 1ervice as traffic and crowd control. Undlr
no cim•~r~~tancu will local official or Jaw enforcement personnel be allowed inside
the perimeter and all necesaary prwwtions should be taken to ensure that they do not interfere with the operation.
a. Perimeter. It i8 desirable that sufficient military personnel be utilized to set up
a perimeter around the site large enough to keep both unauthorized pereonnel and the
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perimerer pen;onnel from !ieeiog rhe site. Once the sito is conwnt!d. regular parrols will
be set up lliong the perimeter to en..ure complete security, and electronic surveillance will
be utilized to augmenr the patrols. Perimeter personnel will be equipped with hDIIII coJJImunicarJon and automaric wcupons with li~e Blllmunilillrl. Personnc:l working at !he site
will CillT}' sidearms. No unauthorized penionnel will be allowed inlu the securrd area.
b. CoiiJiflllnd PiJSt. Jdelllly, the command post should be as close to the site as i5
practical to efficiently coordin11te operalions. AA soon as the command post iN operational. contact with the Majestic-12 Group will be established via secure communication!>.
c. Atrer SWI!'P· The site and tbe surrounding area will be cleared of all unauthorized personm:l. WitnessCll will be debriefed and detained for further cvuluation by
MJ-12. Unduno cin:wll.tullu:ts will wimesses be relea~ed from custody until their
storieN have been evaluated by MJ-· 12 and they have been thoroughly debriefed.
d. Sillttrtion l:.'valuolima. A preliminary evaluation of the a;ituittion will be completed and a preliminary report prepared. The MJ- I 2 Group will then be briefed on the
situation at the earlie&t pOAible opportunity. The: MJ-12 Group will then make a det.erminatioo as to whelher or not a MI-12 RED TEAM orOPNACTum will he dispatched to the ~~~U.

Section ltTECHNOLOGY RECOVERV

14. Removal end Transport
As soon a& communK:ation is l!:lltablished. removal 01nd tr-.&n8po.rt of all material
will commence under order of MJ- I2.
tt Dorn..cmtulllllr. If the Nituation permit5. care should be taken to document the
area with photographs before anything is moved. The area will be chc:cked fnr radiation and other roxie agents. If the area cannot he kept secure for an extended period of
time, all materilll must be packed and transported as quickly as possible to the ne111nt
5ecure military facility. This will be llCcomplishcd by co... ered tranl!pOlt using little·traveled roads wherever pouihle.
b. Compld~ or Flllfctional Crqft. Craft are to be approached with extreme caution if they appear functional, as aerious injury m11y result from uposurc to radiation
and e.leclrical di&cb&Jge&. Ir tlie craft is functioning, but appear5 to be abandoned, it may
he approached only by specially trained Ml-12 RED TEAM penonnel wearing protective clothing. Any craft that appears to he functioning should also be lefi to MJ12 RED TEAM dillp!lUl. Complete craft and purrs of cnd'ts too IIII"BC to be transported
by co¥Cred transport wm be disauembled, if lllis can be accomplished cat>ily and
quickly. If they must he tnlllsported whole, or on open flatbed trailen, they will be covered in aucb a manner as to cllllJOutlage their shape.
c. EJctmlernslriol Binlngicol Entilies. EBEs mu&1 be removed to a top security facility as quickly as possibl~. Orear CIU"C should be taken to prev~:nt possible contamination by allen biological ugenUi. Dead EBEa ~hould be packed in ice at the earliest
opportunity to preserve lissUCM. Should Jive EBFA be encountered, l.l:ley &hould be taken
into CURtody and removcd 10 II top security f..ciJity by 11mhulance. £\'1!:1")1 effort should be
taken to ensun: the EBEs Aurvlval. Peraonnel in ... olvement with EBEii alive or dead must
be kept to an absolute minimum. (See ChapterS for more detailed instruction on dealing with EBEs.)
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16. Clellnalng the Area
Once all malerial bas been removed from the central on:a, the sUJTounding ore.
will be lhorougbly inspected to make mre !hat all trace. of ExrtateJTe~;trilll Technology
bave been removed. In the case of a craw, ~ Nurroundlng on:a will be thoroughly gone
over severlll times to ensure that nothing bas been overlooked. The aean:h area involved
may VllfY depending on local conditioll6, at the discretion of lhe officer In charge. Whe~~
the officer in ch!UJe is satisfied lhat no further evidence uf tbe event remains 1111be $ilc,
it may be evacuated.

18. Specf•l or Unuaual Circumstances
The possibility exists that extnlerrc:strial craft may land or cra&b in heavily populated ateas, where security clllUJOt be maint11i11ed effectively. Large aegmeniM of lbe
population and the public preu may witnes& these craft. Contingency Plu MJ-194904Pn8 (TOP SECRET • EYES ONLY) should be held in readine11 should the need to
make a public disclosure become necessary.

17. ExtraterrMtrlal Technology

(See 1l1bl1! un nen page)
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17. Extraterrestrial Technology Classification Table

'T1
AI

N

~ I

Description at ccnditico

No.

hem

I

AiiiDft

~"d

2

IAra:t dnic:c

)..tJj

.3

Damaged device

~~

4

l'owapl.mlt

s

lnbe18Ct, cptZIIinnal, or ICIIIi-iatact aircnfl of E~ design

MJ-12~

~i>illg

a

Facility

3

~

UA.002-6

IJQS! 5-4

ID-301-F

AreaS! S-4

DD-30JN

Ama.51 5-4

Devices 111111 machiDe8 or frlcmeatl.tlicll 1ft pouible propolsion uaits, fuel
and usocialed COIIU'OI devices and panels.

P0-46-8G

Ami. !II S-4

ldelnifi£d frap!e'lltl

l'ragraents composed of detlii!Dtl or llWCrials easily recopiz:ed u known m
CIDmll scicn:c and tecbnalogy. i.e.. llumizmm, mapesium. pl.u.tie. etl:.

IF-101-K

AreaS! S-4

c"""
,.n
~~

6

Unidalrified fngmellts

Frqmmrs ~ of c~ « lllllaials not kllown to ~:am:nt ICirmce
llld teclmology alld which elhibiL~ UllUIIIIl or~ ~cs.

lJF..IOl-N

AreaS! S-4

c...:
......

7

Supplies aru1 provisioris

:SOa-mecl!lllial ar IIOft-CICdroiiK malerials of 1 support nmue KIK:b as

Bl~~e 1..1b WP-61

~~

~fl.!

8

LiviD& c:~~rity•

Uvin& ncm-lluman organi11111 in ~ aood or taiOIIiblc bealdl.

EBE-010

OPNAC BBS-<ll

"<2

9

Noo-livtag eucity

Deceased l><llt-lliiii'IIIID orpuiuns a- portion~~ of orpnimts, arpllic ~

BBE-XO

Bill£ lab WP-61

10

Modi a

and adiCI" Slllpa:l - ·
Printed Illlltl:r, ~ l'tlllOtltiqs. maps, charts, pbotogl'lllbs llld film.

MM-54A

Bllilding :! I KB811

11

Weapaa.s

Any dM&:c ar poitioll of • !kvU:e lhougbt to be oft'msive 01 clefemivc wcapcmry

WW-010

AreaS! S-4

as

~t"IJ

lllld -~.

~('l

i:;>
'!1!'-

SP-331

clolhing. penonal bcl<Jaciap. orpnic ingestible" eec.

~~

11110

i~
~I"<

~

Any mechani.ca1 or elec.1roic device or macbinc wbid! ~ to be llllllamapd
and funcliDuL
Ally ma:JwW:al or ~~:lectrouic de-vice or IMdlille which ~ ID be dm.apd
bat ~y complete.

~~

...e

!'"'

~0

0~
~-·

ell

I

l!iJ
~

~

~

n;
~l

~j
O,d
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18. P•cbglng end Pecking Dete
a . Domesti'' Shipment. Jndlvidual item' arc raged and wrapped in a moisturevaporproof blnier ~ beat lellled. They are lben placed in a corrugpted fiberboard bOll.
The voids within lhe box an: J*ked thorouJbly with a neutral cellulose wllddins to pre.
vent IIIOVemcnt of the iteD!ll. The box ciOIUfC is sealed with JUIDmed Kraft tape. MJ
Ponn J-007 ie placed in a aealed manila envelope marked "MAJIC-12 ACCESS
ONLY" and is fnmJy taped to lhe top of lbe box. The box is then cushioned at each corner and at the top and botiOm with fiberboard ilueru and is placed within a lqe cor1'118ated fiberboard box. The enlire outer boll. closure i~ aealed with pmmed Krafc tape.
A label i& affixed to the outer bo~ bearing the foUowina infonnation: deltination, atrippina code number, and the wamins, "MAJIC-12 ACCESS ONLY."
b. Oveneru Sllipm'"'· Items are packaged 115 described above except that a deuicanlaad humidity indicator are included within the inner corruaated fiberboard box.
Nelli, the boll .ia wr.ppcd in a moilfurc·vaporproof barrier and hm sealed. Then, ~k
llaed Jtema an: ~ within a second waterproof carton sealed with waterproof tape.
Thia aeeODCI Clltml ia marked "MAJJC-12 ACCESS ONLY" on all aides and is plaeed
within a watet·pue-proof lined wooden .shipping conlaincr. The linina is sealed wilb
wlfC'P'OOf18pe 8lld the woockn sbippiq container is acrcwed abut. The &hipping c:ontalper i• reinforced further by DaililiJ two (314]-inc:h melal caps aboul 8 inches from
e~~eh elld. Shlppma information is then atenclled on the •urface of the wooden shippin1
conlainet.
NPtt. The .-k•JinB and pacliq procedure detailed above applies to non-orpnic
items only. Data for handlin&, psc.kaains, packina. and ahipping of organic matler and

non-livin& Clltitiea ia provided in Chapler s. Sec:tion U of tlUs manual.
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TOPSECRET/MAJIC EYES ONLY
REPilODUCJ'ION IN ANY FORM IS FORBIDDEN BY FEDERAL LAW
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TOP SECRET/MAliC EYES ONLY
()pmllions.

d. The establishment and .:lmini8tration of ape~ial se~ure facilitie~ Jocata.J at liCcret locations within the contincnll&l border~ of die United Sllltes for the receivinJ, procell!ling, analysi11, and a~ientitic study of 11ny and all material and entities clli&Sified a.s

being of C.lttraterrestrial orisin by dle Group of the Special Teams.
e. Eateblilhment and admini~tnltion of coven operation to be carried out in concen with Ce11trlll h!lelligence to effect the recovery for the United Statel of c:uralerR~~trialtedloology and entities whicll may ~orne down inside the territmy of or fall into
tbc pouession or foreip powers.
f. The establishment and llWnternmce of ab&olute top secrecy concerning 011! the
above operatiom.

5.

Current Sltu•tlon

It is considered a. far as lhe current situation is ccncetned, that there are few indicationa that these nbjeclll 11nd their buildus pose a direct threat lo the security of the
United Statet, deapite the uncenamty 111 to their ultimate motives in corning here.
Certainly the t.echnoloay posseaKd by theae being' far surpuses 111\ythina known to
modem fiCience, yet their presence hete seem5 to be benip, apd they seem to be avoiding contact with our 11pecies, at lea•t for the present. Several dcald entities bave been
recovered along with a substantial arnount of wrecbae and devices from downed aart,
ull of which are now 11nder study at various locations. No attempt has been Jmlde by
elltaterrestrial entitiea either to coota~;t authorities or to recover their dead counrCJplli1S
of the downed craft, even thouah one of the cruslie~ was the rea11lt of direct milit~aty
action. The peate~t threat at this time arises from the IICqW5ition and 1tudy of such advanced tecbnolocy by foreign powers unfriendly to the United Stal4 It is for this reason that the recovery and study of this type of material by the United States has been
given 111ch a high priority.
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Richmond
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TW94DU
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With regard to those reports mentioned at (i) to (iii), these are not yet open for public viewing so I
will address these individually.
(i) When the Ministry of Defence received Lieutenant Colona! Halt's memorandum concerning
the events which are alleged to have occurred at Rendlesham Forest!RAF Woodbridge in
December 1980, all available substantiated evidence was looked at in the usual manner by those
within the Ministry of Defence and the RAF with responsibility for air defence matters. The
judgement was that there was no indication that a breach of the United Kingdom's air defences
had occurred on the nights in question . As there was no evidence to substantiate an event of
defence concern no further investigation into the matter was necessary. Although a number of
allegations have subsequently been made about these reported events, nothing has emerged over
the last 20 years which has given us reason to believe that the original assessment made by this
Department was incorrect.
(ii) The MOD received several reports about lights seen in various locations and at various times
during .the early hours of the 31 ~ March 1993 . Enquiries were made at the time, but these proved
to be inconclusive.
(iii) An airmiss was reported by two British Airways pilots on an aircraft travelling to Manchester
Airport on 6 January 1995. As a matter of routine the Ministry of Defence was notified by the
Civil Aviation Authority about the pilots' report shortly after the incident occurred. At the time
the matter was discussed with Departmental air defence experts who confirmed that they were not
aware of anything which would indicate a matter of defence relevance associated with the
sighting. Furthermore there was no evidence to suggest that the UK's air defence had been
compromised. As is usual with airmiss incidents involving civil aircraft, the CAA Joint Airmiss
Working Party (which is a joint Civil/Military body which has complete access to all sources of
civil and military information available) investigated the pilots' report. Airmiss Report 2/95 was a
result of their findings. The Group were not able to determine precisely what the pilots saw, but
ruled out any military aircraft activity. However there is no suggestion in the report that what the
pilots observed was extraterrestrial in origin. Without any evidence to suggest that the incident
was of defence relevance MOD interest in this sighting has long since concluded.
Finally, I must say that MOD does not have any expertise or role in respect of 'UFO/flying
saucer' matters or to the question of the existence or otherwise ofextraterrestriallifeforms, about
which it remains totally open-minded. I should add that to date the MOD knows of no evidence
which substantiates the existence of these alleged phenomena.
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The Secretary of State I
has received the
attached letter from a member of the public. This office has not
acknowledged it.
Please send a reply on behalf of the Minister. All Ministers attach
importance to such letters being answered promptly; your reply should
therefore be sent within 20 working days of receipt in this branch. If,
exceptionally, this should prove impossible an interim reply should be
sent within the same timescale.
A new Open Government Code of Practice on Access to
Government Information came into force in January 1997. Ali replies to
members of the public must be in accordance with the procedures set out
in the Code. A full explanation of the Code of Pnictice is contained in
DCI(Gen) 223/99. further information is available from DG Info on
extension
Under the Citizens' Charter, Departments are now required to keep
records of their performance. All branches and Agencies are required to
keep information on the number of requests for information which
refer to the Code of Practice including details of the correspondent and
the nature and date of the reply. In addition, the Department is required
to provide a record of the total number of letters from members of the
public and provide statistics (which may be used on a valid sample) of
its performance in providing replies within their published targets.
As part of our monitoring procedure, random spot checks on
the accuracy of your branch records on cor-respondence will be
performed throughout the year.
MfNISTERIAL CORRESPONDENCE UNIT
Sect1on 40
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